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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com

© Aperio Intelligence Limited, 2022 - All Rights Reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the April issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please
sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial
crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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individuals: the case of Russian oligarchs

OECD public consultation meeting on the cryptoasset reporting framework
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

German law enforcement seizes Hydra servers,
OFAC sanctions Hydra and Garantex exchange
to gain access, such as The Onion

apparently identified $8 million in

Router (Tor), and are often

ransomware proceeds passing

associated with the sale of illegal

through Hydra’s bitcoin addresses.

goods and services, such as drugs,
Germany’s Federal Criminal Police
Office (BKA) announced on 5 April
that it has shut down the national
servers of Hydra, a Russian
language darknet, reportedly the
world’s largest, and seized bitcoin
worth €23 million. The US
Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced
sanctions on the same day
against the market and cryptoasset exchange Garantex, which it
deems responsible for enabling
ransomware operations.
In a press release, the BKA states
that it has seized the server
infrastructure on which Hydra
functions in Germany, claiming that
this amounts to shutting it down.
The investigation now concerns
identifying the operators and
administrators of the platform,
according to the statement. The
BKA did not respond to written
requests for comment concerning
its assertion that it completely
incapacitated the functioning of
Hydra. A darknet market is typically
not accessible on the open internet
and requires specialised software
4

cyber weapons, and stolen

OFAC has also added Estonia-

personal data. Hydra purportedly

based crypto exchange Garantex

offered money laundering services

Europe OÜ to its specially

and operated the Bitcoin Bank

designated nationals list pursuant

Mixer. Services known as mixers or

to EO 14024. In February, Estonia’s

tumblers obfuscate the origin and

FIU announced that it had

destination of crypto transfers,

withdrawn its licence for providing

making it more difficult to track.

crypto services after it found that
the exchange was not fulfilling its

BKA and the Central Office for

anti-money laundering obligations.

Combating Internet Crime (ZIT)
estimate that the online black

The business reportedly carries

market is the biggest in the world

out most of its operations in

by turnover, with its sales

Russia and was apparently

amounting to €1.23 billion in 2020.

involved in transactions worth

BKA and ZIT have been

$100 million with “illicit actors” and

collaborating with US authorities

darknet marketplaces. Transfers

since August 2021 on this

worth an estimated $6 million are

investigation.

purportedly connected with
cybercrime gang Conti, a Russia-

The US Department of Justice

based group offering

states that four in every five online

ransomware-as-a-service.

black market transactions were
linked to Hydra in 2021.

BKA press release

OFAC is designating Hydra

OFAC press release

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13694 based on allegations of
having engaged in or being

OFAC notice
DOJ press release

complicit in malicious cyber
activities. The office’s probe

State Department press releas…
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OFAC reaches settlement with S&P Global Inc
The US Treasury Department’s

pursuant to Directive 2 of EO

OFAC determined that S&P Global

Office of Foreign Assets Control

13662 which prohibited all

did not voluntarily self-disclose the

(OFAC) announced on 1 April that

transactions in, provision of

alleged violations, adding that it

it has concluded a $78,750

financing for and other dealings in

“failed to exercise a minimal degree

settlement with New York-based

new debt of Rosneft of longer than

of caution or care” when it reissued

business information and

19 days maturity.

and re-dated the invoices to extend

financial analytics company S&P

the payment date. However, the

Global Inc over apparent

Prior to its acquisition by S&P

regulator recognised that the

violations of the Ukraine-related

Global, PIRA issued in 2015 an

company was cooperative

Sanctions Regulations (URSR)

invoice for $82,500 to Rosneft

throughout the investigation and

between August 2016 and

concerning an ongoing

adopted several remedial

October 2017.

subscription service providing

measures.

tailored advisory services and
According to OFAC, during the

market analysis. The OFAC notice

In an emailed statement for the

concerned period S&P Global and

states that the Russian company

Financial Crime Digest, a S&P

Petroleum Industry Research

failed to pay the invoice by the due

Global spokesperson stated that

Associates Inc (PIRA), an energy

date of 18 October 2015. Following

“while this matter resulted from

research company acquired by

several payment rejections by US

transactions in 2016 and 2017,

S&P Global in August 2016,

financial institutions regarding the

S&P Global remains committed to

reissued and re-dated several

invoice, both PIRA and S&P Global

complying with all sanctions

invoices to continue extending

allegedly reissued and re-dated

obligations and will continue to

credit to Russia state-owned oil

four invoices concerning smaller

enhance our compliance program”.

company JSC Rosneft, in violation

amounts to extend the original

of Executive Order (EO) 13662

payment dates, which allowed

blocking property of additional

S&P Global to “ultimately accept

persons contributing to the

past-due payments totaling

situation in Ukraine. Rosneft was

$82,500 from Rosneft”.

OFAC press release
OFAC notice

designated on 16 July 2014

UK HMRC fines eight over unlicensed exports
The UK government issued a 4

UK exporters in relation to

goods, military goods and related

April notice to exporters stating

violations of export control rules.

activity controlled by the Export

that between December 2021 and

Control Order 2008. Settlements

February 2022, HM Revenue &

According to the notice, all

Customs (HMRC) issued

compound penalties relate to

compound settlements to eight

unlicenced exports of dual-use

5

ranged from £1,000 to £2.7 million.
ECJU notice

aperio-intelligence.com
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US-EU operation seize RaidForums marketplace
that from 2016 to February 2022,

aggravated identity theft.

RaidForums operated as a “major”

According to the indictment,

online marketplace where

Cohelo allegedly served as chief

individuals could purchase and sell

administrator of RaidForums

stolen databases, including

between 1 January 2015 and 31

personal and financial information

January 2022, when he was

of victims, such as payment card

arrested in the UK. During this

account numbers and their

period, the defendant purportedly

The US Department of Justice

expiration dates, card verification

designed and administrated the

(DOJ) announced on 12 April the

values (CVV) or card verification

platform, while also personally

seizure of the RaidForums

codes (CVC) or personal

selling stolen data. Coehlo also

website, a marketplace allegedly

identification numbers. Other

operated an “official middleman

used by cybercriminals to buy and

information advertised on

service” on the website, which

sell data stolen from corporations,

RaidForums included victims’

enabled RaidForums members to

universities, and governmental

names, email addresses, social

verify the data and the means of

entities around the world. The

security numbers and login

payment before the transaction

DOJ has also indicted Portuguese

credentials for online accounts.

was executed, in exchange for
payment in cryptocurrency.

national Diogo Santos Coehlo,
RaidForums’ founder and chief

The DOJ notes that individuals

administrator.

were required to sign-up for

In a statement, Assistant Attorney

membership to obtain access to

General Kenneth A. Polite Jr

The enforcement action is the

buy or sell items on RaidForum,

underlined that “the takedown of

result of Operation Tourniquet,

which charged “escalating prices”

this online market for the resale

global action coordinated by

for the tiers of membership options

of hacked or stolen data disrupts

Europol’s European Cyber Centre to

offered. Moreover, the website

one of the major ways

support investigations by law

purportedly sold “credits” enabling

cybercriminals profit from the

enforcement agencies in the US,

members to access “privileged

large-scale theft of sensitive

the UK, Sweden, Portugal and

areas” of the forum and to

personal and financial information”.

Romania targeting RaidForums

“unlock and download” hacked

and its operators.

data and information from

DOJ press release

compromised databases.
Indictment

The US District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia

As part of the operation, the

authorised the DOJ to seize three

RaidForums founder has been

domain name which hosted the

charged with one count of

RaidForums website, namely

conspiracy to commit access

raidforums.com, Rf.ws and

device fraud, four counts of access

Raid.lol. Court documents note

device fraud and one count of

6

Europol press release
UK NCA press release
Portugal National Police press …
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Archegos Capital founder indicted in the US over
market manipulation and fraud allegations
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) unsealed on 27

credit. Its assets under management skyrocketed,

April an indictment against four key individuals in

growing more than twentyfold, and reaching $36

infamous family office Archegos Capital

billion in March 2021. At its peak, the family office’s

Management LP, which defaulted in March 2021

exposure was $160 billion.

causing a ripple effect felt by a myriad of investors
and some of the world’s largest banks.

Investment banking giant Credit Suisse Group AG
registered some of the heaviest losses due to the

Sung Kook Hwang, better known as Bill Hwang, who

collapse of Archegos, with figures reaching over $5

founded and led the company which managed his

billion. A report commissioned by the Swiss

personal wealth, and Archegos Chief Financial officer

conglomerate and published in July 2021 revealed

Patrick Halligan are charged with racketeering

that, while the company’s risk systems operated

conspiracy, wire fraud, two counts of securities fraud,

properly and managed to identify significant threats,

and seven counts of market manipulation.

managers in key positions from two services ignored
the risks and failed to escalate matters.

According to court documents, Hwang, Halligan,
Chief Risk Office Scott Becker, and head trader

Credit Suisse declined to comment on 29 April when

William Tomita allegedly engaged in two ostensibly

approached by the Financial Crime Digest.

fraudulent schemes. Hwang, apparently aided by
Tomita, purportedly directed Archegos trading in a

The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

manner that artificially influenced the prices of certain

announced parallel proceedings on the same day.

stocks in the family office’s portfolio. Separately, the

The commission alleges that the four defendants

three employees – with Hwang’s apparent knowledge

engaged in market manipulation and fraud through

– purportedly made false and misleading statements

material misrepresentations and maneuvering stock

about the Archegos portfolio, leading to

prices using total return swaps. SEC Enforcement

misevaluations of risk in investing in or extending

Director Gurbir Grewal characterised Archegos as a

credit to the company. Becker and Tomita pleaded

“$36 billion house of cards”.

guilty on 21 April, the DOJ notes. The Guardian reports
that a lawyer for Hwang states that the case “has

DOJ press release

absolutely no factual or legal basis; a prosecution of
this type, for open-market transactions, is
unprecedented and threatens all investors”.
Archegos rose to prominence in a short period of time,
becoming a company in which large financial
institutions invested and to which they extended

7

Indictment
SEC press release
Complaint
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Toll Holdings reaches $6.1m settlement with
OFAC over apparent US sanctions violations
restrictions on its US dollar account held at one of the
company’s banks due to transactions involving Syria,
in May 2015 one of the company’s employees
purportedly sent an email instructing staff at Toll’s
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and South Korea
branches “to avoid including the names of sanctioned
jurisdictions on invoices going forward”.
The regulator determined the company “acted with
reckless disregard for US economic sanctions laws”
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) announced on 25 April a $6,131,855
settlement with Australia-based logistics company
Toll Holdings Ltd over 2,958 apparent violations of
Iran-, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea(DPRK) and Syria-related sanctions between
January 2013 and February 2019.
According to OFAC, the company allegedly originated
or received 2,958 payments through at least four US
financial institutions (FIs) or foreign subsidiaries of FIs
incorporated in the US, in connection with sea, air and
rail shipments operated by Toll, its affiliates or
suppliers to, from or through the aforementioned
countries or related to entities on OFAC’s specially
designated nationals and blocked persons (SDN) list.
OFAC notes that 424 of the alleged payments involved
designated Iran-based entities Mahan Airlines and
Hafiz Darya Shipping Lines Company. The remaining
2,534 transactions involved payments for shipments
involving the DPRK, Iran and Syria which originated or
were received by the company’s Asian, European,
Middle Eastern or North American units.
The settlement notes that, despite existing suspicions
among Toll’s staff that the concerned payments were
in apparent violation of US sanctions and despite
8

and failed to implement policies and procedures
necessary for preventing payments involving
designated persons through the US financial system.
The notice underlines that nearly 14 percent of the
alleged violations concerned transactions involving
entities designated by OFAC for terrorism or for
weapons of mass destruction concerns. However,
OFAC recognised the fact that the company selfdisclosed the apparent violations and has taken
“extensive” remedial measures to address the
compliance gaps.
Thomas Knudsen, Managing Director of Toll Group
said in an emailed statement for the Financial Crime

Digest that “regrettably, this situation occurred in the
context of a misunderstanding about regulations
regarding payments through the US financial system
related to otherwise permissible shipments”.
Knudsen added that “we take compliance seriously
and have acted to keep this from happening again,
instituting rigorous control systems and enhanced
training and accountability. None of the individuals
involved in the transactions at issue are employed
any longer by Toll Group”.
OFAC press release
OFAC notice
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US Financial Crimes Enforcement Network fines
A&S World Trading for BSA violations
with Mexican and Colombian drug cartels. The order
requires relevant businesses that receive cash in
excess of $3,000 in one transaction or more
related transactions within a 24-hour period, to
report them to FinCEN.
Between 9 October 2014 and 6 April 2015, despite
processing over $4.64 million of sales in which it
received currency, A&S failed to file any reports with
FinCEN, in violation of the GTO. A September 2015
The US Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) announced on 1 April that it has
imposed a $275,000 civil monetary penalty against
A&S World Trading Inc, doing business as Fine
Fragrance, for “wilful” violations of the Bank
Secrecy Act (BSA) and its implementing regulations.
According to FinCEN, the company failed to comply
with the reporting and recordkeeping obligations
provided by a Geographic Targeting Order (GTO)
which was issued by the regulator on 26 September
2014 to certain non-financial trades and businesses
operating in the Los Angeles Fashion District.

investigation conducted by the US Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) found 114 instances where the company
failed to report cash transactions exceeding $3,000
during the relevant period. A Form 8300s about these
transactions was later submitted by the company to
the IRS, however the information provided was
“substantially incomplete”, notes FinCEN, lacking
customer information or details about whether the
payments were made on behalf of a person or
business. The order underlines that the 114
transactions amounted to nearly $2.33 million.
This is FinCEN’s first enforcement action in relation
to non-compliance with a GTO. The regulator
determined that A&S did not voluntarily disclose the

This is FinCEN’s first
enforcement action in relation
to non-compliance with
a Geographic Targeting Order

violations, which “undoubtedly had a negative impact
on FinCEN’s mission to safeguard the financial
system from illicit use and combat money
laundering”. However, the company was cooperative
and submitted “timely and well-organised” materials
in response to requests for information.
FinCEN press release

The GTO was aimed at strengthening law
enforcement’s actions to identify individuals and
businesses involved in money laundering associated

9

FinCEN order
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US OCC issues consent order against crypto
bank Anchorage Digital over AML failings
The US Office of the Comptroller

of Anchorage Digital Bank, National

action plan detailing the remedial

of the Currency (OCC) issued on

Association. The approval was

actions necessary to achieve and

21 April a consent order regarding

subject to conditions including

sustain compliance with the

cryptocurrency custodian

entering and implementing an

BSA/AML requirements for review

Anchorage Digital Bank noting

operating agreement. The

and prior written determination

violations of the Bank Secrecy

agreement set forth, among

that there are no supervisory

Act/Anti-Money Laundering

others, BSA/AML requirements

objections; (3) ensures that it has a

(BSA/AML) programme, the AML

which the office found that

qualified BSA officer; (4) revises,

programme (customer due

Anchorage did not meet.

adopts and implements

diligence), the due diligence

appropriate risk-based policies and

programmes for correspondent

According to a 13 January 2021

procedures for collecting customer

accounts of foreign institutions

press release, the OCC “granted a

due diligence information; (5)

and an operating agreement with

national trust bank charter to

develops and implements a

the OCC agreed in January 2021.

Anchorage after thorough review of

suspicious activity monitoring and

the company and its current

reporting programme; (6) submits

Specifically, the OCC found that

operations”. The office noted at

to the OCC the name and

Anchorage failed to adopt and

that time that “[b]y bringing this

qualifications of a proposed

implement a compliance

applicant into the federal banking

independent, third-party consultant

programme including internal

system, the bank and industry will

to review and provide a written

controls for customer due

benefit from the OCC’s extensive

report on the bank’s suspicious

diligence and procedures for

supervisory experience and

activity monitoring; (7) adheres to

monitoring suspicious activity.

expertise”. The OCC added that

an acceptable BSA/AML

“the Anchorage approval

independent testing programme;

Notably, the OCC did not impose

demonstrates that the national

and (8) develops and implements a

any monetary penalties on the

bank charters provided under the

BSA/AML training programme, as

bank. However, the office highlights

National Bank Act are broad and

well as a data governance

that it reserves the right to assess

flexible enough to accommodate

programme for BSA/AML-related

future civil money penalties or

evolving approaches to financial

management information systems.

take other supervisory and/or

services in the 21st century”.

enforcement actions. The consent

OCC consent order

order adds that Anchorage neither

The OCC now expects that the

admits nor denies the allegations.

bank: (1) appoints a compliance
committee of at least three

In January 2021, the OCC approved

members of which a majority shall

the application by Anchorage Trust

be from outside the bank or its

Company to convert to a national

subsidiaries or affiliates; (2)

trust bank operating under the title

submits to the OCC a written

10

OCC press release
Operating agreement (January …
OCC press release (13 January…
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OFAC settles with Newmont and Chisu over
apparent violations of Cuba sanctions measures
The US Treasury’s Office of

Newmont’s subsidiary Newmont

states that Chisu immediately

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Suriname is shown to have

ceased all activities involving

announced on 21 April a $141,442

purchased between June 2016 to

Cuba when learning of the

settlement with multinational

November 2017 Cuban-origin

sanctions implications. OFAC

mining firm Newmont Corporation

explosives and explosive

explains that Chisu’s apparent

and a $45,908 settlement with

accessories from Unión

violations were non-egregious.

Chisu International Corporation,

Latinoamericana de Explosivos

which is affiliated with a

(ULAEX) on at least four occasions.

The CACR prohibits dealings in

distributor of explosives and

Newmont Suriname is generally

Cuban-origin goods by any “person

accessories for mining

prohibited from dealing in Cuban-

subject to the jurisdiction of” the

operations. OFAC notes four

origin goods because its ultimate

US which is defined to include any

apparent violations of the Cuban

parent is a US person. OFAC notes

corporation organised under the

Assets Control Regulations

that Newmont and Newmont

laws of the US or of any state,

(CACR) in both matters.

Suriname’s conduct

territory, possession, or district of

was non-egregious and was

the US, as well as any corporation,

voluntarily self-disclosed.

wherever organised or doing

Chisu had no
compliance
programme in place
at the time of the
four transactions
and was not aware
that its indirect
dealings in Cubanorigin goods were
prohibited until a
customer brought it
to Chisu’s attention

business, that is owned or
Chisu and its affiliates in Suriname

controlled by a US citizen or

and Panama purportedly procured

resident or corporation organised

on four occasions between June

under the laws of the US.

2016 and November 2017 Cubanorigin explosives and related

OFAC recalls that ULAEX is a joint

accessories from ULAEX on behalf

venture of the government of Cuba.

of a US company for said

ULAEX is listed by the Department

company’s mining project in

of State as being under the control

Suriname. Chisu allegedly had no

of, or acting for or on behalf of, the

compliance programme in place at

Cuban military, intelligence, or

the time of the four transactions

security services.

and was not aware that its indirect
dealings in Cuban-origin goods
were prohibited until the customer
brought it to Chisu’s attention, as
claimed in OFAC's notice. It also

11

Newmont notice
Chisu notice
OFAC press release
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Stericycle Inc agrees to pay $84 million to settle
parallel US and Brazilian foreign bribery charges
The US Department of Justice

According to court documents, the

In a statement published on the

(DOJ) announced on 20 April that

company, through its employees

same day, Stericycle CEO Cindy J.

multinational waste management

and agents, paid approximately

Miller stated that over the past

company Stericycle Inc has

$10.5 million in bribes to foreign

years, the company has “focused

agreed to pay a penalty of $84

officials in Brazil, Mexico and

on fully remediating the issues

million to settle parallel

Argentina in order to win and

identified during the investigation”,

investigations by US and Brazilian

maintain business and other

which “includes instituting new

authorities into alleged bribery

advantages in connection with the

policies, procedures and internal

schemes which took place in

provision of waste management

controls and building a culture of

Argentina, Mexico and Brazil

services. The DPA notes that

compliance, integrity and

between 2011 and 2016.

Stericycle earned nearly $12.5

accountability that aligns with our

million in profits from the corrupt

core values across our entire

The company has entered into a

scheme and through unlawfully

global operation”.

three-year deferred prosecution

obtained government contracts.

agreement (DPA) with the US DOJ

The settlement comes two months

to resolve charges that it violated

The DOJ found that an executive at

after Stericycle disclosed the

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act’s

Stericycle’s Latin America division

potential agreement in its forth

(FCPA) anti-bribery and books and

instructed employees working in

quarter financial results report on

records provisions. The DOJ will

the company’s offices in Brazil,

24 February. As part of the DPA,

credit up to one-third of the $52.5

Mexico and Argentina to pay the

the company has agreed to retain

million penalty against fines to the

bribes in cash. Both the DPA and

an independent compliance

Brazilian authorities in related

the SEC's order note that the illicit

monitor for a period of two years

proceedings, including $9.3 million

payments were generally

and self-report to the DOJ for the

to settle investigations conducted

calculated as a percentage of the

remainder of the term.

by the Brazilian Comptroller

underlying contract. Stericycle’s

General’s Office and the Brazilian

staff purportedly maintained

Attorney General’s Office.

spreadsheets tracking the bribe
payments, which were described

Separately, Stericycle will pay

with code names. The scheme also

$28.2 million to settle a parallel

involved the use of “sham third

investigation by the US Securities

party vendors” who issued false

and Exchange Commission (SEC),

invoices to conceal the illicit

which is detailed in an SEC order.

payments to government officials.

12

DOJ press release
DPA
SEC press release
SEC order
Stericycle Inc press release
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UK secures account forfeiture against FinTech
The UK's Financial Conduct

represented the proceeds of illicit

The FCA states that QPay applied

Authority (FCA) announced on 21

activity related to criminal

in March 2020 to become a

April that FinTech start-up QPay

proceedings in the US.

regulated firm. It is purported that

Europe Ltd has consented to a

the start-up received the money

court order to give up £2 million

The US Department of Justice

from software firm Fintech

held in its name following

(DOJ) announced on 26 August

International Q Software WLL as an

proceedings brought under the

2021 that four individuals had been

investment. The FCA adds that it

Proceeds of Crime Act before

charged with conspiring to deceive

observed suspicious transactions

Westminster Magistrates’ Court.

banks and credit card companies

linked to the money and that QPay

into processing over $150 million in

has withdrawn its application to

According to a press release, the

credit and debit card payments on

become a regulated firm.

FCA obtained in October and

behalf of merchants involved in

December 2020 seven account

prohibited and high-risk business.

freezing orders with respect to the

However, the FCA statement

said monies. The FCA claimed at

highlights that it is not alleging that

that time that the funds

QPay is involved such conspiracy.

FCA press release
DOJ press release (26 August …

Crypto-asset developer sentenced in the US for
conspiring to help North Korea evade sanctions
Crypto-asset developer Virgil

exporting goods, services, or

The developer had an alleged co-

Griffith was sentenced on 12 April

technology to North Korea in the

conspirator who provided him with

by the US District Court for the

absence of a licence from the

help in arranging his trip to North

Southern District of New York to

Office of Foreign Assets Control,

Korea. Griffith traveled to the

over five years imprisonment for

which Griffith did not obtain.

country without obtaining the

conspiring to aid North Korea in

necessary permission from the US

evading international financial

The developer, who worked on the

State Department. In addition to

sanctions by using digital assets.

Ethereum project, delivered a

the 63-month prison sentence, the

presentation at a conference in the

developer has been fined $100,000.

Griffith, a US citizen, pleaded guilty

capital city of Pyongyang,

in September to conspiracy to

approved by North Korean officials,

violate the International Emergency

which apparently showcased how

Economic Powers Act (IEEPA).

Kim Jong-un’s regime could use

Executive Order 13466 and the

crypto-assets to launder money

IEEPA prohibit US citizens from

and avoid restrictive measures.
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DOJ press release
DOJ press release (29 Novemb…
Complaint (21 November 2019)
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Individuals and firms sentenced over bribery
scheme at Coca-Cola Enterprises UK
The UK Crown Prosecution

Kinsella, who was regional

£70,000. Head of Economic Crime

Service (CPS) announced on 14

manager at Boulting, purportedly

at the Met, Detective

April that former Coca-Cola

developed a close working

Superintendent John Roch notes

Enterprises UK Ltd (CCE) senior

relationship with Corry, who

that the case represents “the first

manager Noel Corry has been

allegedly gave Boulting confidential

time the Met has charged and

sentenced for corruption and

tender information about rival bids

convicted a company with failure

receiving bribes in return for

for electrical work at CCE sites.

to prevent bribery and sends a

awarding contracts to companies

According to the CPS, Corry made

strong message to individuals out

and individuals he was conspiring

between 2008 and 2013 roughly

there who seek to create an

with. Gary Haines, Peter Kinsella,

£350,000 from his corrupt

advantage for their business”.

Boulting Group Ltd (now WABGS

relationship with Kinsella. Haines,

Ltd), Tritec Systems Ltd and

who was a director of Tritec from

Corry and Haines were each given

Electron Systems Ltd have also

June 2011 and held a similar

a 20-month suspended sentence

been sentenced for their

position from April 2013 at

and Kinsella a 12-month

involvement in the illicit activities.

Electron, allegedly paid bribes to

suspended sentence. All three have

Corry of around £600,000. In

been ordered to carry out 200

The CPS and the Metropolitan

exchange, Corry authorised

hours of unpaid work and to pay

Police (Met) claim that Corry

payments for contracts between

costs of £5,000. Roch shows that

worked for CCE in the Electrical

CCE, Tritec and Electron, for which

“Corry’s role was one of power” and

and Automation division between

no work was carried out.

that “although he did not make the

1996 and 2013. He is shown to

final decision on competitive

have been responsible for

CPS Specialist Prosecutor Alistair

tenders, his opinion carried

subcontracting site service work at

Dickson states in a press release

considerable influence with both

CCE premises. When works were

that CCE “were wholly unaware of

the project managers and

required over multiple sites Corry

Corry’s corrupt actions to enrich

procurement team”. Dickson also

would lead the identification of

himself”. The Met notes that it

describes how “Corry had

contractors. He allegedly awarded

launched an investigation in

established a corrupt culture in the

contracts to Boulting, Tritec and

October 2013 following a bribery

procurement exercise, awarding

Electron, including some contracts

and corruption report from CCE.

contracts to those companies

that did not require work to be

whose senior managers were

performed. Corry allegedly

Boulting, Tritec and Electron failed

accepted cash bribes, tickets to

to establish reasonable measures

sports and entertainment events

to prevent bribery. All three firms,

and sponsorship of his local

the CPS states, admitted to the

football club Droylesden FC

failure. Boulting received a

totalling £950,000, in exchange

£500,000 fine, and Tritec and

for awarding contracts.

Electron each received a fine of

14

prepared to bribe him for doing so”.
CPS press release
Met press release
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Blackstone accused of market manipulation
The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority

to buy shares that had target prices significantly

(FINMA) announced on 12 April that it has

exceeding stock market prices and which, the

completed its proceedings against Blackstone

authority asserts, were based on information that

Resources AG and a Blackstone director, stating

was not completely accurate.

that its investigation has revealed market
manipulation and disclosure failures.

The purported disclosure failures relate to the
company director’s holdings in the private offering,

Although the company is not subject to FINMA

with FINMA stating that the director only corrected

supervision, the regulator states that it conducted its

the notification after the authority urged him to act.

investigation as part of its market supervision

A second purported disclosure failure relates to

responsibilities, adding that Blackstone and the

Blackstone’s alleged miscalculation and

director in question declined to submit requested

misreporting of its shares.

information to FINMA during the proceedings.
Blackstone issued a public statement on the same
FINMA finds that “the company or persons associated

day as FINMA’s announcement, declaring that it

with the company repeatedly purchased shares within

disagrees with the authority’s findings and warns that

certain trading periods in order to manipulatively

it considers the authority’s press statement to be

boost the share price”. The Swiss regulator also states

market-damaging. The company states that the

that the company’s order book contains entries “that

trading under investigation “could in no way be price-

had no demonstrable economic background”.

driving” and asserts that the economic background of
these trades was not investigated by the Swiss

The authority cites a May 2019 Blackstone statement

regulator. Regarding the director’s involvement in the

regarding a significant off-market private placement

private investments under scrutiny, Blackstone states

involving shares apparently traded at triple the stock

that the activities investigated “are carried out by most

exchange price as an example of repeated public

listed companies and are in accordance with the legal

statements “in a manner potentially capable of

requirements (MIFID) and are generally permitted”.

influencing the stock exchange price”.

The company adds that it quickly corrected the two
incorrect stock exchange report entries before any

Regarding the 2019 statement, which was published

damage was caused.

on the company’s website, FINMA asserts that the
transaction appears to have been structured such that

The ruling remains subject to appeal.

no new funds were actually raised and notes that
Blackstone failed to report in the statement that a

FINMA press release

Blackstone director was the private investor involved
in the placement. Furthermore, FINMA accuses the
company of publishing sponsored recommendations
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US convicts former Goldman director over 1MDB
Goldman Sachs Group Inc ex-

win business for the company,

Ng, who pleaded not guilty in

managing director Ng Chong Hwa,

attempted to arrange bribes for

February, was implicated through

otherwise known as Roger Ng,

foreign officials, and contributed to

the testimony of former Goldman

was convicted on 8 April by a jury

laundering the proceeds through

executive Tim Leissner, who

in the US District Court for the

the US financial system, including

pleaded guilty in 2018 and has

Eastern District of New York of

by financing the Hollywood movie

since been collaborating with

money laundering conspiracy and

“The Wolf of Wall Street”.

prosecutors. According to the

Guardian, Ng’s lawyers tried to

conspiring to violate the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by

Specifically, between 2012 and

persuade the jury that Leissner’s

bribing officials in Malaysia and

2013, Ng received more than $35

testimony should not be

the United Arab Emirates and

million in kickbacks for his role in

believed. Leissner was ordered to

evading the corporation’s internal

the scheme to steal and launder

forfeit close to $250 million and is

accounting controls.

billions of dollars from 1MDB,

currently awaiting sentencing.

including funds 1MDB raised in
The former employee’s conviction

2012 and 2013 through three

is the latest step in the

bond transactions. The illegal

international effort to resolve the

schemes were allegedly

embezzlement scandal concerning

coordinated through the

1Malaysia Development Berhad

connections of Malaysian

(1MDB), Kuala Lumpur’s strategic

businessman Low Taek Jho, better

investment company. According to

known as Jho Low. He remains at

court documents, Ng conspired to

large, the US Department of

skirt Goldman’s policies in order to

Justice states in a press release.

DOJ press release
Guardian article
Second superseding indictmen…
DOJ case documents

US seizes yacht owned by Russian oligarch
The US Department of Justice

violations of US fraud, money

and his co-conspirators have

(DOJ) announced on 4 April that

laundering, and sanctions

purportedly engaged in bank fraud

designated Russian oligarch

legislation, according to the DOJ.

conspiracy to obfuscate

Viktor Vekselberg’s $90 million

Vekselberg’s ownership of the

motor yacht has been frozen

The action represents the first

vessel through shell companies,

following a Spanish court order.

asset seizure by the KleptoCapture

enabling him to evade US financial

taskforce, notes US Attorney

institutions’ know-your-customer

Spanish authorities acted on an

General Merrick Garland. The

(KYC) procedures, according to

assistance request from the DOJ,

DOJ's warrant states that

the DOJ's document.

following the issuance of a seizure

Vekselberg was designated by the

warrant alleging that the yacht was

US in 2018. Since acquiring the

to be forfeited over purported

yacht “Tango” in 2011, Vekselberg
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DOJ press release
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Australian regulator commences disciplinary
proceedings against Crown Melbourne
transfer of funds from China”. The Royal Commission
also found that the CUP process amounted to “serious
acts of misconduct” due to the fact that “wealthy
Chinese patrons were assisted in illegally transferring
up to $160 million in funds”.
According to a press release, VGCCC can impose a
fine up to a maximum of $100 million, to vary the
casino licence and/or censure Crown and direct it to
take remedial actions. VGCCC notes that it will provide
Australia’s Victorian Gambling and Casino Control
Commission (VGCCC) announced on 5 April that it
has informed Crown Melbourne Ltd about the
commencement of disciplinary proceedings in
relation to the alleged evasion of Chinese currency
restrictions and the enabling of illegal transfers of
funds from China, in breach of Section 68 and
Section 124 of the Casino Control Act 1991.
VGCCC Chair Fran Thorn states that the VGCCC is
acting on October 2021 Royal Commission findings
that Crown Melbourne’s China Union Pay (CUP)
process breached “important Victorian regulatory
obligation, was illegal and constituted serious
misconduct”. A Royal Commission report claims that
the CUP process implied “the use of the Chinesebased bank card, China Union Pay, to allow
international patrons to access funds” between 2012
and 2016 “in order to gamble at Crown Melbourne”.
China imposed restrictions on Chinese nationals
transferring money out of the country, the report adds.
It further explains that Crown Melbourne executives
were aware of the Chinese currency restrictions
including that a Chinese national could not transfer
between 2012 and 2016 more than $50,000 per year
to another jurisdiction. Accordingly, the report notes,
the CUP process “was devised to enable the illegal

17

further information once it has considered Crown
Melbourne’s response to its notice and determined the
appropriate disciplinary action. Additionally, it explains
that proceedings will commence concerning other
issues identified by the Royal Commission.
The Victorian government amended the Casino
Control Act 1991 following the Royal Commission’s
investigation “to enable the VGCCC to take disciplinary
action on the grounds that the Royal Commission had
found that Crown engaged in conduct that is illegal or
constitutes serious misconduct”. The amendment to
the Act increased the maximum fine from $1 million to
$100 million. “I welcome the legislative amendments
which impose stronger regulatory obligations on
Crown and provide the VGCCC with greater
enforcement powers”, Thorn states.
In March, the Australian Transaction Reports and
Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) announced that it had
commenced civil penalty proceedings in Federal Court
against Crown Resorts Ltd casinos Crown
Melbourne Ltd and Burswood Nominees Ltd (Crown
Perth) for alleged anti-money laundering and
countering the financing of terrorism failings.
VGCCC press release
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French prosecutors open tax fraud investigation
linked to government use of consultancies
France’s National Financial

did not pay corporate taxes for at

senators McKinsey was paying

Prosecution Office (PNF)

least 10 years. The report explains

corporate taxes in France”.

announced on 6 April that it has

that the entities pay “transfer

commenced a preliminary

prices” to their US-based parent

McKinsey stated on 25 March that

investigation into possible

company to compensate for

it pays due taxes each year.

aggravated tax fraud linked to the

expenses shared within the group.

Between 2011 and 2020, it paid

use of private consultancy firms

In France, such “transfer prices”

over “€422 million in taxes and

by the government. A PNF press

represent an expense for

social security contributions”,

release published by LePoint

companies leading to a reduction

roughly 20 percent of its

notes that the investigation

in taxation, according to the

cumulative revenue in the period.

follows a French Senate report

document. McKinsey’s French

Following the PNF announcement,

which found that contracts

entities allegedly paid amounts to

McKinsey reiterated its compliance

concluded with consulting firms

the parent company that led to

with French tax and social security

such as McKinsey & Company

reducing taxation to zero.

rules and that it is “surprised at the

“more than doubled” between

focus on the firm” which represents

Reuters reports that the French

only 1 percent “of government

government states that it has

consulting purchases, as

The PNF did not, however, name

“nothing to hide” regarding its use

mentioned in the Senate” report.

the consultancy firms included in

of consultancy firms including

the preliminary investigation.

McKinsey. It is also reported that

2018 and 2021 to €894 million.

PNF press release (in French)

the Senate announced that it will
The Senate’s report accuses

take legal action against McKinsey

McKinsey’s French entities of “tax

due to a company executive giving

optimisation” and alleges that they

false testimony “when he told

LePoint article (in French)
French Senate report (in French)

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
As the French government doubled down on its recourse to overseas management consultants during the
pandemic, the latest French Senate report looking into the role of consultancies in the management of
public policies provides scathing criticism. The McKinsey case brings back to the fore France's
complicated taxation and methods used by various companies to minimise their tax bills through
aggressive optimisation. While headline grabbing, the preliminary investigation opened by French
prosecutors into McKinsey's last ten years of earnings is somewhat misleading. Since the election of
Emmanuel Macron to the presidency in 2017, France has implemented a multi-stage tax reform resulting
in a flat corporate tax of 25 percent starting in fiscal year 2022, down from 33.33 percent before Macron's
presidency. Yet, tax evasion and avoidance remain a major source of revenue loss for the government.
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EU Court annuls listings of late former Egyptian
president Mubarak and family members
The General Court of the European Union annulled

notes that the Council committed an error of

on 6 April the 2019 and 2020 sanctions provisions

assessment when adopting legal acts extending

concerning the listing of late former Egyptian

restrictive measures with respect to the applicants,

president Mohamed Hosni Elsayed Mubarak, who

underlining that it should have carried out “an

was initially designated by the EU in March 2011 on

impartial and objective assessment of observance of

the grounds that he was subject to judicial

those rights” and not “rely solely” on the assurances

proceedings by the Egyptian authorities over alleged

given by the Egyptian authorities.

misappropriation of public funds.
In a statement following the publication of the
Additionally, the Court annulled the 2018, 2019 and

judgment, UK-based law firm Carter-Ruck, which

2020 provisions concerning the listing of Mubarak’s

represented the Mubarak family, stated that the

wife Suzanne Saleh Thabet, his two sons Gamal

decision “has provided further unequivocal judicial

Mohamed Hosni Elsayed Mubarak and Alaa Mohamed

acknowledgement that restrictive measures imposed

Hosni Elsayed Mubarak and his two daughters-in-law

on the Mubarak family by the EU Council were

Heidy Mohamed Magdy Hussein Rasekh and Khadiga

unlawful from the outset”.

Mahmoud El Gammal.
Kinda Hattar, Regional Advisor for Transparency
The annulment concerns provisions with respect to

International Middle East and North Africa, criticised

Mubarak included in Council Decision (CFSP)

the decision stating that it “could not come at a worse

2019/468, Council Implementing Regulation (EU)

time as we see the impact of kleptocracy plundering

2019/459, Council Decision (CFSP) 2020/418 and

public resources, undermining democracy and

Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2020/416.

provoking instability globally”. Hattar added that

Separately, the annulment also concerns provisions

“allowing Mubarak’s family access to the billions of

with respect to the other five applicants included in

dollars looted from public resources signals that

the same legal acts, as well as in Council Decision

corruption has an expiration date”.

(CFSP) 2018/466 and Council Implementing
Regulation (EU) 2018/465.

Carter-Ruck law firm press release

The Court held that the EU Council failed to verify

Transparency International press release

whether proceedings in Egypt on which it relied when
maintaining the applicants’ names on the sanctions
list respected their fundamental rights provided by the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The judgment

19

Alaa Mubarak tweet
General Court judgment
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US DOJ unseals indictment against Russian
oligarch charged with violating sanctions
The US Department of Justice

Malofeyev was added in December

2016 to work on the Greek project

(DOJ) announced on 6 April the

2014 to the Office of Foreign

and on acquiring a Bulgarian TV

unsealing of an indictment

Assets Control’s specially

network, the indictment shows. It

charging Konstantin Malofeyev

designated nationals (SDN) list

adds that Malofeyev allegedly used

with conspiracy to violate and

pursuant to Executive Order 13660.

a shell company for the investment

violations of US sanctions

The indictment notes that he was

and began in 2015 to transfer

imposed in 2014 following

“one of the main sources of

ownership of the company to the

Russia’s actions in Ukraine.

financing for Russians promoting

Greek associate as a means to

separatism in Crimea” and was

transfer the investment in the US

According to the indictment,

designated for actions “that

bank. Malofeyev supposedly

Malofeyev hired US citizen Jack

threaten the peace, security,

signed a sale and purchase

Hanick to work for his television

stability, sovereignty, or territorial

agreement in June 2015 however,

networks in Russia and Greece and

integrity of Ukraine” as well as for

it was fraudulently dated to July

attempted to acquire a television

assisting and providing financial or

2014, according to the indictment.

network in Bulgaria. Furthermore,

technological support for the so-

Malofeyev allegedly conspired with

called Donetsk People’s Republic.

DOJ press release

transfer a $10 million investment

After he was designated as an

Indictment

that Malofeyev made in a Texas-

SDN, Malofeyev purportedly

based bank to an unnamed Greek

continued to employ Hanick at the

associate, in breach of sanctions

Russian TV network and

blocking the transfer of his assets.

dispatched Hanick in 2015 and

Hanick and others to illegally

World Bank Group debars German and Chinese
hydropower equipment manufacturers
The World Bank Group announced

connection with a World Bank

debarred for 34 months. Both firms

on 14 April the debarment of

funded project in Pakistan and the

are subsidiaries of Germany-based

hydropower equipment

Democratic Republic of Congo.

Voith Hydro Holding GmbH & Co

manufacturers Voith Hydro GmbH
& Co KG (VHH) and Voith Hydro
Shanghai Ltd (VHS) over alleged
collusive and corrupt practices in

20

Germany-based VHH has been
debarred for 21 months, and
China-based VHS has been

KG, which has also received a 21month conditional non-debarment.
World Bank press release
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EU and UK nationals charged with conspiracy to
evade US sanctions on North Korea
The US Department of Justice

blockchain technologies. Emms

promoting methods designed to

(DOJ) announced on 25 April that

allegedly informed DPRK officials

bypass US sanctions, including the

European nationals Alejandro Cao

that cryptocurrency technology

use of over-the-counter

De Benos and Christopher Emms

makes it possible to “transfer

cryptocurrency platforms.

have been charged with one count

money across any country in the

of conspiracy, alongside US-

world regardless of what sanctions

According to court documents, De

based cryptocurrency expert

or any penalties that are put on any

Benos is a citizen of Spain, and

Virgil Griffith, for purportedly

country”, the DOJ states.

Emms is a UK citizen, and both

violating the US sanctions regime

remain at large. Griffith was

on the Democratic People’s

The DOJ alleges that purported

arrested in late 2019 and pleaded

Republic of Korea (DPRK).

violations include De Benos and

guilty to conspiring to support the

Emms’ cooperation to arrange for

DPRK in evading US sanctions. He

Prosecutors allege that, since

Griffith’s travel to the DPRK in April

was sentenced on 12 April.

2018, De Benos and Emms

2019, including Emms’ intervention

conspired to plan and organise a

to ensure that the US expert’s

conference in Pyongyang to advise

passport would not be stamped by

North Korean government

North Korean authorities, and

representatives on the latest

presenting conference content

DOJ press release
Indictment

US SEC charges Brazilian firm over dam collapse
The US Securities and Exchange

stability certificates, and misled

public filings purportedly misled

Commission (SEC) announced on

local authorities, communities, and

investors about the company’s

28 April that it has charged

investors about the safety of the

respect for international practices

Brazilian mining company Vale

Brumadinho dam in its

in the sector, including stability

SA, one of the largest iron ore

environmental, social and

certifications, the SEC adds.

producers, with violating anti-

governance (ESG) reports.

fraud and reporting regulations of
federal securities legislation

The SEC’s complaint further

before the 25 January 2019

alleges that the company was

collapse of the Brumadinho dam.

aware that the dam, designed to
house potentially toxic waste from

The SEC alleges that, starting in

mining operations, did not meet

2016, Vale SA engaged in

international standards.

tampering with several dam safety

Nevertheless, the corporate

audits, acquired multiple fraudulent

sustainability disclosures and other

21

Vale denies the allegations,
including that disclosures violated
US law, stating that it will
“vigorously defend this case”.
SEC press release
SEC complaint
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US DEA arrests BVI premier and associates on
drug trafficking and money laundering charges
The US Attorney’s Office in the

boats transporting cocaine

investigation into the illegal drug

Southern District of Florida

stationed in BVI ports, and holding

trade”, however, it is “an

announced on 29 April the arrest

discussions with a “potentially

investigation into the BVI financial

of sitting British Virgin Islands

problematic government official”.

services sector”.

Fahie, Managing Director of the

The charges further purport that

The UK government has set up

BVI Ports Authority Oleanvine

Fahie discussed with the DEA

an inquiry into mis-governance

Pickering Maynard, and the Port

informant the establishment of

in the BVI and the allegations of

Director’s son, Kadeem Stephan

pre-arranged drug busts of small

"systemic corruption, cronyism,

Maynard on charges of money

quantities of drugs to create the

jury intimidation and misuse of

laundering and facilitating the

impression of the premier fighting

public funds”.

passage through BVI ports of

the cocaine trade in the BVI.

(BVI) Premier Andrew Alturo

cocaine from Colombia. The

According to 18 November 2021
It is alleged that Fahie and

reporting by the Guardian, Fahie at

Oleanvine were at the place of the

the time denied that there was any

The criminal complaint filed in the

arrest – a Miami airport – to

corruption being carried out in the

US District Court for the Southern

collect a $700,000 cash advance

BVI, stating that “[t]he key to any

District of Florida states that the

on the deal. Kadeem was arrested

country is its reputation, but so far,

investigation was launched in

on the same day in St Thomas,

and thank God for that, there is no

October 2021, based on work by a

according to the DEA. According to

evidence provided in the CoI

purported drug trafficker who was

the DEA, Fahie and the other two

showing that the BVI is corrupt”.

a US Drug Enforcement

defendants subsequently appeared

Administration (DEA) informant

before Judge Jonathan Goodman

Discussing Fahie’s arrest, UK

posing as a member of the

via Zoom, with a preliminary

Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

Mexican Sinaloa Cartel.

hearing scheduled for 13 May.

stressed that it is “extremely

arrests occurred on 28 April.

concerning and underlines the
Allegations contained in the

The arrest preceded the publication

need for urgent action”, noting that

criminal complaint affidavit

of the BVI Commission of Inquiry

she has “instructed the Minister for

highlight that the defendants

(CoI) report, which focuses on

Overseas Territories to travel to the

participated in March and April

governance, rule of law, and

[BVI] immediately to speak to the

2022 meetings with the purported

corruption. BVI Governor John

Governor and key stakeholders”.

drug trafficker to discuss how to

Rankin clarified that the arrest is

transport cocaine through the BVI

not connected to the report, whose

to Puerto Rico, Miami and New

publication has been expedited “to

York. The Departments further

avoid unnecessary speculation”.

explain that the allegations include

The next day, upon the report’s

Fahie, Oleanvine and Kadeem

release, Rankin reiterated that the

securing licences, shielding the

report is "not a criminal

22

DOJ press release
DEA press release
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REPORTS

UK FCA review finds shortcomings in certain
challenger banks’ financial crime controls

The UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) published on 22
April the outcomes of its multifirm review conducted in 2021
into the financial crime risk
controls at challenger banks,
which found weaknesses in
customer due diligence (CDD) and
enhanced due diligence (EDD)
resulting in some inadequate
assessments of “the purpose and
intended nature of a customer’s
relationship with the bank”.
The review was carried out in the
context of the UK’s 2020 National
Risk Assessment (NRA) of money
laundering (ML) and terrorist
financing (TF), raising the risk that
criminals appear to be attracted to
the fast onboarding process
offered by challenger banks,
especially when setting up mule
networks. The review included six
challenger banks and covered
more than 8 million customers.
The FCA identifies as best practice
the: (1) “effective and innovative
uses of data and information” by
23

challenger banks to mitigate risk,

response to a DAML report had

including video selfies, mobile

been received. The FCA underlines

phone geolocation data, and photo

that more specific detail on

images of the customer’s passport;

contextual information is needed in

and (2) incorporation of additional

SARs filings. In addition, SARs

monitoring for known fraud

should be used to report

typologies, such as the Credit

suspicious activity related to the

Industry Fraud Avoidance System.

specific activity that creates
reasonable suspicion of funds

The findings indicate that certain

being the proceeds of crime, rather

banks’ customer risk assessment

than to report fraud and send data

(CRA) frameworks “lacked

about predicate offences. While

sufficient detail” and were even

managing financial crime change

non-existent in one instance.

programmes, some challenger

Significantly, some challenger

banks had inadequate oversight

banks failed to have the required

and “a lack of pace in

CDD procedures at the onboarding

implementation”, according to the

stage, over-relying on transaction

FCA, which implied control

monitoring systems. This also

frameworks unable to keep up with

raised concerns regarding higher

changes in their business models.

risk circumstances, such as
managing politically exposed
persons (PEPs).
The review found a substantial
increase in the number of
Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
and Defence Against Money
Laundering (DAML) reports
submitted by the challenger banks.
The reports were mainly low-value
and unlikely to result in law
enforcement action. Moreover, in
certain instances analysis found
that customers were allowed to
continue transacting before a

The FCA instructs firms to review
its 2022-25 strategy establishing
expectations for financial services.
The regulator also strongly
recommends challenger banks
review and update CRA and EDD
measures, and calls for adaptation
to the heightened risk of sanctions
evasion, including identification of
ultimate beneficial ownership in
higher risk corporate structures.
FCA press release
FCA publication of findings
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UK government sets out regulatory approach to
crypto-assets, stablecoins and DLT
Glen underlined that amending

and address barriers and

existing legislation to bring certain

opportunities for UK fintech”.

stablecoins into the UK payments
framework will create “the

During his speech, Glen announced

conditions for stablecoin issuers

a package of measures aimed at

and service providers to operate

ensuring that “the UK financial

and grow in the UK”.

services sector remains at the
cutting edge of technology”, which

The UK’s HM Treasury published
on 4 April a report summarising

With respect to the use of DLT in

includes: (1) the establishment of a

responses to its January 2021

financial markets, the government

Cryptoasset Engagement Group,

consultation on regulatory

states its intention to establish a

comprising key figures from the

approaches to crypto-assets and

financial market infrastructure

FCA, the BoE and the industry,

stablecoins, and the use of

sandbox in 2023, run by the Bank

which will advise the government

distributed ledger technology

of England (BoE) and the Financial

on crypto-related issues; (2) the

(DLT) in financial markets. The

Conduct Authority (FCA). Glen

launch of a CryptoSprint aimed at

paper outlines the government’s

emphasised that this measure will

exploring how crypto-assets could

intention “to bring certain

enable firms to innovate and test

be regulated in the UK, which will

stablecoins […] into the regulatory

new technologies “that could

be hosted by the FCA; and (3) the

perimeter” and use them as a

transform financial markets".

creation of a Non-Fungible

recognised form of payment.

Furthermore, a programme aimed

Token by the Royal Mint at the

at exploring the feasibility and

request of the Chancellor of the

With respect to using stablecoins

potential of using DLT for sovereign

Exchequer. Additionally, the

as a means of payment, the

debt instruments will be launched.

government aims to enhance the

government aims to amend the

According to the government, the

competitiveness of the UK tax

Electronic Money Regulations 2011

future regulatory framework for

system to encourage development

and the Payment Services

crypto-assets and their

of the crypto-asset market, while

Regulations 2017, while also

classification should be designed

exploring how decentralised

extending the scope of Part 5 of

in a flexible way to allow regulators

finance (DeFi) loans are treated for

the Banking Act 2009 to include

to adapt their processes, while also

tax purposes. The government will

stablecoin activities, and revising

ensuring that existing guidance is

also launch a consultation on

the Financial Services (Banking

updated to reflect emerging trends.

expanding the scope of the
Investment Manager Exemption

Reform) Act 2013 to ensure that
stablecoin-based payment

On the same day, HM Treasury

systems are supervised by the

announced the creation of a new

Payment Systems Regulator. In a

Centre for Finance, Innovation and

speech at the Innovate Finance

Technology (CFIT), a private sector

Global Summit, Economic

led body which will gather experts

Secretary to the Treasury John

from various sectors, “to identify

24

to include crypto-assets.
HM Treasury press release
Response to the consultation a…
HM Treasury press release on …
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FATF standards' effectiveness and compliance
entities need a change of culture in

assessed jurisdictions have

applying a true risk-based

criminal justice systems with a

approach to conduct customer due

“high or substantial level of

diligence, keep records, and file

effectiveness” with respect to ML-

suspicious transaction reports”.

related investigations, prosecution,

Moreover, countries should expand

convictions and asset seizure.

their regulatory frameworks to
The Financial Action Task Force

include non-financial sectors, while

The report notes that countries

(FATF) published on 19 April a

ensuring effective supervision and

have made progress in

report on the effectiveness and

implementation of proportionate

implementing measures for

compliance with its standards.

sanctions where necessary.

fighting TF, however efforts for
combatting PF remain limited.

The paper notes that countries
have made substantial progress in

With respect to beneficial

FATF found that 40 percent of

addressing anti-money

ownership (BO) transparency, the

assessed jurisdictions used TF

laundering, countering the

document notes that nearly 52

targeted financial sanctions to

financing of terrorism and counter

percent of the 120 assessed

freeze terrorist assets, while 22

proliferation financing technical

jurisdictions have adopted

percent used TF confiscation

deficiencies, however some

adequate legal frameworks for

measures in line with UN Security

jurisdictions face difficulties in

assessing the risks and verifying

Council resolutions.

investigating and prosecuting

companies’ BO, with only 9 percent

high-profile cross-border cases

of countries being “substantially

and preventing the illicit use of

effective in this area”. FATF

anonymous shell companies.

recommends that countries
enhance efforts for preventing the

FATF has made several changes to
its assessment methodology, as
well as its evaluation and followup procedures. Therefore, in order
“to make the next cycle of […]

The report underlines that while

misuse of legal persons and

large multinational financial

arrangements for ML and TF.

assessments more timely, risk-

level of understating of risks

FATF warns that despite nearly all

reduce the time between

associated with ML and TF and

jurisdictions having legal and

have established efficient risk

operational frameworks for

mitigation mechanisms, smaller

identifying, investigating and

FIs and designated non-financial

prosecuting ML and for

businesses and professions

confiscating proceeds from

(DNFBPs) such as lawyers,

criminal activities, the overall

accountants and real estate

number of prosecutions and

agents, generally have poor

convictions for such offences

knowledge of such threats and fail

remains low and only a small

to properly address them. FATF

number of countries prioritise

highlights that “private sector

asset seizure and confiscation. The

institutions (FIs) display a good

body found that only 19 percent of
25

based and effective”, FATF will
evaluations and will conduct fifthround evaluations in a six-year
cycle. The fifth-round assessments
will focus more on each countries’
major risks, while adopting results
oriented follow-up processes,
which will highlight tailored
actions countries need to take.
FATF press release
FATF report
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FATF Ministers declaration on commitments to
enhance efforts to combat financial crime
prevent abuse of corporate

Accordingly, participants agreed on

structures”. Moreover, they

a strategic vision aimed at

emphasised that FATF must take

facilitating the achievement of the

action to assist countries in

Global Network’s common policy,

addressing shortcomings in their

research and operational

asset recovery capabilities.

objectives. The strategic vision
provides, inter alia, that common

The Financial Action Task Force

The Ministers underlined that FATF

Global Network priorities should be

(FATF) Ministers held on 21 April

should continue to cooperate with

jointly identified, established and

the biennial meeting which

other international bodies such as

supported, with a focus on

focused on FATF’s future direction

the OECD Working Group on

mitigating ML/TF/PF risks, and

and measures to address money

Bribery, the G20 Anti-corruption

that FATF and FATF-Style Regional

laundering (ML), terrorist

Working Group and the Conference

Bodies (FSRBs) should continue to

financing (TF) and proliferation

of State Parties to the UN

mutually benefit from their

financing (PF). During the event,

Convention against Corruption, and

collective expertise and

participants committed to

should highlight how FATF

recommendations.

enhancing beneficial ownership

standards could be leveraged in

(BO) transparency and increasing

the fight against corruption.

The Ministers reaffirmed their

efforts for more effective

Moreover, participants warned that

commitment to “responsible

recovery of criminal proceeds.

“grand corruption is a systemic

innovation” for the implementation

weakness” which negatively

of FATF standards, highlighting

FATF Ministers warned that many

impacts the effectiveness of the

that FATF will continue to

countries still fail to “effectively

FATF standards, thus threatening

anticipate risks arising from

prevent the abuse of companies

financial integrity and creating an

digital transformation, including

and legal arrangements”, adding

environment for other predicate

with respect to ransomware,

that there is an “urgent need for

crimes, such as human trafficking,

cybercrime and virtual assets.

robust and credible action” to

drug trafficking, tax evasion and

improve BO transparency both

transnational organised crime.

FATF press release

The Ministers welcomed the

During the meeting, Ministers

FATF Ministers declaration

adoption of strengthened FATF

agreed on FATF’s strategic

Standards on the BO of legal

priorities for the period between

persons, highlighting that such

2022 and 2024, which includes

changes “will materially improve

strengthening the FATF Global

transparency, enhance

Network and enhancing its

international cooperation and

cohesiveness and inclusiveness.

internationally and domestically.

26

Strategic Vision of the Global …
Janet Yellen statement
FATF and FSRBs high-level prin…
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Europol report finds deepfake technology could
be used to facilitate organised crime
Deepfake technology is said to potentially facilitate
criminal activities including: (1) perpetrating extortion
and fraud; (2) falsifying online identities and deceiving
know-your-customer mechanisms; (3) facilitating
document fraud and increasing the risk of advanced
document fraud by organised crime groups; (4)
falsifying or manipulating electronic evidence; (5)
disrupting financial markets; (6) supporting the
narratives of extremist or terrorist groups; (7)
distributing disinformation and manipulating public
Europol published on 28 April its report on the
criminal use of deepfake technology, including its
potential use in serious crime such as CEO fraud,
evidence tampering and document fraud by
organised crime groups. Policymakers, law
enforcement, online service providers and other
organisations are recommended to adapt to the
advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) by
developing policies and by investing in detection
and prevention solutions.
The report explains that deepfake technology uses AI
to audio and audio-visual content to falsely represent
people saying or doing things they never did or create
personas that never existed. Threat actors are shown
to have used disinformation campaigns and deepfake
content to: (1) misinform the public about events; (2)
influence politics and elections; (3) contribute to fraud;
and (4) manipulate shareholders. The document cites
research carried out in 2019 showing that roughly 72
percent of participants to a UK survey were unaware
of deepfakes and their impact. Nevertheless, the
document also notes recent experiments proving that
“increasing awareness of deepfakes may not improve
the chances for people to detect them”.

27

opinion; (8) harassing or humiliating individuals online;
(9) non-consensual pornography; and (10) stoking
social unrest and political polarisation. Criminals may
also sell access to tools, technologies and knowledge
to facilitate cyber and cyber-enabled crime, according
to Europol. It notes that crime-as-a-service is expected
to evolve with new technologies.
The report recommends that law enforcement
agencies enhance the skills and technologies at
officers’ disposal to keep pace with criminal use of
deepfakes. Particularly, agencies should deploy
technical and organisational safeguards against video
tampering and create deepfake detection software.
Organisations using face or voice biometrics
authorisation are also urged to increase the
robustness of processes by: (1) using audio-visual
authorisation rather than just audio; (2) requiring live
video connection; and (3) demanding that individuals
perform various complex acts before the camera, for
example moving hands across the face.
Europol report
Europol press release
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NAO publishes report on the UK government’s
actions to combat waste crime
prosecution of companies involved

Concurrently, the NAO notes that

in waste crime decreased from

misdescription of waste is one of

almost 800 in 2007-8, to

the agency’s main priorities,

approximately 60 per year in the

receiving the highest risk score in

period prior to the beginning of

2021-2, followed by illegal waste

the Covid-19 pandemic.

sites, illegal waste export,
exemption abuse and illegal

The UK National Audit Office

The paper highlights that fly-tipping

dumping. However, breaches of

(NAO) published on 27 April a

has increased over the past

environmental permits are not risk-

report containing findings of its

decade, reaching over 1.13 million

assessed as a crime category.

investigation into the UK

incidents in 2020-1, with local

government’s approach to waste

authorities reporting a cost of

The report recommends that the

crime. The paper notes that

£11.6 million to clear the largest

UK Department for Environment,

despite organised crime groups

categories of fly-tipped waste.

Food & Rural Affairs, the UK
Environment Agency and HM

becoming more involved in waste
crime, the UK Environment

The NAO warns that a rise in the

Revenue & Customs improve data

Agency lacks the necessary data

rate of landfill tax has led to greater

on waste crime and enhance

for identifying and assessing the

financial returns for criminals

knowledge concerning the

full scale of the problem.

involved in waste crime, due to an

resources required for tackling it.

increase in illicit activities aimed at

Moreover, the authorities should

The NAO notes that the most

evading these taxes, such as

have a greater awareness of the

common sanctions used against

misdescription of waste, illegal

nexus between landfill tax rates

waste offenders include issuing

dumping or fly-tipping.

and the incentives for criminals to
enter the illegal waste market.

advice and guidance and sending
warning letters, adding that the

A further consequence of the

agency has prioritised only the

landfill tax is also the growing

The NAO launched the

most serious cases for

involvement of organised crime

investigation on 28 January

prosecution. The document finds

networks in waste crime. The

following concerns expressed by

that between 2014 and 2021, the

latest data estimates that, of the

UK MPs with respect to the

agency issued advice and

60 organised crime groups

government’s response to

guidance in 53 percent of

suspected of environmental crime

waste-related illicit activities.

investigations concerning illegal

in England, Wales and Northern

waste sites and in 53 percent of

Ireland, 41 operate in England and

investigations into alleged

are “extensively” engaged in other

violations of environmental permit

types of illicit activities such as

conditions. Separately, the number

money laundering, drug trafficking,

of investigations leading to the

human trafficking or cybercrime.
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NAO press release
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UK committee condemns ‘complacency’ in
recovering fraud losses in state-backed loans
that month. A BBB spokesperson

will change its approach in order to

informed the Financial Crime

more robustly counter all levels of

Digest that "controls were in place

fraud, and to commit to introducing

which required lenders to carry out

proper deterrence measures in

counter-fraud activities and, where

future schemes.

appropriate, ‘know your customer’

The UK House of Commons
Public Accounts Committee (PAC)
published a report on 27 April
calling the Department for
Business, Energy, and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) “complacent” in
preventing “eye-watering” losses,
including an estimated £4.9
billion due to fraud, in pandemic
relief schemes for businesses.
The PAC’s report is the latest
condemnation of the government’s
handling of the fraud and error
risks in Bounce Back Loan Scheme
(BBLS), which was managed by the
state-owned British Business Bank
(BBB). The MPs argue that the
BEIS Department could have done
more to prevent fraud.
According to the report, both the
Department and the BBB relied
“heavily on lenders to fix credit and
fraud risks”. Duplicate checks were
introduced by the Bank in June
2020, four weeks after the launch
of the scheme, with the verification
becoming mandatory at the end of

29

checks". A "less streamlined

The FCD understands that the BBB

process" would have been counter

was in contact with lenders to

to the government's objective of

deliver and update red flags, with

delivering loans fast, the

financial institutions then being

statement continues.

responsible for investigating
potential issues. If banks have not

One aspect showcased in the

applied the scheme’s requirements

report deals with the Department’s

correctly, they will be unable to

reported focus on recouping losses

claim the guarantee.

that were due to ‘top tier’
fraudsters, meaning cases

To deliver money faster, lenders

involving organised crime groups

were not required to perform credit

with sums exceeding £100,000.

checks on applicants or check the

The report questions the deterrent

validity of the information provided

effect on small scale would-be

by businesses seeking credits.

fraudsters, who, according to
the Department, are unlikely to

Through the BBLS, small

face consequences.

businesses were able to access
approximately £47 billion in loans

It is unclear how the fraud losses

from commercial lenders and

are distributed between top-, mid-,

building societies. With the loans

and bottom-tier cases. The report

credits being guaranteed by the

highlights that the Department

state, in the event of non-

allocated £32 million to counter-

repayments the government fully

fraud efforts and is unsure whether

covers the lender’s losses.

lenders or law enforcement
agencies have the appropriate

PAC press release

resources to tackle this type of
financial crime. MPs call on the
BEIS Department to detail how it

Committee report
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UK companies need to enhance modern slavery
reporting, research paper finds
a particular lack of “critical

In a statement on the publication

assessment of performance”

of the report, IASC Dame Sara

concerning modern slavery-related

Thornton warned that

training, due diligence processes,

“irresponsible commercial

risk assessment and policy

practices and poor governance can

efficiency, as well as a general

[…] create conditions that allow

failure by companies to adequately

exploitation to thrive”. She added

cross-reference information

that “companies have a

regarding their approach to

responsibility to demonstrate the

modern slavery. In this regard, only

steps they are taking to minimise

14 percent of the evaluated annual

modern slavery risks and to show

reports provided a direct link to the

strong leadership in this area”.

corresponding modern slavery
The UK Financial Reporting
Council (FRC), in cooperation with
the UK’s Independent Anti-Slavery
Commissioner (IASC) and
Lancaster University, published on
25 April a research paper that
finds “significant shortcomings”
in the quality of UK companies’
modern slavery reporting. The
paper notes that many companies
fail to perceive human rights
issues in their operations or
supply chains as a key risk for
their business.
The report finds that one in ten
assessed companies failed to
provide a modern slavery
statement, despite the legal
requirements, while two thirds of
the reviewed statements were
“fragmented, lacking clear focus
and narrative, or were unduly
complicated”. The paper identifies

30

statement, according to the study.

On the same day, Thornton
published a separate report

The document further notes that

comprising five policy focused

54 percent of the reviewed

research briefings which aim to

companies reported that they

address the IASC’s 2021 modern

assess forced labour or modern

slavery research priorities and

slavery risks prior to signing

assist policymakers, practitioners

contracts and 61 percent declared

and researchers in answering “the

having modern slavery-related

most policy-relevant issues” and in

provisions in their supply chain

addressing “modern slavery

contracts. However, despite nearly

evidence gaps”.

57 percent of entities monitoring
suppliers for slavery risks, only 15

FRC press release

percent stated that they actively
engage with these suppliers in
order to enhance labour rights
mechanisms. Furthermore, the
research paper found that less

Lancaster University press rele…
Research report
Independent Anti-Slavery Com…

than 40 percent of the companies
assessed attend stakeholder or
industry initiatives on human rights
and modern slavery, while 18
percent engage directly with
employees in their supply chain.

IASC research priorities briefin…
IASC research priorities 2021
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UNSC Panel of Experts report on North Korea
and reported instances of illicit

attacks, with North Korean

procurement of fissile components

operatives reportedly stealing $400

abroad. To financially support

million in digital assets last year.

equipment procurement and
nuclear weapons development,

Included in the report is a

North Korea continues its

summary of intelligence provided

international money laundering

by a member state purporting that

operations through complex

a North Korean diplomat named O

networks of shell companies, the

Yong Ho stationed in Russia

The UN Security Council (UNSC)

Panel of Experts reports, with most

“attempted and sometimes

on 1 April publicly released the

activity taking place in Russia and

succeeded in purchasing Russian

UN Panel of Experts on North

China as well as countries and

aramid fibre (Kevlar), equipment

Korea report, dated 1 March,

territories with insufficient anti-

including winders used to produce

which covers proliferation activity

money laundering (AML) oversight.

aramid fire, a Russian version of a

and efforts to evade international

spinning nozzle”, and other items

sanctions between 4 August 2021

On the import side, North Korea

which collectively aid the

and 28 January 2022.

continues to evade international

development and improvement of

sanctions by importing petroleum

cruise missile technology. Russian

The Panel of Experts report, the

through numerous vessels

authorities contacted by the panel,

16th since the panel was

registered by companies whose

the report states, have purportedly

established pursuant to resolution

beneficial ownership is obscured

denied any knowledge of the North

1874 (2009), states that North

and who are primarily based in

Korean diplomat’s activity nor any

Korea continues to violate UNSC

jurisdictions that do not meet

records of foreign trade involving

resolutions by pursuing further

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

the listed items. The panel

developments of its nuclear and

standards for beneficial ownership

recommends that O be designated

ballistic missile programmes. A

transparency. These include the

by the UNSC for violating

new reported possible

Seychelles, where Ocean Energy

international sanctions. The panel

development of the current testing

International Corp is registered, the

notes that despite the continued

programme is a hypersonic gliding

owner of a known illicit ship-to-ship

violations by North Korea, including

warhead as well as a

transfer vessel, and Samoa, where

such express actions as illicit

maneuverable re-entry vehicle.

Wills International Co Ltd is

nuclear tests, objections to UNSC

incorporated, owner of a similarly

action by the Chinese and Russian

Reported activity during the period

involved vessel. The panel

delegations indicate that

under review includes new

recommends that nine such

the Security Council is unlikely to

construction at a plant developing

vessels be subject to sanctions by

take any action in response to

nuclear fuel, missile tests

the UNSC. Another significant

the continuation of North Korea’s

conducted during 2021 in violation

means that North Korea reportedly

nuclear weapons programme.

of international agreements,

continues to employ to fund its

actions carried out at a facility

nuclear programme is the theft of

suspected of enriching uranium,

cryptocurrency through cyber-
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Which? survey finds investor dissatisfaction with
ESG, highlights greenwashing concerns
UK consumer rights organisation Which? published

Development World All Cap Equity Index Fund and

an article on 13 April detailing the results of its

BlackRock’s iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA.

survey on environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) investors in the UK, finding that the majority of

In contrast to the actual investment strategies of

respondents do not understand their ESG

leading ESG funds, Which? reports, only two percent

investment funds’ strategy and that even less

of its own ESG-invested members surveyed report

purport to understand the new proposed Financial

that they would favour an ESG strategy that involves

Conduct Authority (FCA) labels for ESG investment.

urging sustainability of companies with controversial
ESG track records through investment. Which? also
addresses the FCA’s proposed five tier labelling

In contrast to the investment
strategies of leading ESG funds,
Which? reports, only two
percent of its own ESG-invested
members surveyed report that
they would favour an ESG
strategy that involves urging
sustainability of companies
with controversial ESG track
records through investment

system on a scale from “not promoted as sustainable”
to “responsible” and “sustainable transitioning”,
“sustainable aligned”, and “sustainable impact”.
Presenting the labels to surveyed investors, the UK
organisation states that 8 percent of its members
report that they do not understand the labels at all,
while 20 percent report that they do not understand
much of the labelling system. Which? concludes that
language free of jargon is necessary to ensure clarity.
Other survey results include reflections on the role of
financial advisers in ESG investment, with 40 percent
of surveyed members stating that they were directed
to ESG funds by a financial adviser. Meanwhile, 17
percent of members report that their financial adviser

The group finds that 58 percent of its surveyed
members holding investments in sustainable
investment funds believe that the funds invest in
“companies that aim to create positive change in
society or the environment”, which does not reflect the
actual ESG investment landscape and fails to account
for widespread greenwashing, Which? writes.
Furthermore, 67 percent of investors surveyed believe
that their funds do not include fossil fuel investments,
while 68 percent think that companies engaged in
deforestation are not included in their ESG fund

had begun discussions about their preferences in
sustainability investment or strategy, according to a
February survey of nearly 5,000 members.
The investor watchdog recommends that potential
ESG investors look for a fund’s investment strategy
prior to making an investment, as well as examine
precise industry requirement language, ensure
that the fund managers have a good track record of
sustainable investing, and inspect fund holdings
through annual reports or other online sources.

investments. This does not reflect the reality of major
ESG investment funds, including Vanguard’s ESG
32
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US State Department 2021 human rights report
The US State Department

addressed in his remarks include

country’s Enforcement Directorate

published on 12 April its 2021

attacks on government critics such

freezing the assets of Amnesty

human rights report detailing

as Iran’s attempt to kidnap a

International India. Other listed

human rights practices by country

journalist in New York, the Assad

human rights concerns in India

pursuant to the Foreign

regime’s threats against Syrians

include instances of arbitrary

Assistance Act 1961 and Trade

cooperating with German courts

arrests and detentions,

Act 1974. Announcing the report’s

over human rights investigations,

government surveillance of

release, Secretary of State

and the Belarusian diversion of a

journalists, and travel restrictions

Antony Blinken noted with

Ryanair flight to detain a journalist.

placed on Kashmiri academics.

crimes against the civilian

Other major human rights abuses

Responding to the report’s section

population in Ukraine.

of note in the report are the

on the Philippines, Philippines

ongoing persecution of pro-

Communications Secretary Martin

Blinken emphasises that the

democracy protestors in Cuba and

Andanar stated that the report’s

atrocities by Russian troops

the jailing of Russian opposition

claims that allegations of unlawful

revealed following the retreat of

leader Alexei Navalny, Benin

government killings have credibility

Russian forces from the areas

opposition presidential candidates,

are baseless and “a rehash of old

surrounding Kyiv, while not

and human rights lawyer

and recycled issues”, according to

included in the 2021 report, include

Mohamed El-Baqer in Egypt.

local media. The report also cites

apparent executions, widespread

Blinken also cites the Chinese

allegations that security forces

rape, and the indiscriminate

genocide of the Uyghur population,

have engaged in forced

bombing of train stations,

the Taliban’s erosion of human

disappearances and questions the

apartments, and buildings

rights in Afghanistan, and atrocities

country’s judicial independence.

sheltering refugees. The Secretary

committed by Ethiopian and

of State underscores that the

Eritrean forces in the Tigray region.

particular concern Russian war

global response to Russia

The Turkish Foreign Ministry
released a statement on 15 April

reinvigorates international

The Secretary of State also notes

also declaring the US human rights

awareness of the need for respect

that the US remains committed to

report’s section on Turkey to be

for human rights and the

using sanctions tools, including

unfounded, adding that “we regret

promotion of accountability.

those provided by the Global

that the US has not yet

Magnitsky Act and Khashoggi Ban,

comprehended our fight against

to punish human rights abusers.

terrorism in all its forms”.

The report, aimed at the promotion
of human rights in 198 countries
and territories profiled, centres on

Blinken highlights that US allies are

civil, political, economic, social, and

equally reported on in the human

cultural rights. Alarming highlights

rights reports. Of these, the section

of the report that the secretary

on India details concerns over the
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RUSI on TF risks posed by new technologies
The Royal United Services

FinTech subsectors in Europe

financiers prefer combining old and

Institute (RUSI) published a paper

include digital banking, payment

new techniques together.

on 5 April on the extent to which

services and lending.

new technologies pose novel

The document warns that there are

terrorist financing (TF) risks or

The paper identifies three possible

“potentially submerged

exacerbate those that already

ways that new technologies might

organisational funding risks

exist in Europe. The paper notes

transform TF: (1) introducing new

around” VAs and the main

that new technologies have

financial services providers could

subsectors of FinTech including

become part of TF activities,

provide terrorist financiers with

online banking and payments

however “in a less

new avenues for TF; (2) supporting

platform providers “might feature

transformational way than many

TF tradecraft for example through

more than is obvious at

policymakers feared”.

VAs; and (3) FinTechs might

present”. The paper emphasises

provide a space for terrorist

that new technology “does not

The paper finds that although new

financiers to operate due to

equal VAs alone, and novelty does

financial technologies have been

potentially weaker financial crime

not necessarily equal high risk”. It

used in the procurement and

controls than those in the legacy

notes that the EU should strike a

financing of attacks it has occurred

financial sector.

balance between the “heavy

“only with certainty in a small

emphasis on the vulnerability of

proportion of cases”. Moreover,

On the one hand, 74 percent of the

new technology sectors” and its

payment platforms, social media

studied attacks in Europe over the

“desire to promote digital and

crowdfunding and virtual assets

past six years have been conduced

financial innovation”. The paper

(VAs) have become tools for wider

by self-activating terrorists, the

also recommends the EU take a

organisational financing, however

paper states. It adds that, where

“lighter touch” in integrating lower

they represent an addition not a

information is publicly available on

risk subsectors into the pre-

replacement to the “well-worn and

attack financing, new technologies

existing anti-money laundering and

conventional methods such as

rarely feature when terrorists are

countering the financing of

cash, the use of intermediaries, or

funding or preparing attacks.

terrorism structure. However, it

money service businesses”.

Nevertheless, when terrorists use

recommends “stronger attention

new technologies “they tend to be

and additional regulatory support”

The document recalls that ‘new

well-known, first-generation

in volume-driven subsectors

technology’ potentially refers to

payment platforms (such as

including payments and online

any new tool developed in the

Paypal)”. On the other hand, the

banking. The document adds that

recent past for any purpose and

paper finds more examples of new

FinTech firms can contribute to

that the most relevant sector to TF

technology being used in

CFT efforts outside the suspicious

is FinTech. ‘FinTech’, according to

organisational TF for raising and

transaction reports regime by

RUSI, refers to firms using new

transferring funds. Established

analysing and sharing non-financial

technologies to deliver “basic, data-

payment service providers and

data they may hold.

intensive financial services quickly,

social media provide a means of

securely and at a low cost”. The

‘pop-up’ crowdfunding. Most

most “commercially prominent”

studied cases show that terrorist
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EU focus on crypto regulation ‘neglects’ other
relevant dimensions, new research claims
Research published on 26 April by

however, the researchers note the

continent as a whole, with its

the EU Council’s Analysis and

absence of an overall picture of the

dominant position largely powered

Research Team warns that the

industry. An additional issue

by DeFi. Research apparently

bloc’s focus on regulating the

affecting this objective is the fact

shows that the UK only comes

crypto-asset industry represents

that there is no definite consensus

behind the US in terms of company

a potential blind spot to other

on the level of criminality. To that

funding and number of firms.

important dimensions, including

extent, researchers argued in 2018

social mechanics, environmental

that Bitcoin-linked illicit activity

The paper also casts doubt on

risks, and geopolitical threats,

could be almost on a par with US

crypto’s decentralisation claims,

including sanctions evasion.

and EU drug markets. The

showcasing possibilities of

researchers underscore that digital

concentrating governance power in

As it stands today, the EU’s policy

assets represent the most

DeFi projects and the powers of

focus rests on investor protection,

common form of pay out for

influence that come from large

anti-money laundering and

malicious cyber activity.

holders. Relatedly, according to

countering the financing of

crypto tracing firm Chainalysis Inc,

terrorism, financial stability, and

According to the paper, the EU, in

nearly 4 percent of ‘whales’ –

monetary sovereignty, according to

contrast to the US and China, is

holders of more than $1 million in

the paper. From a geopolitical

working on regulation without an

assets – received at least 10

standpoint, crypto could pose

“overall strategy” stemming from

percent of their funds from

threats to the EU if other global

seeing crypto-assets in either a

addresses identified as illicit.

powers control the technology,

positive or negative light.

standards, and infrastructure, the

According to the US Library of

While adoption in the EU is lower

researchers argue. The authors

Congress, currently, 51 countries

than in other parts of the world,

include the issue of sanctions

ban crypto-assets, with nine having

especially considering emerging

evasion in this dimension, recalling

explicit rules on the matter, while

economies, Europe stands as the

attempts by states under Western

the rest have implicit prohibitions.

biggest trading partner in crypto

restrictive measures to cushion the

In this context, taking a proactive

for every other region, the paper

impact of sanctions or even

approach could translate into the

shows. Outlining the EU crypto

develop their own digital currencies

bloc establishing a “thriving and

user profile, the researchers state,

to circumvent them.

competitive” industry.

among other things, that financial
literacy and risk awareness levels

As crypto becomes more

The paper argues that the EU is a

stand below the appropriate level

mainstream, tackling illicit activity

“world leader in DeFi”, with France,

that the risk profile of the

will continue to be one of the

Germany, and the Netherlands

investment would seem to require.

critical challenges for lawmakers

being at the forefront of the

and law enforcement agencies. In

industry inside the bloc. Yet, it is

terms of regulatory oversight,

the UK that takes the lead on the
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Addressing nominee arrangements ‘crucial’ for
beneficial ownership reform, report argues
A 17 April report published as

arrangements and other similar

global ‘mystery shopping’ exercise

part of the Stolen Asset

obfuscation mechanisms in

and received 3,373 responses. The

Recovery Initiative (StAR) and

“designing and enforcing of

report highlights that 14 percent of

focusing on shell companies

beneficial ownership standards”.

responses to email requests

underscores that a crucial part

Furthermore, effective legislation

seeking the opening of shell

of ensuring beneficial ownership

must be followed up with strong

companies offered unprompted

transparency is the effective

enforcement and coupled with

nominee arrangements. The

regulation of nominee

cross-border cooperation and

results indicate that nominee

arrangements.

rulemaking, the report argues.

services are “very common,
generic, and quite cheap”.

According to StAR’s research

Researchers sent over 20,000

conclusions, lawmakers do not

enquiries concerning shell

prioritise the regulation of nominee

companies in 2019 and 2020 in a

StAR press release

GI-TOC report highlights potential use of gold via
black markets for sanctions evasion

The Global Initiative against
Transnational Organized Crime
(GI-TOC) think tank published a 7
April report which analyses the
potential of sanctioned persons
and entities using gold via illicit
networks to move funds and
access foreign currency.
The research comes amid
increased economic pressure on
Russia, as the EU, the UK, and the

36

US, among others, have imposed

favourite destination for traders by

heavy sanctions on the country

a large margin. The document cites

following the invasion of Ukraine.

estimates that the value of

As a result, GI-TOC cautions that

Moscow’s gold reserves is $130

designated entities could turn to

billion. “Therefore, there is likely to

criminal networks to sell assets

be increased demand for the

such as gold and launder funds.

services and connections of
transnational criminal networks

Since the London Bullion Market

that offer these services,

Association’s rules effectively

buttressing transnational

prohibit trading with sanctioned

organized crime”, the report states.

entities, Russia loses access to an
important trade hub, states GITOC. According to the report,
Russia’s 2020 exports of gold to
the UK amounted to nearly $17
billion, making the Western
European country the

The report recommends identifying
criminal groups and tackling their
activities, including related money
laundering services.
GI-TOC press release
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BVI inquiry finds “appalling” corruption, advises
constitutional suspension and return to UK rule
avoid unnecessary speculation”. He

$5.1 million of grants. The report

underlined that the report is “an

also stresses that most members

investigation into the BVI financial

of the House of Assembly have

services sector”, and not into the

failed to register their interests.

illegal drug trade.
The rapporteur states that there is

UK representative in the British
Virgin Islands (BVI), Governor
John Rankin, announced on 29
April the publication of a report
which follows an inquiry into
allegations of “corruption, abuse
of office, and other serious
dishonesty” in the territory’s
governance. Citing grave failures,
the report's 45 recommendations
include that the territory should
temporarily suspend its
constitution, dissolve its House of
Assembly and be directly ruled by
its governor “as a last resort” to
combat “appalling” shortcomings.
The publication of the report,
initially scheduled for June, was
expedited after BVI premier Andrew
Alturo Fahie was arrested along
with two associates on 28 April on
charges of drug trafficking and
money laundering conspiracies.
Governor Rankin clarified after the
publication that that the arrest is
not connected to the report, whose
publication has been expedited “to
37

However, a significant finding of

“overwhelming” evidence indicating

the report states that “[s]ince

that proper governance procedures

November 2020, the Royal Virgin

are “absent, or patently inadequate,

Islands police force has recovered

or ignored or bypassed”. It

over 3.6 tons of cocaine, with an

highlights examples of government

estimated street value higher than

contracts being awarded

the annual BVI GDP. It is thought

unlawfully, including: (1) a project

that huge quantities of drugs pass

to establish BVI Airways, which

through the BVI undetected".

was worth $7.2 million, with the
venture eventually collapsing; and

The Head of the Commission of

(2) a series of contracts amounting

Inquiry (CoI), retired UK judge Sir

to $1 million awarded to a former

Gary Hickinbottom notably argues

special adviser to Fahie, with the

that “[t]he state of governance in

contracts not being performed, and

the BVI is appallingly bad”.

some of them found to be false.

Underlining that half of the
companies named in the Pandora
Papers investigations were
registered in the BVI, the report
reveals that 55 percent of its total
government budget of £360 million
in 2020 was provided by fees from

Following the publication, it is
reported that “hundreds of people
rallied” outside the office of Rankin
on 2 May, protesting the UK direct
rule recommendation. The
demonstrations coincided with the

financial services.

visit of Minister Milling to the BVI to

The report analyses the

rule. The proposal has also been

distribution of grants by the BVI
government, including for projects
such as the ‘Farmers and
Fisherfolk’ programme established
in 2020, with the report concluding
that “serious dishonesty” may have
taken place in the distribution of

discuss the implications of such
firmly opposed by BVI politicians.
BVI CoI report
Governor Rankin statement
UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss…
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South Africa inquiry's fourth state capture report
accuses ANC of ignoring presidential corruption
The South African Judicial Commission of Inquiry

Nene was in turn replaced in 2015 by Douglas Van

into State Capture on 29 April delivered to President

Rooyen, in a decision allegedly influenced by the

Cyril Ramaphosa the fourth report on purported

Guptas, with Van Rooyen subsequently appointing

corruption during the Jacob Zuma administration,

advisers connected to the Guptas and Gupta

adding to the previous three tranches of reports on

associates. Despite accusations of not being

wide ranging allegations that brothers Ajay, Atul, and

forthcoming, the commission does find evidence that

Rajesh Gupta conspired with Zuma to replace

Nene, as well as Gordhan, actively resisted irregular

government officials with favoured individuals to

payments involving South African Airways and the

approve ill-gotten public tenders across numerous

South African nuclear deal.

public sector industries.
Zondo’s findings on the Eskom scandal include
Known as the Zondo Commission after Judge

allegations that state ministers and other senior

Raymond Zondo leading the investigation, the fourth

government officials were aware of conspiratorial

part of the report is divided into four volumes detailing

efforts to illegally reappropriate funds from the public

the attempted capture of the National Treasury, EOH

company, which has resulted in regular power

Holdings and the City of Johannesburg Alexkor,

outages across South Africa. In the volume on

scandals at the Free State Asbestos Project and a

Eskom, Zondo criticises the ruling African National

Free State R1 billion ($63.5 million) housing project,

Congress (ANC) directly, accusing the political party

and the capture of state power utility Eskom.

of either ignoring the long running state capture or
lacking the courage to intervene.

The first volume addresses the purported attempts
between 2012 and 2017 of Zuma, then energy

Zuma was granted a postponement on 2 May in his

minister Tina Joemat-Pettersson, and former South

separate trial on corruption. The former president is

African Airways SOC Limited chair Duduzile Cynthia

on medical probationary release from his 15-month

Myeni to coerce the National Treasury into approving

prison sentence for contempt of court.

irregular and corrupt payments. The commission
accuses Nhlanhla Nene, deputy minister of finance

Zondo Commission report part four, volume one

from 2009 to 2014 of being dishonest with the
commission about potential undue influence made by
the Gupta brothers during the term of then minister of
finance Pravin Gordhan, who reportedly resisted
pressure from Zuma to approve irregular payments
and whom Nene replaced in 2014.
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Zondo Commission report part four, volume two
Zondo Commission report part four, volume three
Zondo Commission report part four, volume four
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SPECIAL FEATURE

War creates tough questions over critical
Ukraine payments as de-risking threats loom
soon be home to more than 200 refugees from
eastern Ukraine as the war enters its third month.
Tania Pashynska, a Site Manager at Co-haty,
gave Financial Crime Digest a tour of the building,
which already includes several finished rooms, fully
renovated showers, and functioning kitchens.
Bounding up a flight of stairs past a team of
volunteers repainting the dormitory corridors,
Pashynska said that a crucial component of the
Rapid and effective international payments are
critical to the welfare of externally and internally
displaced Ukrainian refugees and NGOs, with some
financial institutions announcing policy changes to
better accommodate Ukrainians. However, some
banks are increasing scrutiny on Ukraine-related
transactions, compliance officers inform Financial

Crime Digest. Meanwhile, others may be de-risking
from Ukraine entirely, raising new sets of concerns
over financial exclusion recently highlighted by the
European Banking Authority (EBA).
Adjacent to a city park in the southern Ukrainian city of
Ivano-Frankivsk teeming with uniformed soldiers, and
mere blocks away from sandbagged buildings and
streets blocked off with anti-tank barricades, two
dozen volunteers rush in and out of the entrance to an
abandoned Soviet dormitory. Amid the drone of
electric drills and hammering sounds up and down the
four storey building, the volunteers carry wooden

group’s operations is donated equipment from EU
countries, such as sink basins, heating systems, and
mattresses, as well as international donations used to
purchase locally sourced hardware. Anastasya
Ponomaryova, an MIT-educated architect from Kyiv
responsible for Co-haty’s finance, said that the biggest
challenges to receiving international transfers are
delays in fund arrival and accessibility. Nevertheless,
she reports that all international donor funds sent via
direct bank transfer to the NGO account and from
service providers such as PayPal have successfully
arrived, supporting the influx of refugees from the
eastern front. Personally, however, Ponomaryova has
already encountered challenges transferring funds
sent from Germany to her private account at Ukrainian
Bank Universal. The bank blocked her funds and
requested additional documentation she did not have.
The bank said that her Ukrainian passport listed her
address as her former residential address in Makiivka,
while she is currently registered in Ivano-Frankivsk.

beams, buckets of paint, and new appliances donated

The war has created difficulties for Ukrainians like

from Germany and Poland. The building is now being

Ponomaryova who are making critical payments

brought back to life as Co-haty, a collaborative urban

into and out of the country. Despite the challenges she

housing project run by a female-led team of architects

has faced, Ponomaryova said banks should be

at the NGO MetaLab and affiliated groups, and will

suspicious of transactions that raise red flags, as
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such warning signs could be indicative of crimes

said. Despite these challenges, many EU financial

harming Ukrainians. This underscores a central

institutions have responded robustly to the crisis by

dilemma facing compliance officers - on the one hand,

directly supporting Ukraine and Ukrainian refugees.

they are acutely aware of the importance of
facilitating payments to Ukrainian refugees in Europe

Lithuania payment service provider PaySera, a

and Ukrainian nationals and NGOs such as MetaLab

company that has turned a floor of its Vilnius

carrying out crucial humanitarian work. On the other,

headquarters into a refugee shelter, has taken a firm

banks are increasingly wary of aiding and abetting the

political stance on the war by offering customers the

flow of illicit proceeds from organised crime and illicit

option to donate directly to the Ukrainian military

actors seeking to benefit from the war.

through their own payment applications. PaySera
told Financial Crime Digest that the "full scale of the

War heightens existing money laundering risks

impact of the war in Ukraine on organised crime,

Organised crime in Ukraine is far from a new

human trafficking and other crimes will be evaluated

phenomenon, although the war is likely to strengthen

adequately only when analysing in retrospective”. The

regional criminal networks, experts say. Keith

company adds that, in the meantime, “staying diligent

Ditcham, an organised crime researcher and Senior

when approaching any situation, including those that

Fellow at the Royal United Services Institute

previously had no grounds for suspicion, is the only

told Financial Crime Digest that some of the

right option. Otherwise, the potential consequences

challenges European banks may face in onboarding

could be devastating”.

new Ukrainian customers predate the war. Ukraine
was already a significant source of human trafficking

Paired with such examples of direct support for

as well as a major trafficking transit and destination

Ukraine are official policy changes by European banks

country, Ditcham said. Russian’s invasion has resulted

to accommodate refugees. London-headquartered

in an “increased risk of people being exploited for

neobank Revolut announced on 14 March that it

trafficking purposes, whether women in the sex trade,

would lower its onboarding requirements for Ukrainian

or children, or men being used as mules for money

refugees by accepting even those Ukrainian

and drugs, and this all fits the crime profile of Ukraine”

customers who lack the documentation previously

prior to the latest eruption of the war, Ditcham said.

required to open a Revolut account. Brian McDonnell,
founder of financial services law firm McDonnell Ellis,

“Those risks are amplified because there are people

told Financial Crime Digest that regulators such as the

who are vulnerable and willing to do anything to

UK's Financial Conduct Authority are likely to

protect themselves and their families”, Ditcham added,

accommodate banks onboarding clients from Ukraine

noting that neighbouring countries on the receiving

with reduced due diligence and know-your-customer

end or acting as a major throughway for millions of

(KYC) standards. The EU has taken a similar

Ukrainian refugees also take on these risks,

approach. On 27 April the European Banking Authority

particularly Poland, Moldova, and Romania. According

(EBA) announced new guidelines for how financial

to a criminality index produced by the Global Initiative

institutions and supervisors can apply existing anti-

Against Transnational Organized Crime, Ukraine

money laundering and countering the financing of

ranked 3rd out of 44 countries in Europe, and 41st out

terrorism (AML/CFT) guidelines to apply more

of 44 for resiliency against crime. “Corruption

leniency when it comes to new Ukrainian customers in

pervades throughout law enforcement and some of

order to ensure access by Ukrainian refugees to the

the government institutions and it is thought that

European financial system. Recommendations include

mafia type organisations control and have controlled

delaying some onboarding KYC measures to ensure

the organised crime in Ukraine for years", Ditcham

rapid refugee access to financial services. The EBA's
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announcement follows the 4 March Temporary

presumably will encounter fewer compliance issues

Protection Directive (2001/55/EC), which granted

when processing relatively small payments for

temporary EU residency to Ukrainian refugees and,

Ukrainian refugees which do not give rise to red flags.

with it, increased legal rights to access basic banking

However, he added that if they extract all of their

services. “You can see the difficulty that someone

money from the Ukrainian account to a Revolut

fleeing Ukraine would have”, McDonnell said. “They

account, depending on the quantity of money, "a red

have a Ukrainian bank account, but those Ukrainian

flag might arise as to whether Revolut needs to do

banks presumably don't have correspondent

more enhanced due diligence as to the source of

relationships with the EU or the relevant country that

funds. I imagine that is quite likely”.

person is in, and actually it is going to be quite difficult
for that person to access their funds”.
A compliance officer at a European neobank
told Financial Crime Digest that banks face difficult
decisions when it comes to processing transactions
involving Ukraine. "There are a lot of individuals that
are collecting money for the purchase of medicine,
bullet proof vests, and military-grade equipment, and
then either shipping these funds to Ukraine, spending
at merchants offering military-grade equipment, or
cashing out”, he said. "If you are a MLRO, you have

The Ukrainian compliance officer said that regulators
have previously pointed to perceived weaknesses in
the compliance frameworks of neobanks because
customers do not have to be physically present to
meet KYC requirements, can open an account within
minutes, and transactions are performed quickly and
fully online. “As such, there are more threats for the
abuse of these institutions by criminal groups and in
the context of human trafficking”, she said. For
European banks concerned about Ukrainian
correspondent banks, Ditcham points to a cohort of

some difficult moral decisions to make”.

roughly three dozen criminal bosses known

A Ukrainian senior compliance officer at a European

crime groups in the country for years prior, and who

bank told Financial Crime Digest that being a
Ukrainian citizen overseeing compliance efforts
reinforced the internal conflict between maintaining
stringent AML compliance and using one’s own
position of relative authority to assist those in
need. “For me, because I am Ukrainian, I know what is
happening in the country, I know how important it is
for us to support people and our army”, she said. "We
are not sure how the funds will be used. In some
cases even if it's not really unusual, but the authorities
are asking for us to be vigilant, we need to report it as
a suspicious transaction".
McDonnell said that if a bank faced legal
consequences for inadvertently facilitating financial
crime when it had reason to believe it was assisting a
Ukrainian refugee, it could point to Joint Money
Laundering Steering Group (JMLSG) guidance on
refugees and financial inclusion as legitimate legal
justification. He added that banks such as Revolut
41

colloquially as “thieves in law” who ran organised
may still be active. “When it comes to know-yourcustomer and due diligence, there’s an ability of
[Ukrainian] banks to make those checks if they
wish”, Ditcham stated. “The question is to what extent
they do, and we shouldn’t assume they are applying
the amount of scrutiny that should be applied”.
Although guidance is provided by financial intelligence
units (FIUs) about the need for enhanced diligence in
the context of the war, particularly in the context of
Russian sanctions evasion, one compliance officer
told the Financial Crime Digest that such guidance is
already being well heeded by his bank. “If you are a
financial crime expert working for a financial
institution, you don't really need to be made aware by
FIU guidance that additional due diligence measures
should be applied during wartime”, he explains.
Nevertheless, as his institution continues to process
donations to Ukrainians and Ukrainian NGOs, he
acknowledges the quandary facing FIs across Europe:
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“Is supporting this creating a ripe environment for

"Some of the FIs will be de-risking, and they will do it

the facilitation of illicit activity under the guise of

quietly and then offer vague responses to customers

the same activity?”

about why they are blocking certain transactions and

Industry experts warn that some FIs may de-risk

hope that the public doesn't catch on".

from Ukraine, speculate that some already are

Beyond public relations concerns, Senior Researcher

Some financial institutions have increased scrutiny on

at the Graduate Institute, Geneva Erica Moret said that

Ukraine-related transactions and have de-risked

financial sector de-risking can contribute to a situation

entirely from Donetsk and Luhansk, even in those

of financial exclusion in some parts of the world,

parts of the regions that remain under the control of

which in turn can serve as a driver for conflict and

Ukrainian forces, according to a senior compliance

human rights abuses such as human trafficking. “As

officer at a major European online bank. For the

such, it is important for de-risking to be tackled in

transparency organisation OpenDemocracy, which

order for it not to serve as a vicious circle - fueling the

reportedly uses MetroBank, additional scrutiny on

very problems that sanctions are intended to address”,

transactions involving Ukraine has resulted in what

she said. Moret said that proposed solutions to this

may be an early example of a major bank de-risking

de-risking dilemma ought to start at the beginning of

from the country. Several journalists from the

the policy design chain, such as the use of broader

organisation reported on Twitter that the bank was

standing exemptions across all sanctions regimes, a

blocking payments to its Ukraine-based journalists.

proposal advocated by the International Committee of

This relatively early example in Ukraine of de-risking,

the Red Cross. Also essential to these efforts are

when financial institutions opt out of processing

improved guidance, capacity building, industry

transactions involving a country or region, may

training, protected humanitarian banking channels,

become increasingly commonplace, according to

and improved digital payment solutions, Moret said.

several industry experts.
“I doubt that large multinational banks will de-risk
Ukraine-related transactions, as they have the
capacity to deal with the investigations required”,
one compliance expert told Financial Crime Digest.
“However, de-risking may occur in smaller banks and
fintech service providers as they may not be able to
deal with the complexities arising from sanctions
and ML risks all together”.
From a public relations standpoint, the compliance
officer said that such an action will be difficult,
particularly in western Europe, where the
overwhelming majority of citizens support the defence
of Ukraine. FIs entirely blocking Ukraine, he
told Financial Crime Digest, run the risk of being
discovered and alienating their customers. “It comes
down to who does this and then how they deal with
the potential ensuing PR crisis when they are accused
of supporting Russia”, the compliance officer said.
42

The compliance officer at a major online bank in
Europe states that his institution relies heavily on
machine learning models which take a range of inputs
that the bank regularly updates so that it can
effectively rely on data to determine whether or not
there are significant suspicious transactions coming
in and out of Ukraine. He noted that prior to the
war, Ukraine and Russia were the major destinations
for stolen funds in Europe, and said that his bank has
continually utilised machine learning to remove the
burden from employees monitoring transactions.
"We knew that Ukraine was a country of increased
risk with money laundering especially”, he said. “We
not only have machine learning models, we have
regular scenarios for transaction monitoring that we
can find here. At some stage we realised that it's
almost unmanageable to create tens if not
hundreds of transaction monitoring scenarios to be
able to capture all typologies of transfers where we
detect increased risk of illicit funds".
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As an example, he said that if the bank submitted

millions more Ukrainians in Poland seek to support

three times more suspicious activity reports involving

Ukrainians still in Ukraine, he asserts, is the

Ukraine in Q1 2022, the machine learning tool would

development of a hawala system. "The situation now

recognise that Ukraine is a country of increased risk.

in Ukraine is the perfect grounds for the growth of

He said that roughly 200 other features of

hawala-like payment services”, he said. “You have

transactions and customer behaviour are factored into

demand on both sides of the border to transfer

his bank’s programme to offer effective machine

money. All it takes is to set up a hawala system for

learning-based risk management. "There’s no simple

people in Poland and Ukraine to net these transactions

answer", the compliance officer added. “We could in

without any money crossing the border”.

theory look at every transaction in Ukraine or every
transaction above a certain threshold, but this would
involve thousands of people looking at transactions to

"Working in the industry already for some time, I would
assume that the criminals are smarter than the

determine whether we should inform the FIU or not".

industry people", he added. "If I've already

Eastern European hawala system to emerge?

grounds for this system to operate on a large scale,

Compliance officers told Financial Crime Digest that

these guys already know that. It's just a matter of time

de-risking by banks on Ukraine-related transactions

before a financial institution discovers that they are

may be generating conditions for hawala-like systems

facilitating a hawala operation". Moret said that

to emerge. The traditional hawala system operates as

hawala serves an important role in the Middle East,

an alternative to regular banking, in which hawala

including in contexts where access to the formal

operators or dealers arrange payments and receipts of

banking system is limited. Several technical solutions

payments between numerous senders and receivers

currently exist that are utilised in the context of aid

on each side of a national border without any funds

delivery to Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan. Moret offered

ever crossing the border. Instead, hawala dealers

the example of AmanaCard, a self-described “secure

cancel out debts to one another through the

payment gateway designed especially for unbanked

repayment of senders and receivers on each side.

crisis zones”, as one such solution, widely used by

One compliance officer at a major European bank told

Financial Crime Digest that a black market may be
emerging in Ukraine’s neighbouring countries in which
Ukrainians with large sums of legitimate money who
lack documentation to justify their source of funds are
increasingly turning to intermediaries to inject these
funds into the traditional financial sector on their
behalf. Another compliance officer confirmed that he
was aware of the same situation in Poland. He said
that prior to the war, millions of Ukrainian migrant
workers in Poland regularly send money across the
border to support their families. Now, there are three
million additional Ukrainians in Poland, many of whom
have found work and are also sending funds back to
family members and friends who remain in Ukraine.
The natural consequence of wealthy Ukrainians
seeking to move their wealth into Poland while
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recognised that here in Poland there is the perfect

European governments to disperse humanitarian
funds in financially excluded countries where conflict
is taking place in a manner deemed to be compliant
by regulators and banks. “There are a number of
European countries that openly recognise that hawala
is necessary and legitimate and legal”, Moret
told Financial Crime Digest. “It's increasingly the sole
method of dispersing funds for certain major
European governments in some of these countries”,
adding that “others are a bit more reluctant due to
perceived challenges with documentation and
transparency. But they are not insurmountable”.
David Shoup, Associate Editor
david.shoup@aperio-intelligence.com
Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial Services Journalist
Financial Crime Digest
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LEGISLATION

OFAC designates Russian sanctions evading
networks and virtual currency mining firm
Transkapitalbank (TKB) and its

Noncommercial Organization for

subsidiary Joint Stock Company

the Study and Development of

Investtradebank. OFAC states that

International Cooperation in the

TKB has offered financial services

Economic Sphere International

to clients in China, the Middle East,

Agency of Sovereign Development

and elsewhere, giving customers

(IASD) and several staff members.

the ability to utilise its TKB

Listed individuals include: Mihkail

The US Treasury’s Office of

Business communication channel

Ilich Yakushev, Alexey Anatolevich

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

as an alternative to the SWIFT

Subbotin, Aleksandr Okulov, Artem

designated on 20 April over 40

network, enabling them to engage

Samoylov, Alexey Aleksandrovich

Russian entities and individuals

in transactions with sanctioned

Kupriyanov, and Nikita Melikov.

pursuant to Executive Order

individuals using US dollars.
Other targets include Moldova-

14024 for engaging in efforts to
facilitate Russian sanctions

OFAC simultaneously issued

based Agent de Asigurare Lider

evasion, including the first virtual

General License No 29 authorising

Asig Societate cu Raspundere

currency mining company ever

wind down activities involving TKB

Limitata (Lider Asig), Organizatia

sanctioned by the US government.

and General License No 28, which

de Creditare Nebancara Lider

authorises certain transactions

Leasing SRL (Lider Leasing), OKAF

On the same day, the State

involving TKB which are destined

Trading Societatea cu Raspundere

Department announced the

for or coming from Afghanistan.

Limitata, and Societatea cu
Raspundere Limitata Project Invest

imposition of visa restrictions on
635 Russians, including 48

Also targeted by US sanctions is

Company. Also listed is Singapore-

accused of threatening Ukrainian

the network, including the son, of

based MGI PTE Ltd, accused of

sovereignty. Visa restrictions have

Russian oligarch Konstantin

facilitating Cuban operations for

also been placed on three Russian

Malofeyev, who was designated in

IASD, Joint Stock Company

government officials for human

2014 pursuant to Executive Order

Marshal.Global (MarGlo), a firm in

rights violations and 17 individuals

13660 for his role in threatening

Moscow connected to Malofeyev,

deemed responsible for

Ukrainian sovereignty and security

and MarGlo Director Mikhail

undermining Belarus democracy.

and who was also charged on 6

Aleksandrovich Leshchenko.

Also designated are 16 members

April by the Department of Justice

of the Bank Otkritie board.

for conspiring to violate US
sanctions. Malofeyev’s newly

Significant amongst the newly

designated network includes the

OFAC-sanctioned entities is the

Moscow-registered financial

Public Joint Stock Company

advisory business Autonomous

44

In addition to financial services
firms, Tsargrad OOO is designated
for engaging in the spread
of Russian propaganda and acting
as an intermediary between
Russian interests and European
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politicians with Kremlin ties. Pavel

Yuryevich Gadetskiy, Roman

OFAC states. Ten Bitriver AG

Vladimirovich Kuzmin is

Viktorovich Nechiporuk, and

subsidiaries are also designated:

designated for acting as both

Natalya Aleksandrovna Tyurina.

OOO Management Company

Tsargrad legal services director
and the legal chief at IASD.

Bitriver, OOO Bitriver Rus, OOO
OFAC has designated Malofeyev’s

Everest Grup, OOO Siberskie

son, Kirill Konstantinovich

Mineraly, OOO Tuvaasbest, OOO

Other sanctioned entities relating

Malofeyev, and his companies

Torgovy Dom Asbest, OOO Bitriver-

to Tsargrad and Malofeyev include

Limited Liability Company Vladeks

B, OOO Bitriver-K, OOO Bitriver-

Analiticheski Tsentr Katekhon OOO,

Kholding, Limited Liability

North, and OOO Bitriver-Turma.

the All-Russian Public Organization

Company Vladeks, and Limited

Society for the Promotion of

Liability Company Russian Digital

On 20 April, OFAC also issued FAQ

Russian Historical Development

Solutions. Vladeks Kholding

1030, which clarifies that US credit

Tsargrad, Teshilovo OOO,

General Director Ilya Anatolyevich

card system operators and

Spetsinvestservis OOO, Imenie

Markov is also designated.

acquirers are banned from

Tsargrad OOO (Imenie), Tsargrad-

processing transactions involving

Media OOO (Tsargrad-Media),

Virtual currency mining holding

sanctioned Russian and Belarusian

Russia-occupied Crimea-based

company Bitriver AG, based in

entities pursuant to the Russian

Kurort Livadiya OOO, Tsargrad Park

Switzerland, is additionally

Harmful Foreign Activities

OOO (Tsargrad Park), Kurort

designated for operating in the

Sanctions Regulations and Belarus

Tsargrad Spas-Teshilovo OOO,

Russia Federation’s technology

Sanctions Regulations.

Zareche-Oka OOO,

sector. Bitriver, identified as the

Proizvodstvenno-Stroitelnaya

third largest virtual currency mining

Kompaniya SNM, Imperiya 19-31

entity in the world, reportedly

OOO (Imperiya), Ekoferma Zareche

operates out of three Russian

OOO, Tsargrad-Kultura OOO, Kontur

locations and offers Russia the

OOO, and Tureya OOO. Entity

opportunity to monetise natural

directors listed are Yevgeniy

resources and evade sanctions,

Treasury Department press rel…
State Department press release

OFAC issues Russia-related General License 26
The US Treasury’s Office of

AG or any entity in which they own

involving designated Russian

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

50 percent or greater interest.

banks. Similarly, the GL does not

issued on 12 April Russia-related

authorise transactions involving

General License (GL) 26 which

GL26 does not authorise

the Central Bank of Russia, the

authorises until 12 July all

transactions prohibited by Directive

Russian National Wealth Fund or

transactions otherwise prohibited

2 under EO 14024, which bans any

the Russian Ministry of Finance, as

by Executive Order (EO) 14024,

US financial institution from

per Directive 4 under EO 14024.

which are necessary for the

opening or maintaining

winding down of transactions

correspondent bank accounts or

involving JSC SB Sberbank

payable-through accounts, as well

Kazakhstan or Sberbank Europe

as from processing transactions

45

OFAC press release
GL 26
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Biden unveils new Russia sanctions as OFAC
designates Putin and Lavrov’s families
State, the EO states. Further

energy” until 24 June, according to

designations include: 42 Sberbank

amended General License (GL) 8B.

subsidiaries in Asian and European

GL 9B authorises ordinarily incident

countries and Alfa-Bank’s Cyprus-,

transactions and transfers required

Kazakhstan-, Netherlands-, and

for debt or equity dealings with

Russia-based subsidiaries.

Alfa-Bank until 30 June. GL 10B

Simultaneously, OFAC lists 21

permits such transactions for

individuals, including former

winding down certain derivative

US President Joe Biden signed on

president Dmitry Medvedev, with

contracts, until 30 June.

6 April a new Executive Order (EO)

the US now having applied

banning “new investment” in

sanctions against all members of

Pursuant to GLs 22 and 23, US

Russia and authorising the

Russia’s Security Council.

persons are permitted to engage in

Treasury Department’s Office of

Additionally, OFAC designates

transactions with Sberbank and its

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) to

President Vladimir Putin’s

subsidiaries until 13 April and,

prohibit the export and supply of

daughters Katerina Vladimirovna

respectively, with Alfa-Bank and its

any services to Russia-based

Tikhonova and Maria Vladimirovna

subsidiaries until 6 May to wind

individuals. OFAC has also issued

Vorontsova, and Maria

down activities. GL 21 allows

full blocking sanctions on state-

Aleksandrovna Lavrova and

dealings for this purpose involving

owned PJSC Sberbank and JSC

Yekaterina Sergeyevna Vinokurova,

Sberbank CIB USA Inc until June 7.

Alfa-Bank, reportedly Russia’s

the wife and daughter, respectively,

largest private credit institution.

of Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.

Executive Order

The export ban is to be decided by

Sanctions on Sberbank, Alfa-bank,

White House factsheet

the Treasury Secretary in

and other state-owned enterprises

consultation with Secretary of

exclude transactions “related to

OFAC press release

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The Biden administration's ban on all new investments in Russia by US persons as well as on the
facilitation by US persons of such investments by foreign persons and the provision by US persons of
services in certain categories which have yet to be determined by the US Treasury is another twist in the
Russia sanctions saga. Despite the broad nature of the ban, it adds little to the existing sanctions
landscape characterised by mass withdrawals of foreign companies from Russia, currently standing at
750 (including those that have yet to finalise their withdrawals after having pledged to do so). Investment
activity in Russia is further rendered problematic by extensive sanctions against its banking sector,
stringent export controls and Russia's own capital controls that specifically target so-called 'unfriendly
nations' among which are the US, the UK and the whole of the EU.
46
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UK sanctions two Russian oligarchs, introduces
trade restrictions on luxury goods, iron and steel
The UK Foreign, Commonwealth and Development

The newly introduced legislation also prohibits the

Office (FCDO) announced on 14 April that it has

export, supply, delivery or transfer to, or for use in

imposed asset freezes against Russian oligarchs

Russia or to any person connected with Russia of

Eugene Tenenbaum and David Davidovich. On the

certain luxury goods, which are listed in Schedule 3A

same day, the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

to the Regulations. The amendments provide several

(Amendment) (No.8) Regulations 2022 came into

exemptions to these prohibitions, including in relation

force, introducing new trade prohibitions on certain

to goods which are necessary for the official purposes

luxury goods and iron and steel products.

of a diplomatic mission or consular post or personal
effects of their staff.

According to the press release, Davidovich and
Tenenbaum, who is the director of Chelsea Football

Similar restrictions apply to quantum computing and

Club, are close business associates of Roman

advanced materials, goods and technology, as well as

Abramovich, and their assets have a combined

to oil refining goods and technology. The prohibitions

estimated value of up to £10 billion. The FCDO notes

include the provision of related technical assistance,

that on 24 February, the same day Russia invaded

financial services, funds and brokering services in

Ukraine, Tenenbaum took control of Ervington

relation to such products and all equipment and

Investments Ltd, an investment firm associated with

components subject to the ban are listed in Schedules

Abramovich, which was later taken over by Davidovich

2D and 2E of the Regulations. The Russia Sanctions

in March 2022. In addition to the asset freeze,

guidance provides details on the licensing grounds for

Davidovich is also subject to a travel ban.

all categories of prohibited goods and services.

On the same day, the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

Concurrently, the UK Department for International

(Amendment) (No.8) Regulations 2022 came into

Trade’s (DIT) Export Control Joint Unit (ECJU) issued

force, introducing a ban on the import, acquisition,

Notice to Exporters 2022/14 explaining the provisions

supply and delivery of certain iron and steel products

introduced by the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

originating in, consigned from, or located in Russia.

(Amendment) (No.8) Regulations 2022.

The relevant products are listed in Schedule 3B of the
Regulations. According to the Russia sanctions

UK government press release

guidance, which was amended to reflect the changes,
a licence may be granted for the trade of specified iron
and steel products if it concerns the execution of
obligations arising from contracts concluded before
14 April, on the condition that the actions subject to

Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment) (No.8) Re…
Explanatory memorandum
Russia sanctions guidance

these contracts are concluded by 17 June.
Notice to exporters NTE 2022/14
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UK designates 200 Russia linked individuals
The UK Foreign, Commonwealth &

Truss states that the envisioned

designated as well. Kerimov is

Development Office (FCDO)

legislation would ban the import of

reported to have been summoned

revealed on 13 April that it has

iron and steel originating in Russia

by Russian President Vladimir

added 178 individuals from the

and would prohibit the export of

Putin on the day of the Russian

breakaway regions and self-styled

luxury goods, quantum technology

invasion of Ukraine and owns

people’s republics of Luhansk and

and “advanced materials”.

investment company JSC Nafta

Donetsk in Ukraine, in coordinated

Moskva. He was the subject of a

action with the EU. Foreign

Among the most recently listed

journalistic investigation which

Secretary Liz Truss promises the

individuals are Gulbakhor

reportedly revealed he transferred

introduction of legislation

Ismailova, the sister of metals

assets to his family members.

imposing import and export bans

baron Alisher Usmanov, the

the following day, similar to the

majority owner of Metalloinvest

The latest UK designations include:

EU’s newest measures.

JSC. According to the FCDO,

Alexander Ananchenko, a former

following EU and UK sanctions on

de facto prime minister in Donetsk,

In total, the FCDO states that it has

Usmanov, Ismailova was revealed

and Sergey Kozlov, the declared

sanctioned 206 individuals,

to be the sole beneficial owner of a

leader of government in Luhansk.

including “six oligarchs, close

superyacht. The ‘Dilbar’ was seized

Ananchenko was designated by

associates and employees, and an

by German authorities on 13 April,

the EU on 8 April for being the “so-

additional 22 individuals through

Bloomberg reports.

called ‘Prime Minister’ of the so-

the urgent procedure”, imposing

called ‘Donetsk People's Republic’”.

asset freezes and travel bans.

According to a UK Office of

The UK’s latest wave of restrictive

Financial Sanctions

measures also target the

Implementation notice published

family members of previously

along with the announcement,

sanctioned individuals.

Suleyman Kerimov’s son, Said, is

FCDO press release

UK designates daughters of Putin and Lavrov
The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

The restrictive measures, which

exporters that the general trade

and Development Office (FCDO)

include travel bans and asset

licence issued on 17 March has

announced on 8 April the

freezes, are aimed at “sealing off

been revised to include aircraft and

designation of Katerina

reservoirs of cash funding the

aero gas turbine engines and

Vladimirovna Tikhonova and

conflict” in Ukraine, the government

the provision of insurance services.

Maria Vladimirovna Vorontsova,

stated. All three were designated

The licence applies from 5 April.

Vladimir Putin’s daughters, as well

on the same day by the EU.

as Yekaterina Sergeyevna
Vinokurova, daughter of Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.
48

Separately, the UK Export Control
Joint Unit published a notice to

FCDO press release
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UK announces fifth wave of sanctions on Russia
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth

President Joe Biden signed a new

diamond miner Alrosa PJSC, a

& Development Office (FCDO)

Executive Order containing the

company also subject to UK

announced on 6 April the

same prohibition, with Washington

sanctions; Leonid Mikhelson, the

country’s fifth package of

also designating Sberbank. On 5

founder and CEO of gas giant PAO

restrictive measures against

April, EU Commission President

Novatek; Andrey Akimov, the CEO

Russia, following the 24 February

Ursula von der Leyen announced

of Gazprombank JSC; and

invasion of Ukraine, containing a

that the bloc will interdict the

Aleksander Dyukov, the CEO of oil

“full asset freeze” against state-

import of Russian coal.

producer Gazprom Neft PJSC.

Bank of Moscow (CBM) PJSC,

The Office of Financial Sanctions

In a 7 April statement following a

which is controlled by real estate

Implementation issued a general

meeting of the G7, the foreign

magnate Roman Avdeev.

licence authorising dealings for the

ministers of Canada, France,

purpose of winding down positions

Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK, and

in CBM until 6 May.

US, and the EU High

owned PJSC Sberbank and Credit

The UK further plans to end all
Russian energy imports, with coal

Representative stress the

and oil dealings to be phased out

Individuals newly listed by the UK

importance of further “economic

by the end of 2022, and gas

include: Viatcheslav Moshe Kantor,

pressure” against Russia and

imports to follow “as soon as

fertiliser producer PJSC Acron’s

Belarus. The G7 countries state

possible thereafter”, according to

largest reported shareholder and

that they will continue “imposing

the announcement.

president of the European Jewish

coordinated additional restrictive

Congress (EJC); Andrey Guryev,

measures to effectively thwart

The UK’s newest wave of sanctions

founder of JSC PhosAgro, a

Russian abilities to continue the

will reportedly include “an outright

company operating in the same

aggression against Ukraine”.

ban” on new investments in Russia,

sector as Acron; Sergey Kogogin,

which amounted to £11 billion in

general director of truck

2020, according to the press

manufacturer PJSC Kamaz; Sergey

release. On the same day, US

Sergeyevich Ivanov, president of

FCDO press release

Proclamation bans Russian vessels from US
US President Joe Biden issued a

Biden states that the proclamation

no viable alternative source is

letter on 21 April to the Speaker

is made in response to Russia’s

available. Exemptions will be

of the House and President of the

“unprovoked, and brutal war

granted for force majeure entrance

Senate announcing proclamation

against Ukraine”. Exceptions will be

requests for humanitarian or

of a national emergency with

made for Russian-affiliated vessels

emergency reasons.

respect to Russian vessels,

transporting certain nuclear and

prohibiting Russian-affiliated

nuclear byproduct material for

vessels from entering US ports.

which the government determines
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US designates Russian state-owned enterprises

The US Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 7 April the
designation pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 14024 of Russian
state-owned diamond mining
company PJSC Alrosa. The US
Department of State has also
designated Russia’s largest
shipbuilding company JSC United
Shipbuilding Corporation (USC),
28 subsidiaries and eight
members of the USC board.
Alrosa, which accounts for
approximately 28 percent of global
diamond supply, with an estimated
2021 revenue of over $4.2 billion, is
being designated for being owned
and controlled by, or for having
acted or purported to act for or on
behalf of the Russian government.
As a result of Alrosa’s designation,
all entities owned 50 percent or
more, directly or indirectly, by the
company are blocked. The stateowned enterprise was previously
sanctioned by Canada, the UK,
New Zealand and the Bahamas.

50

On the same day, the US

following entities or any entity

Department of State sanctioned

owned 50 percent or more by

USC for operating in the defence

them: State Corporation Bank for

and related materiel sector of the

Development and Foreign

Russian economy, along with eight

Economic Affairs

of its senior executives, namely:

Vnesheconombank, PJS Company

Georgiy Sergeyevich Poltavchenko,

Bank Financial Corporation Otkritie,

Andrey Vasilyevich Lavrishchev,

Sovcombank OJSC, PJSC

Vitaliy Anatolyevich Markelov,

Sberbank of Russia, VTB Bank

Vladimir Yakovlevich Pospelov,

PJSC, JSC Alfa-Bank and

Aleksey Lvovich Rakhmanov, Oleg

Alrosa; GL 10C authorising certain

Nikolayevich Ryazantsev, Ilya

transactions prohibited by the

Vasilyevich Shestakov and Andrey

EuHSR related to some derivative

Nikolaevich Shishkin.

contracts that include VEB, Otkritie,
Sovcombank, Sberbank, VTB, Alfa-

Listed subsidiaries include: JSC 33

Bank or Alrosa as a counterparty or

Shipyard, JSC Admiralty Shipyards,

are linked to debt and equity of

Baltic Shipyard JSC, PJSC Vyborg

these companies; GL 21A

Shipyard, PJSC Shipbuilding Plant

authorising US persons to engage

Severnaya Verf, JSC Sredne-

in transactions ordinarily incident

Nevsky Shipyard, Severnoe Design

and necessary to the winding down

Bureau JSC, JPSC Nevskoe Design

of Sberbank CIB USA Inc and

Bureau, Almaz Central Marine

Alrosa USA Inc or any entity owned

Design Bureau JSC, PJSC Krasnoe

50 percent or more by these

Sormovo Shipyard, JSC Central

entities; GL 24 authorising all

Design Bureau for Marine

transactions necessary to

Engineering Rubin, JSC Research

the winding down of transactions

Design and Technological Bureau

involving Alrosa or any entity in

Onega, and JSC St Petersburg’s

which it owns 50 percent or more;

Sea Bureau of Mechanical

and GL 25 authorising transactions

Engineering Malachite.

prohibited by RuHSR necessary to
the receipt or transmission

OFAC also issued five new general

of telecoms involving Russia.

licences: GL 9C authorising
transactions prohibited by the

OFAC press release

Russian Harmful Foreign Activities
Sanctions Regulations (RuHSR)
related to dealings in certain debt
or equity of one or more of the

US Department of State press r…
US Department of State factsh…
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EU imposes fifth package of Russia sanctions
in August 2022. The prohibition covers both goods of
Russian origin and those exported from Russia. Other
measures include a prohibition on providing access to
EU ports, save for vessels transporting humanitarian
aid, agricultural and food products, and energy.
The Council allows for a similar derogation, covering
humanitarian aid, pharmaceuticals, medical products,
and food, in its imposition of a road transport ban on
Russian and Belarussian vehicles. An extended export
The European Commission and the EU Council
jointly announced on 8 April the entering into force
of the bloc’s latest round of sanctions on Russialinked entities and individuals, the fifth sanctions
package of its kind since the start of Russia's
invasion of Ukraine in late February. Additionally, the
Council reveals the full extent of the sectoral
sanctions announced a few days prior.
According to documents published in the EU’s official
journal, the Council has added over 200 individuals to
its list of sanctioned persons, which now numbers
over 1,100 designations. Additionally, the bloc has
imposed restrictive measures on 80 entities.

ban concerns jet fuel, quantum computers,
sophisticated electronics, and software. The bloc
further imposes an import ban on wood, cement,
fertiliser, seafood, and alcohol.
According to the figures published by the Council, the
export ban accounts for €10 billion, the import
prohibition is worth €5.5 billion, while the coal ban is
valued at €8 billion per annum. The sanctions on
individuals entered into force on 8 April, while the rest
of the measures took effect the following day.
Council Regulation (EU) 2022/580 (8 April 2022)
Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/581 (8 …

Following the latest round of sanctions, all
membership in the de facto legislative and executive
bodies of the so-called Luhansk and Donetsk People’s
Republics are targeted by the bloc’s sanctions regime,

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/582 (8 April 2022)
Council Regulation (EU) 2022/576 (8 April 2022)

according to a European Commission press release.

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/577 (8 April 2022)

The individuals, which include persons that the

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/578 (8 April 2022)

Council labels “high-ranking Kremlin officials,
oligarchs, […], as well as proponents of disinformation
and information manipulation”, are subject to an asset
freeze, with EU companies and individuals prohibited
from making funds available to them, as well as travel

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/579 (8 April 2022)
EU Council press release
EU Council press release

bans. As previously reported, the fifth package of
restrictive measures includes an import and transfer
ban on coal and other solid fuels from Russia, starting
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UK announces new sanctions against Russian
defence sectors and further import restrictions
UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss on

of the General Staff Colonel

Russia, with an expanded list of

21 April announced 26 sanctions

General Nikola Bogdanovsky.

Russian products now subject to

against Russian defence targets

Sanctioned individuals identified as

higher tariffs or outright bans.

in response to the increase in

supporting the Russian war in

Included amongst the items

Russian bombing of Ukrainian

Ukraine are: Russian Railways CEO

banned from import are Russian

civilians and infrastructure and

and Chairman Oleg Belozyorov,

caviar, silver, and wood products.

massacres of civilians in Bucha

Russian Federal Security Service

Diamonds and rubber, amongst

and elsewhere in areas under

First Deputy Director Sergei

other items sourced from Russia

Russian occupation.

Borisovich Korolyov, transport

and Belarus, are subject to a 35

equipment leasing company GLTK,

percent tariff increase. The UK

Newly sanctioned Russian military

JSC ARZ MACHINEBUILDING

updated the same day Notice to

officers include: Lieutenant Colonel

PLANT, JSC Kalashnikov

Importers 2953 to reflect the

Azatbek Omurbekov, commanding

Concern, and LLC MILITARY

changes made on 14 April to

officer of the unit believed to have

INDUSTRIAL COMPANY.

impact steel and iron products and

carried out the Bucha massacre,

on 21 April to include the expanded

Airborne Forces commander

On the same day, International

Colonel General Andrey Serdyukov,

Trade Secretary Anne-Marie

Special Operations Forces

Trevelyan and Chancellor of the

commander Major General Valery

Exchequer Rishi Sunak announced

Flyustikov, and First Deputy Chief

new trade sanctions targeting

list of banned imports.
UK Foreign Ministry press relea…
OFSI notice

UK introduces Russia-related trade sanctions
The Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

video sharing platforms, to take

ensure their services are not used

(Amendment) (No. 9) Regulations

reasonable steps to prevent UK-

to download or access services

2022, which amends Part 5

based users form encountering

delivered by designated persons.

(Trade) of the Russia (Sanctions)

content generated, uploaded or

(EU Exit) Regulations 2019, came

shared by a designated person.

into effect on 29 April, introducing

Obligations are imposed on

new trade sanctions measures

internet access service providers,

with respect to internet services

including fixed and wireless

and online media services.

broadband providers, to prevent UK
users from accessing websites

The legislation requires social

controlled by a listed person.

media service providers, including

Application store providers must
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UK OFSI issues Russia-related general licences
The UK Office of Financial

its subsidiaries may wind down

Sanctions Regulations 2021 and

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

any transaction to which it is a

Regulation 64 of the Russia

issued between 1 April and 27

party, and which involves these

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

April four general licences (GLs)

entities, including the closing out of

2019. Under certain conditions

under the Russia (Sanctions) (EU

any positions. Additionally, a

detailed in the GL, an officer of a

Exit) Regulations 2019.

person, relevant institution or the

non-crown relevant organisation is

CBM or a subsidiary is allowed to

allowed to carry out their duties,

GL INT/2022/1495176 from 1 April

carry out any activity reasonably

including through making use of

authorises until 30 June the

necessary to effect this.

powers available to them under the

provision of “financial services for

UK legal framework or common

the purposes of the receipt and

Further, on 21 April, OFSI issued GL

onward transfer of non-ruble

INT/2022/1630477, which allows

denominated interest/coupon or

payments to Gazprombank JSC or

maturity/principal payments” from

a subsidiary under a contract

the Russian Central Bank, the

entered prior to the date of the GL,

Russian National Wealth Fund, the

with the aim of making gas

Russian Ministry of Finance, or any

available to the European Union.

entities owned or controlled by

Persons making payments under

them or acting on their behalf, in

this GL, which expires on 31 May,

connection with debt issued by the

are required to keep for a

three entities before 1 March.

minimum period of six years
“accurate, complete and readable

On 6 April, the OFSI adopted GL

records” of all activities purporting

INT/2022/1544176 which allows

to be permitted under the GL.

for a 30-day wind down period of

law for asset recovery purposes.
OFSI GLs Collection
GL INT/2022/1679676 publicat…
GL INT/2022/1679676 (27 April)
GL INT/2022/1630477 publicat…
GL INT/2022/1630477 (21 April)
GL INT/2022/1544176 publicat…
GL INT/2022/1544176 (6 April)
GL INT/2022/1495176 publicat…

positions involving the Credit Bank

OFSI issued GL INT/2022/1679676

of Moscow (CBM). Under this GL,

on 27 April, under Regulation 21 of

any person other than the CBM or

the Global Anti-Corruption

GL INT/2022/1495176 (1 April)

Russia places travel ban on UK PM and cabinet
The Russian Foreign Ministry

Johnson is joined on the sanctions

Dorries, James Heappey, Nicola

announced on 16 April that it has

list by Deputy Prime Minister

Sturgeon, Suella Braverman, and

placed UK Prime Minister Boris

Dominic Raab, Elizabeth Truss, Ben

ex-prime minister Theresa May.

Johnson and a dozen members of

Wallace, and Rishi Sunak. Other UK

his cabinet on the country’s stop

government officials designated

list, barring the national

include Grant Shapps, Priti Patel,

leadership from entering Russia.

Kwasi Kwarteng, Nadine
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US BIS adds Russia, Belarus firms to Entity List
The US Commerce Department’s

The Department notes that the

licence exception for such

Bureau of Industry and Security

designated entities are identified as

transactions is prohibited.

(BIS) issued on 1 April a final rule

posing “a significant risk of being

adding 120 entities which operate

or becoming involved in activities

Ninety-five of the listed entities are

in Russian and Belarusian

contrary to the national security or

designated as “military end users”

aerospace, maritime and defence

foreign policy interests of the US”

and are subject to the

sectors to its Entity List, in

and the rule aims to limit Russian

Russian/Belarusian Military End

response to Russia’s invasion of

and Belarusian military access to

User foreign-produced direct

Ukraine. The entities are

items that support Russia’s “brutal

product rule. The remaining 25

designated for procuring and

assault” against Ukraine. BIS will

entities are listed on the basis of

attempting to procure items

review all licence applications for

Part 744.11 (b) of the EAR.

subject to the Export

exports, reexports or transfers (in-

Administration Regulations (EAR)

country) to designated entities of

in support of Russian and

all items subject to the EAR under

Belarusian militaries and their

a policy of denial, and the use of

US Commerce Department pre…
BIS press release

modernisation efforts in Russia.

US BIS expands restrictions on Russia, Belarus
The US Commerce Department’s

Categories 0 through to 2 of the

ECCNs in Categories 0 through to 9

Bureau of Industry and Security

CCL, which includes materials and

of the CCL will be subject to the

(BIS) issued on 9 April a final rule

equipment necessary for nuclear,

EAR under the Russia/Belarus FDP

expanding the licence

chemical and materials

rule and will require a licence, as

requirements for Russia and

processing. Items subject to the

provided by Part 746.8(a)(2) EAR.

Belarus under the Export

new licence requirements include,

Administration Regulations (EAR)

among others, hydraulic fluids,

Assistant Secretary of Commerce

to all categories of items on the

pumps, valves, certain composite

for Export Administration Thea

Commerce Control List (CCL). The

materials, medical products

D. Rozman Kendler underlined that

rule excludes licence exception

containing certain toxins or

the new rule aims to “further

eligibility for aircraft registered in,

genetically modified organisms.

isolate Russia and Belarus and

owned or controlled by or under

stifle their military capacity”, while

charter or lease by Belarus or a

Concurrently, the rule amends the

blocking their access to high-tech

Belarusian national.

foreign “direct product” (FDP) rule,

commodities, software and

as provided by Part 734.9(f) of the

technologies produced by the US.

According to BIS, the rule imposes

EAR which relates to Russia and

new licence requirements for items

Belarus, to apply to all items on the

classified under any export control

CCL. Consequently, foreign-

classification number (ECCN) in

produced items derived from
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US BIS imposes TDOs on three Russian airlines
from the US. Similarly, BIS notes

subject to the EAR, without the

that no person may, directly or

required BIS authorisation, to

indirectly, engage in transactions

jurisdictions including China, India,

concerning, inter alia, installation,

Turkey, the UAE, Vietnam,

maintenance, repair, modification

Tajikistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan,

or testing operations or any actions

Uzbekistan and Saudi Arabia,

facilitating the acquisition or

including some domestic routes

The US Commerce Department’s

attempted acquisition of the

within Russia. BIS notes that any

Bureau of Industry and Security

ownership, possession or control

domestic Russian flight operated

(BIS) announced on 7 April that it

of an item subject to the EAR

by these airlines on aircraft

has issued three temporary denial

which has been or will be exported

reexported to Russia after 2 March

orders (TDOs) suspending export

from the US, with the exception of

without the required licence also

privileges for Russian airlines

those related to flight safety and

represents a violation of General

Aeroflot, Azur air and UTair over

authorised by BIS.

Prohibition Ten (GP10), which bans
the continued use of an item which

“ongoing” violations related to
export controls on Russia.

On 2 March, the Department

is known to have been exported or

excluded any aircraft registered in,

reexported in violation of the EAR.

The TDOs, which will remain in

owned or controlled by, or under

effect for 180 days and could be

charter or lease by Russia or a

subject to renewal, prohibit the

Russian citizen from being eligible

airlines from participating in

for licence exception Aircraft,

transactions involving any

Vessels and Spacecraft (AVS).

US Commerce Department pre…
BIS press release
US BIS order on PJSC Aeroflot

commodity, software or technology
subject to the Export

Despite existing restrictions, BIS

Administration Regulations (EAR),

found that the three airlines

including exports and reexports

operated multiple US origin aircraft

US BIS order on Azur Air
US BIS order on UTair Aviation …

Russia places 18 EU officials on travel ban list
The Russian Foreign Ministry

Mission to the EU and European

notification declaring the 18

announced on 15 April that 18 EU

Atomic Energy Community.

diplomats as persona non grata.

employees of the EU Delegation to
Russia will be expelled from the

Chief of the EU Delegation to the

country in response to similar

Russian Federation, Markus Ederer,

measures imposed on 19

was reportedly summoned to the

members of Russia’s Permanent

Foreign Ministry to receive the
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US BIS suspends privileges for Russia's Aviastar
The US Commerce Department’s

Aviastar operated eight US-origin

document; (2) conducting

Bureau of Industry and Security

aircraft subject to EAR after 2

negotiations related to

(BIS) issued on 21 April a

March on flights into and out of

transactions involving any item

temporary denial order (TDO)

Novosibirsk and Abakan, Russia

exported or to be exported from

suspending all export privileges

from/to Hangzhou, Shenzhen and

the US, except directly related to

for Russian cargo aircraft carrier

Zhengzhou, China, without seeking

safety of flight and authorised by

Aviastar-TU (Aviastar) for 180

and obtaining a BIS authorisation.

BIS; (3) benefitting in any way from

days in order to “severely degrade

any transactions involving any

and diminish Russia’s capacity to

The office asserts that “there are

such item. In addition, the export,

quickly move people, cargo, and

heightened concerns of future

reexport, or transfer to or on behalf

weapons against Ukraine”.

violations of the EAR”, based on the

of Aviastar of such items, as well

investigation’s findings and public

as the facilitation of the company’s

Effective 2 March, BIS required any

statements available on Aviastar’s

acquisition of such items, including

aircraft registered in, owned, or

website that its fleet “includes

financing, are also prohibited.

controlled by, or under charter or

multiple US-origin 757-200F

lease by Russian or a Russian

aircraft”, and that it “regularly

Aviastar is eligible to appeal the

national to obtain a licence under

carr[ies] out express delivery of

TDO at any time. BIS may seek

the Export Administration

mail and freight across Russia”.

renewal of the TDO no later than

Regulations (EAR) in order to be
eligible to travel to Russia.

20 days before the expiration date.
With respect to any activity subject
to the EAR, Aviastar is banned

According to the TDO, BIS’ Office of

from: (1) applying for, obtaining, or

Export Enforcement conducted an

using any licence, licence

investigation which found that

exception, or export control

US BIS press release
US BIS order

US renews national emergency with respect to
harmful foreign activities of Russian government
US President Joe Biden decided

Harmful foreign activities of the

against the US and its allies and

on 13 April to continue for

Russian government, according to

partners; fostering transnational

another year the national

the President’s notice, include:

corruption to influence foreign

emergency declared pursuant to

efforts to undermine the conduct

governments; extraterritorial

Executive Order (EO) 14024 with

of free and fair elections and

activities targeting dissidents.

respect to specified harmful

democratic institutions in the US

foreign activities of the

and its allies and partners;

government of Russia.

engaging in and facilitating
malicious cyber-enabled activities
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US BIS identifies Belarusian and Russian aircraft
in apparent violation of US export controls
The US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry

maintenance, repair or the provision of spare parts or

and Security (BIS) announced on 14 April that it has

services are subject to prohibitions included in General

identified 10 Belarusian and Russian aircraft

Prohibition Ten of Section 736.2(b)(10) of the EAR.

suspected of violating the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR), including seven commercial

BIS has also updated the tail numbers of 32 planes

aircraft operated by Belarusian national airline

that were already on the list which were purportedly

Belavia AAT and three others operated/owned by

re-registered in Russia. Moreover, the regulator has

Russia's PJSC Aeroflot and UTair Aviation JSC.

authorised two planes to leave Russia, namely VQBTK (Azur Air) and VP-BJR (Nordwind).

The Department notes that the aircraft identified on its
list, which currently includes 153 Russia and Belarus

US Department of Commerce press release

owned/operated planes, have flown into Russia
and/or Belarus, in apparent violation of US export

BIS press release

controls. Any actions taken in relation to the listed
aircraft, including, among others, refuelling,

OFAC issues two GLs concerning GAZ Group
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign

Auto Plant to a non-US person. Effective 25 April, GL

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on 25 April Ukraine-

13R supersedes and replaces in its entirety GL 13Q,

related General Licenses (GLs) 13R and 15L, which

which was issued on 24 January.

authorise until 25 May 2022 the winding down of
certain transactions related to Russian automotive

Separately, GL 15L authorises until 25 May 2022

manufacturer GAZ Group.

transactions and activities otherwise prohibited by the
URSR which are necessary for the winding down of

GL 13R authorises until 25 May 2022 all transactions

transactions involving GAZ Group or any entity in

and activities that would otherwise be prohibited by

which it owns a 50 percent or greater interest.

the Ukraine Related Sanctions Regulations (URSR),

Effective 25 April, GL 15L supersedes and replaces GL

which are necessary to divest or transfer debts, equity

15K, which was issued on 24 January.

or other holdings in GAZ Group to a non-US person.
Moreover, it authorises activities otherwise prohibited

On the same day, OFAC updated Ukraine-related FAQs

by the URSR which are necessary to divest or transfer

570, 571, 586, 589, 590, 591, 592.

to a non-US person debt, equity and other holdings in
GAZ Group or in entities in which the Group owns a 50
percent or higher interest, that were issued by Gaz
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EU issues exemptions to sanctions in order to
provide humanitarian assistance to Ukraine
persons funded by either the EU or a member state
can provide certain goods, technology, services, and
assistance referred to in Annex II of Council
Regulation (EU) 2022/263 of 23 February 2022.

The Council of the EU amended on 13 April two of
the pillars on which the bloc’s sanctions regime
relating to the independence of Ukraine and the two
breakaway regions of Donetsk and Luhansk rest.
The “humanitarian exceptions” thus introduced allow
for exemptions for the EU’s humanitarian partners

The “humanitarian exceptions”
thus introduced allow for
exemptions for the EU’s
humanitarian partners
concerning making funds
available to designated entities
and individuals

concerning making funds available to designated
entities and individuals. The legal texts published in

Additionally, organisations not covered by the

the EU’s Official Journal state that the exceptions

exemption under either regime can request that

apply to organisations and agencies with which the EU

national authorities grant them a derogation from the

has signed a financial framework partnership

prohibitions. The measures entered into force on 14

agreement on the basis of which they are seen as

April. On the same day, the EU Commission published

“humanitarian partners”.

a factsheet on the most common procedures in
member states for approving authorisations for

The Council press release uses the International

humanitarian derogations.

Committee of the Red Cross and UN specialised
agencies as examples, provided that their activities

Council press release

are necessary for solely humanitarian purposes in
Ukraine. In the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, which
are not controlled by the government in Kiev and have
declared themselves to be people’s republics, similar

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/625
Council Regulation (EU) 2022/626

exemptions apply.

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/627

As such, EU humanitarian partners, organisations to

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/628

which the bloc has granted a Humanitarian
Partnership Certificate or which are recognised by a
member state as providers of aid, countries’
specialised agencies, and public bodies or legal
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OFAC lists Irish Kinahan organised crime group
The US Treasury’s Office of

Bernard Patrick Clancy, who are

Irish national police force An Garda

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

based in Dubai and John Francis

Síochána (AGS) and the UK

announced on 11 April the

Morrissey, who is currently in

National Crime Agency (NCA). The

designation pursuant to Executive

Spain. The Department notes that

announcement was also made by

Order (EO) 13581 of Irish

McGovern, Dixon and Clancy

newly appointed US Ambassador

organised crime group Kinahan

allegedly managed KOCG-related

to Ireland Claire Croin at a

(KOCG) and seven of its

operations on behalf of Daniel

conference in Dublin.

members, including three of the

Kinahan, while Morrissey is

group’s Irish leaders.

supposedly involved in ML and

During the event, the AGS launched

facilitating international narcotics

the criminal justice initiative

KOCG, which also operates in the

shipments from South America on

‘cooperating at an international

UK, Spain and the United Arab

behalf of the group.

level in protecting communities

Emirates (UAE), is designated as a

from organised and serious crime’,

“significant transnational criminal

Separately, OFAC has designated

which aims to strengthen

organisation” for its alleged

UK-based alcoholic beverage

partnerships between authorities in

involvement in international

company Nero Drinks Company

Ireland, the UK, the US and Europol

trafficking of drugs and firearms,

Limited for being owned or

for dismantling criminal networks

money laundering (ML) and violent

controlled by Morrissey, who has

involved in drug trafficking,

acts, including murder. OFAC is

allegedly given “a significant

corruption, ML and violence.

also designating KOCG’s Irish

portion of the business to Daniel

leader Christopher Vincent Kinahan

Kinahan to compensate for loads

In a press release on the same day,

Sr and his sons Christopher

of drugs seized by law

the UK NCA underlined that “the

Vincent Kinahan Jr and Daniel

enforcement”. Other entities

Kinahans have gone to extreme

Joseph Kinahan, who are currently

targeted by OFAC include UAE-

lengths to avoid law enforcement

based in Dubai. The three

based sports management and

action by using corrupt officials,

individuals were allegedly involved

advisory company Hoopoe Sports

receiving training in anti-

in multiple drug trafficking

LLC, which is owned or controlled

surveillance techniques, and

operations, including cocaine and

by Dixon and UAE-based business

working with trusted associates to

heroin smuggling from South

management consulting company

distance themselves from their

America to Europe.

Ducashew General Trading LLC,

criminal activities”.

which is owned and controlled by
Four other individuals associated

Daniel Kinahan.

OFAC press release

sanctioned on the same day for

The US Department of State

Updated SDN list

purportedly providing financial,

announced on 12 April rewards of

material and technological support,

up to $5 million in return for any

as well as goods and services in

information leading to each of the

support of KOCG. The four

arrests and/or convictions of

individuals are Sean Gerard

Kinahan Sr and his sons. The

McGovern, Ian Thomas Dixon and

reward is offered jointly with the

with the Kinahan family were
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OFAC sanctions North Korea rocket industry
ministry and four related trading companies
The US Treasury’s Office of

(MiD), which was designated in

Sungnisan Trading Corporation,

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

2010 by the US and 2016 by the

and Unchon Trading Corporation.

designated on 1 April five North

UN Security Council (UNSC). The 1

OFAC states that the activities of

Korean entities for their alleged

April sanctions have been imposed

the four companies are “likely

involvement in weapons of mass

in response to recent ballistic

aimed at generating revenue for

destruction proliferation,

missile launches on 26 February, 3

MoRi” through joint ventures set up

including the Democratic People’s

March, and 24 March, according to

in North Korea, significant projects

Republic of Korea (DPRK) Ministry

OFAC, describing the tests as

undertaken alongside Chinese

of Rocket Industry (MoRI) and

escalatory in nature and in violation

entities, the export of North Korean

four trading companies allegedly

of numerous UNSC resolutions.

labourers, and imports of large

operating on its behalf.

equipment by a European entity.
The four entities designated for

MoRi is being designated pursuant

acting on MoRI’s behalf are the

to Executive Order 13382 for being

trading companies: Hapjanggang

controlled by or acting on behalf of

Trading Corporation, Korea

the Munitions Industry Department

Rounsan Trading Corporation,

OFAC press release
Updated SDN list

EU lists two people linked to Crimea annexation
The EU Council announced on 21

reportedly owns considerable oil

The EU Council highlights that

April that it has designated two

reserves in Crimea.

1,093 individuals and 80 entities

individuals for their purported

have been listed so far for their

involvement in undermining

Also listed is Russian businessman

purported role in undermining

Ukraine’s territorial integrity and

Yevgeniy Viktorovich Prigozhin,

Ukraine's territorial integrity, all of

benefits received as a result of

who has links to Russian political

them being made subject to asset

the illegal annexation of Crimea.

elites, particularly to the Ministry of

freezes and EU travel bans.

Defence, and is reported to be the
Newly designated Ukrainian

founder and informal chief of

The Council demands that Russia

national Serhiy Vitaliyovich

Wagner Group. The EU Council

immediately end its military

Kurchenko purportedly seized

claims that some of Progozhin’s

aggression in Ukraine.

control of several large

companies have been benefitting

metallurgical, chemical, and energy

from public contracts with the

plants in separatist regions with

Russian Ministry of Defence

support from pro-Russian

following the annexation of Crimea

separatist groups, the EU Council

and occupation of eastern Ukraine

states. It adds that Kurchenko

by Russia-backed separatists.
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EU announces sanctions on individuals and
firms for financing DPRK missiles programme
Trading Corporation front company Congo Aconde,
which is allegedly involved in exports to several SubSaharan countries in violation of UN sanctions.
Entities subject to restrictive measures from 21 April
include, among others, (1) Eritrea Defense Forcesdirected Eritech Computer Assembly &
Communication Technology PLC, which is identified
as the intended recipient in July 2016 of a shipment
from China containing military communications
equipment of DPRK origin; and (2) DPRK-based
Chilsong Trading Corporation, allegedly responsible
The Council of the European Union on 21 April

for UN sanctions violations and supporting the DPRK’s

decided to subject eight individuals and four entities

nuclear and ballistic missile programmes.

to the restrictive measures concerning the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), over

The Guardian reported on 26 April that DPRK leader

alleged engagement in the development of nuclear

Kim Jong-un declared during a military parade that

missiles programme and sanctions evasion.

measures for further development of the country’s
nuclear forces will continue “at the fastest possible

The measures, introduced through the adoption of

speed”. He purportedly underlined that if any foreign

Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/659 and

forces attempt to “violate the fundamental interests”

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/661, include travel bans

of the DPRK, the “nuclear forces will have to decisively

and asset freezes, as well as a prohibition on making

accomplish the unexpected second mission”. The

funds or economic resources available to those listed.

military parade reportedly included the showcasing of
various weapons, including the intercontinental

The new designations target, among others, (1)

ballistic missiles Hwasong-17 and hypersonic

former director of the Korean People’s Army General

missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles and

Political Bureau and Member of the State Affairs

other conventional weapons.

Commission Kim Su Gil, who was allegedly involved in
the implementation of the Korean Worker’s Party
decision regarding the development of nuclear and
ballistic missile programmes; (2) the Director of the
Munitions Industry Department and Alternative
Member of the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee of Workers’ Party of Korea Yu Jin; (3) Pak
Hwa Song and Hwang Kil Su, co-founders of Paekho
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UK, US list BiH leaders and Balkans politicians
Republika Srpska from key

corruption. In North Macedonia,

institutions, according to the FCDO,

the US is designating former prime

while Cvijanović has sought to

minister Nikola Gruevski, who was

transfer more competences to the

convicted on corruption charges

regional government. The UK

but obtained political asylum in

states that, through these actions,

Hungary and is reportedly accused

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth &

the two political figures “push for

of abuse of office and money

Development Office (FCDO)

de facto secession of Republika

laundering, among other crimes.

revealed on 11 April the country’s

Srpska”. Foreign Secretary Liz

OFAC relatedly is adding Hungary-

first designations under its Bosnia

Truss claims that their activities

registered firm I.C.I.C. KFT to its

and Herzegovina (BiH) regime,

are “[e]ncouraged by [Russian

specially designated nationals list

imposing restrictive measures

President Vladimir] Putin”.

for being controlled by Gruevski.

member of the country’s tripartite

The latest US sanctions targets in

Finally, OFAC is sanctioning

presidency, and Republika Srpska

BiH are Asim Sarajlić, a former

Administration for Security and

President Željka Cvijanović for

member of the leadership of the

Counterintelligence (UBK) ex-chief

“their destabilising activity”.

federation’s biggest party who

Sasho Mijalkov for his purported

against Milorad Dodik, the Serb

tendered his resignation in March

role in a vote rigging and illegal

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

2020 following a corruption

wiretapping scheme. The former

Assets Control (OFAC)

scandal, and former BiH chief

counterintelligence chief was

simultaneously announced the

prosecutor Gordana Tadić, who

reportedly convicted in April 2021

designation of eight individuals in

was dismissed from the position

for abuse of power concerning a

Albania, BiH, Montenegro, and

for failing to follow procedures

procurement deal.

North Macedonia for alleged

designed to eliminate bias and

corruption in the Western Balkans,

preference in case assignment.

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

The State Department concurrently
has imposed travel bans

14033. The US designated Dodik

OFAC is also designating former

on Gruevski, Mijalkov, and Tadić

on 5 January, for his alleged

Albanian MP Aqif Rakipi for his

pursuant to Section 7031(c) of the

“corrupt activities and continued

alleged involvement in bribery

Department of State, Foreign

threats to the stability and

schemes orchestrated by

Operations, and Related Programs

territorial integrity” of the country.

organised crime groups and lists

Appropriations Act 2022. The

media owner Ylli Ndroqi for alleged

restrictive measures also extend to

The FCDO argues that Dodik and

“extort[ion] and blackmail” and

immediate family members.

Cvijanović have undermined the

facilitating “bribes on behalf of an

1995 Dayton Peace Agreement,

entity seeking to do business in

which put an end to the over three

Albania”. The Treasury is further

years of conflict known as the

imposing sanctions on Svetozar

Bosnian War. As part of the

Marović, the last president of

collective head of the federal state,

Serbia and Montenegro, for his

Dodik has attempted to withdraw

involvement in large-scale
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GUIDANCE

US FinCEN publishes kleptocracy advisory
Red flags include

sources of wealth or fall outside
usual behavioural patterns

The consistent selection of
entities sharing the same
beneficial owner(s) through
opaque tendering processes for
The US Financial Crimes

Public officials transacting with
entities in countries with which
they do not appear to have ties

completing long-running

Invoices or other such

government contracts

documents that include inflated

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

prices, lack traditional details, or

published on 14 April a

Transactions relating to the

kleptocracy advisory on detecting

execution of services for public

and reporting the proceeds of

bodies or state-owned

Assets held by apparent

foreign public corruption.

enterprises by entities located

intermediaries whose ultimate

in high-risk jurisdictions

owners are connected to

The document includes indicators
to assist financial institutions in
their prevention and detection
efforts, as well as an overview of
Bank Secrecy Act obligations.

High-value asset transactions
conducted by public officials,

are overly simplified

officials in kleptocratic regimes
or their family members

such as those relating to real
estate or luxury goods, which
are inconsistent with declared

FinCEN press release
FinCEN advisory

Aperio Analysis by Simeon Birkett
While FinCEN’s advisory is especially pertinent in the wake of the ongoing Russian invasion of Ukraine,
which has been enabled by Russian kleptocracy, and has highlighted the importance of AML compliance
within financial institutions, the new guidance is representative of a broader drive initiated by the Biden
administration designed to prevent kleptocrats from using the US and international financial systems to
facilitate money laundering and tax evasion. The advisory itself leads by referring to Biden having
designated “the fight against corruption as a core national security interest” in June 2021 and directly
refers to the US Strategy on Countering Corruption published in December 2021, which set out plans to
modernise and encourage coordination between US government agencies in fighting corruption, curbing
illicit financing, and holding corrupt actors to account. The FinCEN advisory also comes shortly after the
launch of the US Department of Justice’s KleptoCapture Taskforce and the US Treasury Department’s
Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Rewards Program, both of which target Russian kleptocracy in particular.
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US financial services regulator issues guidance
on blockchain analytics for AML compliance
The New York State Department

Entities are also advised to

processes and procedures for

of Financial Services (NYDFS)

enhance their know-your-customer

tracing transaction activity for each

issued on 28 April guidance on

(KYC) controls. The NYDFS shows

type of VC supported by the entity

the importance of blockchain

that products and services

and the flow of funds through the

analytics for effective policies,

allowing for users to obtain

blockchain for inbound or

processes, and procedures,

identifying information that directly

outbound activity. Entities are

including customer due diligence,

ties to the pseudonymous on-chain

encouraged to evaluate whether a

transaction monitoring, and

data may be particularly useful.

VC: (1) has substantial exposure to

sanctions screening.

Such products and services, the

a high-risk or sanctioned

regulator explains, “can identify

jurisdiction; (2) is processed

The NYDFS urges entities to

wallet addresses associated with

through a mixer (or tumbler), which

ensure their compliance

an institution” and ”known high-risk

is a service that mixes different

programmes fully consider the

wallet addresses such as darknet

streams of potentially identifiable

traits of virtual currencies (VCs) to

marketplaces”. However, it warns

cryptocurrency; (3) is sent to or

effectively address compliance

that they may not be able to

from darknet markets; and (4) is

requirements under the New York

identify underlying owners.

associated with scams or

Banking Law and the New York

ransomware or with other illicit

Financial Services Law, as well as

The NYDFS further emphasises

activity relevant to the VC entity’s

federal Bank Secrecy Act/anti-

that VC entities must assess

business model.

money laundering (BSA/AML) and

counterparty exposure to VC fund

Office of Foreign Assets Control

transfers. It describes how certain

The regulator further recommends

(OFAC) requirements.

“vendor products or internally

that entities conduct sanctions

developed tools provide numerical

screening of on-chain activity. Risk-

Entities are advised to make use of

scores or tiered rankings to

based policies, processes and

the fact that VCs typically enable

represent the risk of the

procedures are key to identifying

provenance tracing. The NYDFS

counterparty institution, typically

transaction activity involving VC

recalls that for most VCs

based on on-chain transaction data

addresses or other identifying

information stored on-chain

supplemented with other factors

information of sanctioned

includes identifying information

such as strength of the institution’s

individuals and entities or located

including sending and receiving

BSA/AML” programme.

in sanctioned jurisdictions, explains

wallet addresses, time, date and

the guidance document.

transaction value. Nevertheless,

The Department also stresses that

the regulator highlights that wallet

VC entities must establish

addresses “are typically

“appropriate control measures to

pseudonymous” making it

monitor and identify unusual

difficult to identify the originator,

activity tailored to” their risk profile.

beneficiary, or beneficial owners.

Specifically, entities need policies,
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AUSTRAC issues two financial crime guides on
cryptocurrency and ransomware
The Australian Transaction

flags that could be indicative of a

with digital currency use, including

Reports and Analysis Centre

customer being subjected to a

money laundering, illicit purchases

(AUSTRAC) issued two financial

ransomware attack, followed by 10

on the darknet, terrorism financing,

crime guides on 21 April on

indicators of ransomware criminals

scams, tax evasion, and

ransomware reporting and

by examining behaviour during the

ransomware. Fifteen red flag

preventing crime involving

on-boarding process. These

behavioural indicators are listed for

cryptocurrencies, noting 500

include verification information

customers who may be involved in

ransomware attacks targeting

being provided as a photograph of

illegal digital currency use. These

Australians in the 2020-21

a computer screen, language or

include reluctance to provide

financial year and the increasing

syntax that does not match the

personal information, the

use of digital currencies to

customer’s demographic, or the

presentation of forged or fake

facilitate ransomware and other

use of email accounts connected

documents, mismatch of

financial crimes.

with high privacy protection such

information during the verification

as Protonmail. AUSTRAC also

process, and adverse media.

The ransomware guide lists seven

names the utilisation of a VPN as a

major means through which

red flag for a customer potentially

Nicole Rose, AUSTRAC chief,

ransomware can infect computers,

being a ransomware criminal.

states in an agency press release

including through pirated software,

that financial service providers

“malvertising”, and phishing emails.

Financial institutions are urged to

must be aware of red flags

It also discusses business models

encourage their customers to

regarding cryptocurrency and

involving ransomware operations,

report any ransomware incidents

potential crime, a message echoed

including ransomware,

to the police and the Australian

by Blockchain Australia CEO Steve

infrastructure, and access-as-a-

Cyber and Security Centre (ACSC)

Vallas. Vallas emphasises that

service, exploit kits, and post-

ReportCyber service. The guide

“open dialogue, pro-active guidance

attack services. Methods for

also lists information that

and strong relationships between

concealing ransomware proceeds

institutions should provide in

government and industry” are

include the use of privacy coins

reports to law enforcement, such

crucial for effective business

and mule accounts as well as

as business names, transaction

reporting of suspicious activity

chain hopping between digital

hash, time and dates of payments,

threatening Australians.

currencies and the utilisation of

IP addresses, digital wallet

exchanges and mixers to split up

addresses of victims, and any

proceeds into multiple accounts.

relevant software information.

AUSTRAC press release
Detecting and reporting ranso…

The guide offers two case studies

The digital currencies financial

on ransomware REvil and

crime guide details the main

WannaCry and provides 10 red

crimes increasingly associated
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US cyber advisory warns of DPRK hackers
targeting crypto sector after Axie Infinity heist
Ethereum – used for such purposes as running
transactions at lower costs for a specific userbase.
The hackers were allegedly able to access Sky Mavis
infrastructure and gain control over a majority of
validator nodes, which are confirmation mechanisms
overseen by individuals or firms required to authorise
transactions. While the value of Ether fluctuated
between the date of the attack and the publication
of the advisory, the hack is reportedly the second
most damaging crypto heist after the Poly network
The US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA) published on 18 April a cybersecurity
advisory on the tactics used by a North Korean
hacking group alleged to be behind the $600 million
crypto-asset heist that hit a play-to-earn gaming
company in March. The perpetrators allegedly stole
ETH 173,600 and $25.5 million in stablecoins by
taking over Singaporean developer Sky Mavis Pte
Ltd’s Ronin network validators.
The CISA advisory, issued jointly with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the US Treasury
Department, notes that the US government has
observed North Korean hackers targeting digital asset
companies, such as play-to-earn games – as
exemplified by Axie Infinity, developed by Sky Mavis –,
crypto exchanges, decentralised finance (DeFi)
protocols, trading platforms, venture capital funds
backing crypto-assets, and individuals who hold large
amounts of assets, sometimes known as “whales”.
On 14 April, the FBI issued a statement attributing
responsibility for the heist that hit the Ronin sidechain
and affected the players of Axie Infinity and other
investors to state-sponsored Lazarus Group.

exploit in August 2021.
On 14 April, the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) designated the alleged cybercriminal
organisation, which is known to law enforcement and
industry actors under the additional names of
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 38, BlueNoroff, and
Stardust Chollima. OFAC also listed the Ether address
reported to be involved in the hack. APTs are
differentiated from groups or lone actors that engage
in hit-and-run attacks and involve sophisticated and
organised assaults whose purpose is to obtain and
maintain unauthorised access to target systems.
According to the advisory, Lazarus hackers have been
known to use spearphishing campaigns disguised as
job opportunities to mislead individuals in critical IT
positions and gain backdoor access to their systems.
The messages encourage the targeted persons to
“download trojanized cryptocurrency” which
purportedly allows them to propagate malware, steal
private keys, and engage in fraudulent transactions.
CISA alert (AA22-108A)
FBI press release

Sidechains are parallel blockchains connected to the
main network – in this case, the infrastructure of
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EU Commission publishes guidance on foreign
direct investment from Russia and Belarus
The European Commission

The EU’s guidance aims to address

The Commission reminds member

published new guidance on 6 April

the heightened risk that

states that any FDI from Russia or

for member states relating to

investments subject to the Russian

Belarus-based investors could risk

foreign direct investment (FDI)

or Belarussian governments may

European security, particularly any

from Russia and Belarus following

pose to security or public order in

FDI linked to either country’s

the invasion of Ukraine.

the EU, especially investments in

government. Thus, all member

critical assets in the EU.

states are urged to utilise existing

Although Regulation (EU)

screening processes to assess and

2019/452, also known as the FDI

Under current policy, each state is

halt any such threats, closely

Screening Regulation offers a bloc-

responsible for their own

cooperate with those authorities

wide framework for member states

screening, with 18 member states

overseeing sanctions compliance,

and the Commission to coordinate

presently having national screening

and fully implement the FDI

responses to foreign investments,

mechanisms in place. When

Screening Regulation. Those

the Commission reminds EU

screening, countries are advised to

countries that have not established

nations that screening must be

consider whether an investor may

a national screening mechanism

heightened, and direct investments

be controlled in any manner by a

are advised to urgently do so.

treated with increased scrutiny

third country’s government or

from the start of the war.

engaged in illicit activity.

EU Commission guidance

J5 tax chiefs publish NFT sector red flag bulletin
The Joint Chiefs of Global Tax

and the UK. The document

Incorrect mint addresses, fake

Enforcement (J5) released on 28

contains 16 ‘strong’ and eight

offers sent via email, faux

April a list of potential red flags

‘moderate’ indicators.

giveaways, and producing

for the non-fungible token (NFT)
sector. Statements released

similar NFT collections can be

Strong indicators include

linked to fraudulent activity

alongside the document claim
that the intelligence bulletin will

Purchasing lower-value NFTs

Purchases coming from mixers,

be followed by other publications

and reselling after a short

being potential attempts to

concerning financial crime

period of time, pointing to risks

further obscure the final owner

connected to virtual assets.

of money laundering. Similarly,

Collections auctioned from

selling assets at significant

high-risk areas

The J5 forum brings together

above- or below-market prices

revenue agencies in Australia,

or re-acquiring a sold NFT for

Canada, the Netherlands, the US,

a lesser amount
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EBA urges FIs to ensure Ukraine refugee access
to financial services, warns against de-risking
(2001/55/EC) granting temporary

through such measures as limiting

EU residency to Ukrainian refugees

person-to-person transfer

along with the right to access basic

quantities and other services to

bank account features, whilst FIs

mitigate potential ML/TF risks.

must maintain AML/CFT

These measures were previously

compliance for onboarding and the

established in the 2016 EBA

use of prepaid cards or cash

opinion on the application of CDD

transfers. However, the EBA

measures for asylum seekers.

emphasises that such compliance

The European Banking Authority
(EBA) issued on 27 April a
statement directed at financial
institutions (FIs) and supervisors
calling on FIs to provide Ukrainian
refugees access to the bloc’s
financial system by granting
access “to at least basic financial
products and services”.
The EBA statement describes new
means of applying anti-money
laundering and counter the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
guidelines in the context of efforts
to onboard Ukrainian refugee
customers and offer protection to
vulnerable individuals. The EBA
urges FIs to ensure that they do
not engage in “unwarranted derisking” in the process of ensuring
compliance with the EU sanctions
responding to the war in Ukraine.
The latest announcement follows
the 4 March activation of the
Temporary Protection Directive

68

efforts “should not lead to the

FIs are advised that offering

financial exclusion of legitimate

financial services to refugees

customers”, as the bloc’s

may reduce some refugee

regulatory framework, it states, has

vulnerabilities such as to human

the flexibility to allow for multiple

trafficking, while urging FIs to

options to ensure compliance.

monitor for indicators of
exploitation and rapidly alert

FIs are reminded that they may

FIUs if any red flags arise.

utilise simplified customer due
diligence (CDD) for certain new

Lastly, the EBA urges FIs to screen

customers and when processing

carefully for any possible attempts

transactions that carry relatively

by customers to conceal

low ML/TF risk. This includes FIs

relationships with sanctioned

not always needing to require a

individuals or individuals at risk of

customer’s passport so long as

being sanctioned, as well as

other documentation is obtained

attempts to conceal beneficial

demonstrating that the customer is

ownership. It reinforces its position

a Ukrainian refugee. Furthermore,

that financial exclusion of

the EBA notes that some customer

legitimate as well as vulnerable

identification measures may be

customers should not result from

postponed, such as in the case of

compliance efforts, including EU

distributing prepaid cards under

residents with Russian and

certain circumstances which allow

Belarusian ties and NGOs.

for Directive (EU) 2015/849 Article
12 CDD exemptions.

EBA press release

FIs are advised that they may set

EBA statement

up stricter monitoring controls
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

UK FCA three-year strategy and business plan
criminal, civil and supervisory

of England and Prudential

sanctions, to preserve integrity and

Regulation Authority, it will launch

deter misconduct and abuse. In an

later this year a discussion on

interview with Bloomberg, FCA

critical third parties (CTPs). The

CEO Nikhil Rathi underlined that

paper aims to propose an oversight

the FCA remains focused on

regime for authorities to establish

The UK Financial Conduct

targeting social media fraud,

resilience standards, a testing

Authority (FCA) published on 7

expressing concerns that such

approach, and enforcement

April its three-year strategy for

scams have increased since the

powers for CTPs.

2022-25, which aims to improve

pandemic. Rathi underlined that

outcomes for consumers, with a

these scams are “broad-ranging”,

focus on reducing and preventing

including crypto or payment fraud,

serious harm, setting higher

as well as high-risk investments.

published its outcomes and

competition and positive change.

In terms of setting higher

commitments in the strategy.

On the same day, the FCA

standards, the FCA makes four

published its business plan 2022-

commitments: (1) prioritising

23, which details the work

consumer needs, with a focus on

planned for the next 12 months.

the proposed new Consumer Duty

standards and promoting

policy, for which the FCA will
As part of its objective to reduce

publish the feedback statement

and prevent serious harm, the FCA

and finalised rules and guidance by

will focus on reducing and

the end of July 2022; (2) reducing

preventing financial crime and

the potential for consumer

delivering “assertive action” on

financial losses stemming from

market abuse. The regulator aims

high-risk investments and crypto-

to: (1) increase oversight of firms

assets; (3) embedding

communicating and approving

environmental, social and

financial promotions; (2) supervise

governance (ESG) considerations

crypto-asset firms’ compliance

across FCA operations and

with the Money Laundering

promoting sustainable investment

Regulations (MLRs); (3) improve

products, tackling greenwashing;

mechanisms for identifying

and (4) minimising the impact of

fraudulent activity and reducing the

operational disruption. With

average amount of funds lost to

respect to the latter, the FCA notes

scams; (4) establishing effective

that, in collaboration with the Bank

69

Along with its strategy and
business plan, the regulator also
performance metrics related to the

On the same day, the FCA launched
a consultation on its periodic fees
for the financial year (FY) from 1
April 2022 to 31 March 2023. The
regulator is also consulting on the
Financial Ombudsman Service
general levy, the Single Financial
Guidance Body levies and illegal
money lending levies for the
coming FY. The deadline for
submitting responses is 12 May.
FCA press release on the three…
FCA strategy 2022-2025 infor…
FCA strategy 2022-2025
FCA press release on business…
FCA business plan 2022/23
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UK launches taskforce to tackle greenwashing
UK Economic Secretary John Glen

3 November 2021, when he stated

The new UK climate regime, under

announced on 25 April the launch

that the taskforce will aid in making

development by the TPT, “will

of the new UK Transition Plan

the UK the first net zero based

require UK financial institutions

Taskforce (TPT) to “develop

financial hub in the world.

and listed companies to develop

rigorous and robust measures to

and publish rigorous and robust

tackle greenwashing” and aid UK

Glen states that the TPT will

transition plans”, explains Glen.

companies in establishing

complement existing UK efforts to

These plans will include roadmaps

sustainability plans.

lead in sustainable finance through

for moving towards the 2050 net

such action as establishing the first

zero economy goal.

The TPT was first announced by

Green Savings Bonds and being

Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi

the first major economy to make

Sunak at the UN COP26 summit on

a net zero 2050 pledge.

TPT press release

Danske Bank announces initial talks with US and
Danish authorities to resolve AML matter
Danske Bank announced on 28

the timing [or] form of resolution”

position at the end of each interim

April that initial discussions are

and that it “will not comment on

period. This is to “ensure a prudent

being held with US and Danish

discussions with authorities”.

capital management with a high

authorities on the resolution of

degree of flexibility in light of the

the money laundering (ML) matter

Investment economist at Nordnet

Estonia matter”.

concerning its Estonian

Bank Per Hansen reportedly stated

branch revealed in 2017. The

for Bloomberg that the fines could

The investigations into Danske

bank added that its Board of

reach as high as 10 billion kroner

concern €200 billion in illicit

Directors has also decided that it

($1.4 billion). The media outlet

payments purportedly funnelled

will not pay out dividends for the

further notes based on profit

between 2007 and 2015 through

first quarter of 2022.

metrics that US authorities could

its now closed Estonian branch.

impose a fine of roughly $1 billion.
The announcement notes that the

Danske Bank announcement

amount of any potential settlement

According to a press release, the

or fine “is likely to be material”.

bank intends to pay out dividends

However, Danske underlines that it

for 2021 subject to the usual

“is not yet able to reliably estimate

assessment of the bank’s capital
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Investigations into Danske’s Es…
Bloomberg article
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FSB letter to G20 draws attention to potential
use of crypto for sanctions evasion
The Switzerland-based Financial

crypto-based sanctions evasion

interconnectedness with the

Stability Board (FSB) published on

cannot be carried out at a

traditional financial system”.

20 April a letter sent by Chair

sufficiently large scale as of now.

Klaas Knot to Group of Twenty

Furthermore, the Board analyses

(G20) finance ministers and

The FSB announces that it is

the rapid development of

central bank governors in which

collaborating with similar bodies,

decentralised finance (DeFi)

the international body addresses,

including the Financial Action Task

protocols from a stability

among other things, the potential

Force on regulating and

perspective and promises to keep

illicit use of crypto-assets.

supervising both unbacked crypto-

G20 countries informed of its work

assets and stablecoins, which are

on crypto. In addition, the FSB

The letter, which is dated 14 April,

ostensibly pegged to the value of

vows to deliver a consultative

comes amid concerns that digital

traditional commodities such as

report containing proposals on

assets could be used as means to

the US dollar. Knot warns that

cyber incident reporting in October.

evade sanctions or mitigate their

digital asset markets “could reach

impact. However, the US, which

a point where they represent a

has imposed repeated restrictive

threat to global financial stability

measures on Russia following the

due to their scale, structural

invasion of Ukraine, believes that

vulnerabilities and increasing

FSB press release
FSB letter

UK FCA early and high growth oversight initiative
The UK Financial Conduct

status. The regulator further aims

The initiative follows a pilot

Authority (FCA) announced on 26

to provide guidance on firms’

programme called ‘Early Oversight’

April the launch of its ‘Early and

obligations and to assist them in

which took place between October

High Growth Oversight’ initiative,

“meeting high standards from the

2021 and March 2022 and focused

which will provide closer support

start”. Other objectives include: (1)

on 32 newly authorised firms from

for 300 newly authorised

achieving increased market

various sectors. The pilot aimed to

businesses from 2022-23.

confidence and competition, while

help firms improve their knowledge

ensuring firms are more resilient

of the FCA’s regulatory

According to the FCA, the action

and maintain effective systems

requirements on marketing and

aims to identify and address more

and controls; (2) enabling

financial promotions and to make

swiftly harm and misconduct

innovative firms “to better navigate

changes where needed.

occurring in newly authorised firms

the regulatory landscape” and

and provide enhanced supervision

submit adequate data; and (3)

for businesses as they familiarise

helping businesses to better

themselves with their regulatory

anticipate risks and mitigate them.
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US president reveals proposals to target Russian
oligarchs’ assets over Ukraine invasion
The factsheet describes the

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

proposal for the creation of a

Organizations (RICO) Act, which

streamlined administrative process

would allow the DOJ to dismantle

for the seizure of property in the US

organisations enabling US

belonging to designated Russian

sanctions violations.

oligarchs, expanding the assets
subject to forfeiture and allowing

Other proposals include: (1) the

The White House issued a

the proceeds to be transferred to

expansion of the statute of

statement on 27 April on a

Ukraine in order to remediate

limitations for foreign money

package of proposals aimed at

harms caused by the invasion.

laundering offences from five years

strengthening the US’ capability

Accordingly, the US Departments

to 10 years, which would also apply

to hold the Russian government

of Justice (DOJ), Treasury and

to seeking forfeiture of property

and oligarchs accountable for the

State will cooperate to use seized

associated with these offences;

invasion of Ukraine. Proposals

funds related to corruption,

and (2) the expansion of the

seek the establishment of new

sanctions, export control violations

existing legal framework to

authorities for seizing property

or other offences to support

facilitate enforcement of foreign

“linked to Russian kleptocracy”,

Ukraine. Concurrently, the White

restraint and forfeiture orders.

while enabling the government to

House proposes the creation of a

use the proceeds for providing

new criminal offence which would

US President Joe Biden sent the

support to Ukraine.

prohibit any person from

proposals to the US Congress on

“knowingly or intentionally”

the same day for consideration. In

possessing “proceeds directly

a statement before the House

obtained from corrupt dealing with

Appropriations Subcommittee on

the Russian government”.

Commerce, Justice, Science and

In order to stop the
facilitation of
sanctions evasion,
the US proposes
the expansion of
forfeiture
authorities to allow
for the seizure of
property used to
facilitate sanctions
violations
72

Related Agencies, US Attorney
In order to stop the facilitation of

General Merrick B. Garland

sanctions evasion, the US

underlined that the proposals

administration further proposes

“would close loopholes in our

the expansion of forfeiture

sanctions and forfeiture law” and

authorities under the International

urged the Congress to “quickly

Emergency Economic Powers Act

consider this request”.

(IEEPA) to allow for the seizure of
property used to facilitate

White House factsheet

sanctions violations. Similarly, the
factsheet proposes adding
sanctions evasion to the definition
of “racketeering activity” under the

US DOJ press release
US Attorney General Merrick B.…
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UN Security Council delegates propose sexual
violence as possible new sanctions criterion
UN Security Council (UNSC) delegates called during

conflicts” that must be broken and “that sanctions

a 13 April open debate for sexual and gender-based

regimes and other targeted measures by the Council”

violence to be incorporated as a standalone criterion

should “be strengthened to deter perpetrators”.

for targeted sanctions by the Council. The meeting

Ireland’s representative Brian Flynn also found that

follows the Secretary-General's report published in

using “targeted sanctions on grounds of conflict-

March on conflict-related sexual violence submitted

related sexual violence” is an “underutilized tool at

pursuant to UNSC resolution 2467 (2019).

the Council’s disposal”.

Morocco’s representative Omar Kadiri highlighted that

Meanwhile, delegates added, complementary justice

“sexual violence in conflict situations persists and

and reparation programmes are crucial. Nobel Peace

takes new forms” and is used not only as a “weapon

Prize Winner and UN Office on Drugs and Crime

of terror” but also as “a source of income”. Lebanon’s

Goodwill Ambassador Nadia Murad “demanded more

representative Rawa Zoghbi quoted the Secretary-

Government and international support for victims”.

General’s 30 March affirmation that “we are facing the

Similarly, Indonesian delegate Mohammad K. Koba

highest number of violent conflicts since 1945” with 2

noted the importance of international cooperation and

billion people now living in areas affected by conflict.

recommended exploring avenues “for innovative

Accordingly, Zoghbi insisted that it is key to “put an

financing, including through the Bretton Woods

end to conflicts and above all to deploy all efforts to

systems and regional cooperation”.

prevent them before they erupt”.
Furthermore, Vice-President and Minister for Foreign
Numerous participants stressed that sexual and

Affairs of Colombia Marta Lucía Ramírez proposed

gender-based violence should become an

that World Bank loans should no longer be issued to

autonomous criterion in the Council’s sanctions

“those that perpetrate violence against women”.

regimes. However, the matter remains “a contentious
issue among members”. India’s representative T.S.

UNSC meeting coverage

Tirumurti noted that there is a “nexus between
terrorism, trafficking and sexual violence in armed

EU launches sanctions whistleblower tool
The European Commission (EC) announced on 7

According to the EC, the tool allows individuals from

April that it launched a whistleblower tool on 4

anywhere in the world to report anonymously.

March to assist individuals reporting suspected
instances of sanctions violations.
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UK government to set up Public Sector Fraud
Authority to focus on Covid-19 scheme fraud
The new fraud squad will consist of

Chancellor repeatedly ignored

a team of data analytics experts

advice for stronger anti-fraud

and economic crime investigators

measures”, with fraudsters and

who will focus on cracking down

organised criminals being given “a

on fraud and recovering money

two-year head start with £11.8

stolen from Covid-related support

billion of public money”.

schemes. The authority will also
The UK’s HM Treasury announced

inspect Whitehall programmes in

HM Treasury’s announcement

on 27 April the establishment of a

order to reveal vulnerabilities.

follows the publication on the
same day of a report by the UK

new government counter fraud
taskforce with responsibilities in

UK Chancellor of the Exchequer

House of Commons’ Public

recovering funds stolen from

Rishi Sunak underlined that “this

Accounts Committee, calling for an

state-backed Covid-19 support

elite squad […] will ensure the latest

increase in resources to “reduce

schemes and identifying

counter fraud techniques are being

fraud levels […] and maximise

“suspicious” companies and

used to track down these

recoveries”. The committee

individuals seeking government

criminals”. In a statement, Shadow

accused the government of being

contracts. The new £25 million

Chancellor of the Exchequer

“complacent about preventing eye-

Public Sector Fraud Authority will

Rachel Reeves said the

watering levels of fraud”.

be operational by July and will be

establishment of the new authority

based in the Cabinet Office.

“is only happening now after the

UK government press release

EU operation targeting Russian criminal assets
Europol announced on 11 April

The operation aims to support

Europol will also analyse all

that that it has jointly launched

criminal investigations related to

information to track international

Operation Oscar with EU member

attempts to evade EU sanctions.

links and criminal groups as well

states, Eurojust, and Frontex,

Europol explains that the mission

as to monitor new trends and

which is designed to support

is an umbrella operation, expected

patterns. Frontex is tasked with

financial investigations of

to last for at least a year. Europol's

monitoring listed persons crossing

criminal assets owned by

role is to facilitate the exchange of

of the EU’s external borders.

sanctioned individuals and

information among partners and

businesses connected to the

ensure operational support for

Russian invasion of Ukraine.

financial investigations.
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EU Parliament adopts resolutions on human
rights in Russia, North Korea and Guatemala
The European Parliament (EP)

officials involved in the crackdown

“severe additional human rights

adopted on 7 April three

against peaceful protesters, civil

sanctions” at EU level. MEPs

resolutions condemning the

society representatives and the

reiterate the UN Special

human rights situation in Russia,

media, as well as in the latest case

Rapporteur’s warning that any

North Korea and Guatemala and

against Navalny. Furthermore,

targeted measures should not

raising concerns about the

MEPs urge EU member states, the

hinder humanitarian assistance

increased repression of civil

EU Council and the Commission to

within the country and should

society and ongoing breaches

create migration possibilities for

prevent any negative

of the rule of law.

victims of human rights violations

consequences on the population.

in Russia. Similarly, financial
With respect to Russia, MEPs urge

institutions, banks, credit card

With respect to Guatemala, MEPs

authorities to stop their

companies and government

raise concerns about the

intimidation and attacks against

authorities are requested to

deterioration of the rule of law

anti-war protesters, non-

implement screening mechanisms

within the country, particularly in

governmental organisations,

for the “tailored application of

light of the legal action against

human rights defenders, journalists

[Russia] sanctions” to allow human

independent judges, lawyers and

and civil society representatives,

rights activists to retain access to

prosecutors investigating and

underlining that “the assault

their financial assets required for

prosecuting corruption and

against democracy and disregard

their existence in the EU.

organised crime involving high-

for the rights of other nations has

ranking state officials and business

paved Russia’s path towards

MEPs “strongly” condemn North

owners. Moreover, Guatemalan

despotism, international

Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s

authorities should “put an end” to

aggression and war crimes”. The

“atrocious policies”, including

human rights violations against

resolution denounces the

extermination, murder,

journalists and civil society actors

imprisonment of Russian

enslavement and torture and urge

and strengthen the country’s

opposition leader Alexei Navalny,

authorities to cease all violence,

legislative framework in order to

raising concerns about violations

particularly against religious

ensure better protection of human

of his right to a fair trial and the

minorities including Shamanism,

rights defenders, particularly

lack of a transparent investigation

Korean Buddhism, Catholicism,

environmentalists and women.

into his poisoning, and condemns

Cheondoism and Protestantism.

the Russian authorities’

The resolution highlights that all

“systematic repression of

those responsible for human rights

journalistic institutions and

violations and abuses must be held

independent media”, including the

accountable and calls on UN

censorship of media outlets.

member states to implement
existing UN Security Council

The document calls on EU

sanctions on North Korea, while

institutions to sanction all Russian

emphasising the need to adopt
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UN Human Rights experts rule that former
Brazilian president’s trial violated procedures
The UN Human Rights Committee

released to the media before

and prosecutors violated his right

(UNHRC) announced on 28 April it

formal charges were submitted, as

to be presumed innocent.

has found that the prosecution of

the former president was being

Brazil’s former president, Luiz

investigated as part of the

The UN experts established that

(Lula) da Silva, breached trial

corruption probe known as

“these procedural violations

procedures, his right to privacy,

Operation Car Wash.

rendered Lula’s prohibition to run

and his political rights, following a

for president arbitrary, [...] including

complaint submitted to the UN by

Brazil’s Supreme Federal Court

his right to run for office”. It is

the former head of state.

rejected the sentence in 2021,

requested that the Brazilian

ruling that the former judge

authorities ensure that any future

In July 2017, Da Silva was

overseeing the case, Sergio Moro,

criminal proceedings against the

sentenced to nine years

could not be “considered to be

former president respect

imprisonment, with the sentencing

impartial”, according to the UN.

investigation procedures.

subsequently increased to 12

Furthermore, the UN Committee

years, which prevented him from

found that the conduct and other

running in the next presidential

public actions of the former judge

elections. The UNHRC adds that

violated Da Silva’s right to an

secret recordings of Da Silva and

impartial trial, as the public

his family members had been

statements of the former judge

UN press release
UNHRC findings

Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland
join export control coalition on Russia, Belarus
The US Commerce Department’s

to commodities, technologies and

Regulations, including from the

Bureau of Industry and Security

software necessary for sustaining

application of Russian/Belarusian

(BIS) announced on 8 April that

their aggression against Ukraine.

Military End Used foreign-produced

Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway

All countries that are members of

direct product (FDP) rules.

and Switzerland have joined the

the coalition and implementing

export control coalition to

“substantially similar” export

The additions brings the number of

implementing similar export

controls on Russia and Belarus

countries coordinating their export

controls in response to Russia’s

through their domestic laws are

controls with the US to 37.

invasion of Ukraine.

excluded from certain licence
requirements of the US

The group of countries aims to

Russia/Belarus sanctions under

limit access by Russia and Belarus

the Export Administration
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Myanmar military sentences Aung San Suu Kyi
Suu Kyi was found guilty of

Myanmar also means getting rid of

receiving $600,000 in cash and

Aung San Suu Kyi”, qualifying the

11.4 kilograms of gold from former

corruption charges as “bogus”.

minister Phyo Mien Thein. The
media outlet notes that Suu Kyi

According to media reports, the

faces 10 other corruption cases.

former state counsellor was
previously sentenced in December

The European External Action

The EEAS claims that the trial was

2021 and January 2022 to a

Service (EEAS) confirmed on 27

politically motivated, representing

combined six-year jail term in

April that Myanmar’s ousted state

“another step towards the

separate proceedings involving

counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi was

dismantling of the rule of law and a

“minor offences”, including alleged

sentenced to five years

further blatant violation of human

violations of Myanmar export laws.

imprisonment, qualifying the

rights in Myanmar”. Separately, Phil

move as “another major setback

Robertson, Deputy Asia Director of

for democracy in Myanmar”.

non-governmental organisation
Human Rights Watch stated in a

Citing sources familiar with the

Twitter post on the same day that

proceedings, Reuters reported that

“destroying popular democracy in

EEAS press release
Reuters article
Financial Times article

UN human rights experts call on US government
to end Afghanistan foreign asset freeze
Independent UN human rights

the country, the UN experts state.

any unilateral measures and

experts urged the US government

The statement also highlights that

remove all barriers to the provision

on 25 April to end its freeze on

the adoption of UN Security

of essential financial and

Afghanistan’s foreign assets as a

Council resolution 2651 and the

humanitarian aid. The statement

result of US President Joe Biden’s

establishment of humanitarian

adds that Afghanistan currently

11 February Executive Order

exemptions to Afghan sanctions

has “the highest number of

securing the blocking of cash

have led to little progress in

people in emergency food

inflows to the Afghan people.

delivering financial assistance to

insecurity in the world, with

Afghanistan, as many foreign

more than 23 million in need

Afghanistan’s central bank, Da

banks have de-risked to avoid

of assistance”.

Afghanistan Bank, has over $7

violating the restrictive measures.

billion in blocked reserves that

OHCHR statement

could be used to provide

The human rights experts call on

humanitarian assistance across

all UN member states to reevaluate
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German authorities search Deutsche Bank's
Frankfurt office over alleged AML failings
Officers from the German Federal Criminal Police

supposedly been involved in processing payments

Office, the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

from Assad in its role as a correspondent bank.

(BaFin) and the prosecutor’s office in Frankfurt
searched on 29 April Deutsche Bank’s (DB) Frankfurt

Sources familiar with the matter further claim that

headquarters. The bank states that the action “is an

German investigators expected DB to file a SAR

investigative measure by the Frankfurt public

promptly. Nevertheless, the bank is said to have filed

prosecutor's office in connection with suspicious

a SAR only last year. Rifaat al-Assad was reportedly

activity reports” (SARs) filed by DB.

convicted in Paris for money laundering and
subsequently included in DB’s monitoring system.

People familiar with the matter reportedly stated for

Handelsblatt that the investigation concerns

Deutsche Bank statement

transactions made a few years ago by former Syrian
vice president Rifaat al-Assad, uncle of Syrian leader
Bashar al-Assad. It is purported that Rifaat al-Assad
was not a client of DB, however, the bank had

Handelsblatt article (in German)
Reuters article

UK Lending Standards Board CRM Code update
The UK Lending Standards Board (LSB) published on

cited by the LSB relates to the activation of

28 April a set of updates to the Contingent

Confirmation of Payee (CoP) conditions for all

Reimbursement Model (CRM) Code, designed to

signatories, with the CoP serving as a verification tool

consolidate the only type of safeguards available for

to check that a recipient’s name and account number

tackling authorised push payment (APP) scams.

match. Companies deploying this mechanism can
warn customers about any identified mismatches.

The updates relate to improving customer
understanding of how companies assess APP scam

LSB Chief Executive, Emma Lovell, states that “The

cases, in addition to making the Code accessible to a

rise and success of scams is not an issue financial

wider range of firms, the LSB states. The 2019 Code,

services can solve on their own. By point-of-payment

which is monitored by the LSB, requires signatories to

it is often too late – with victims socially engineered to

identify, prevent and address APP scams.

proceed with the scams no matter what“.

Signatory firms also commit to reimbursing
customers who are defrauded in cases in which they
cannot be held accountable. Another major update
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US FinCEN renews and expands GTOs for
residential real estate transactions
The US Financial Crimes

cover purchases without external

information about the legal entity

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

financing, as well as those using

and the individual primarily

announced on 29 April the six-

currency or cashier’s cheques,

responsible for representing it, as

month renewal of its Geographic

certified cheques, traveler’s

well as its BO. Concerned entities

Targeting Orders (GTOs), which

cheques, personal cheques,

are required to retain all records

require US title insurance

business cheques, money orders,

relating to compliance with the

companies to collect and report

funds transfers or virtual currency.

GTOs for at least five years from

information about the beneficial

the last day of their effectiveness.

owners (BOs) of legal entities

US title insurance companies, as

used in all-cash purchases of

well as any of their subsidiaries or

FinCEN has also issued eight FAQs

residential real estate.

agents, must file a FinCEN

to provide guidance on the GTOs.

Currency Transaction Report within
The GTOs, which are effective

30 days of the transaction’s

between 20 April and 26 October,

closure, which should include

FinCEN press release

UK CPS launches economic crime taskforce
The UK Crown Prosecution

International Justice and

specialists, the directorate will aim

Service (CPS) announced on 1

Organised Crime Division and

to streamline cross-jurisdictional

April the launch of the Serious

Specialist Fraud Division.

investigations and victim support,

Economic, Organised Crime and

aiming to ensure that authorities

International Directorate

The unit’s formation is one of 16

have joint victim and witness

(SEOCID), which will target

CPS Economic Crime Strategy

strategies established at the start

serious and organised crime

2025 actions completed in the past

of investigations.

(SOC) groups, illicit cross-border

year, along with the International

activities, and criminal proceeds.

Proceeds of Crime Board, and

Other stated goals of the unit’s

training on post-Brexit extradition

establishment are increased law

and international enquiries.

enforcement engagement to result

The CPS states in a press release
that the unit has been formed in

in better threat response,

response to the evolving nature of

The CPS notes that one significant

greater use of targeted legal tools

SOC, including the significant rise

hurdle to law enforcement efforts

for deterrence and proceeds

in fraud and the laundering of

is the frequent geographic spread

recovery, and maximising the use

fraudulent proceeds, investigations

of victims of complex SOC

of expert knowledge.

into which reportedly often reveal

schemes across numerous

connections to organised crime. Its

jurisdictions. In addition to drawing

creation entails the merging of the

in more economic crime and SOC
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EU Commission proposes directive on SLAPPs

The European Commission (EC)
adopted on 27 April a proposal for
a directive on strategic lawsuits
against public participation
(SLAPPs), which aims to enhance
protection of journalists and
human rights defenders from
“unfounded or abusive court
proceedings”. Once adopted, the
directive would apply to civil and
commercial matters with crossborder implications.
Under the draft directive, national
courts will be able to adopt an early
decision to dismiss “manifestly
unfounded” proceedings against
public participation, placing the
burden of proof on the claimant.
Moreover, member states should
ensure that when defendants apply
for early dismissal, the main
proceedings are stayed pending a
final decision on the application. In
instances where a case is
dismissed as abusive, the claimant
will have to bear all costs of the
proceedings, including the
defendant’s legal fees.

80

In order to prevent claimants from

stating that “SLAPPs are a threat to

engaging in abusive proceedings,

democracy and fundamental rights

national courts will be able to

[and] are used by the wealthy and

impose “effective, proportionate

powerful to silence those who

and dissuasive penalties” on those

speak out against corruption and

who file such cases. Furthermore,

wrongdoing”. Teixeira added that

member states would be able to

Transparency International is

refuse the recognition and

committed to ensuring that “the

enforcement of a judgment of a

European Parliament and Council

non-EU court against a person

guarantee this Directive remains

domiciled in an EU member state,

ambitious and offers real

in cases where those proceedings

protection to those speaking out”.

would be found “manifestly
unfounded or abusive” under the

On the same day, the EC issued a

national legal framework of an EU

non-binding recommendation

member states. Furthermore, the

which complements the draft

SLAPP target will also be able to

directive, setting out guidance on

seek compensation for damages.

addressing domestic cases of
SLAPPs. Recommendations

In a statement, EC Vice-President

include: (1) ensuring that national

and Commissioner for Values and

legal frameworks provide adequate

Transparency Věra Jourová

procedural safeguards for early

underlined that the measures aim

dismissal of such proceedings; (2)

to “protect those who take risks

removing prison sentences for

and speak up when the public

defamation and ensuring that rules

interest is at stake – when they

applicable to defamation do not

report […] on allegations of money

negatively impact the freedom of

laundering and corruption,

expression, public participation or

environmental and climate matters

the open, free and plural media

or other [important] issues”. In a

environment; (3) supporting

separate speech, Jourová

training opportunities for legal

disclosed that later this year, the

professionals and potential SLAPP

EC will propose the Media Freedom

targets; and (4) enhancing data

Act, separate draft legislation to

collection, reporting on SLAPPs.

“protect the independence of the
media and media pluralism”.

EU Commission press release

Victor Teixeira, Senior Policy Officer

EU Commission proposal

at Transparency International EU
welcomed the EC’s proposal,

EU Commission recommendati…
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EU Council conclusions on strategic autonomy
includes actions on sanctions
The Council of the EU adopted on

actions by the EC and EU member

poses financial stability risks,

5 April conclusions on achieving

states on the uniform

particularly during times of

economic and financial strategic

implementation and enforcement

financial market disruption, and

autonomy. The paper calls on the

of EU sanctions, as well as efforts

calls for strengthened cooperation

European Commission (EC) to

to identify and combat practices

between national and EU

table a legislative proposal for a

aimed at evading or undermining

authorities and supervisors in the

reinforced Blocking Statute

them, including with respect to

issuance, banking, capital markets,

aimed at preventing the unlawful

crypto-asset transactions, the

data management and protection

extra-territorial application of

Council notes that further actions

and anti-money laundering and

third country sanctions and

related to effective sanctions

countering the financing of

provide enhanced protection

enforcement should be adopted.

terrorism (AML/CFT) fields.

With respect to the resilience of

Concurrently, the EU Council calls

financial market infrastructure, the

on the EC to present further

The EU Council warns that the

Council underlines that while

actions for supporting the

extra-territorial application of

digitalisation of financial services

international role of the euro and

sanctions imposed by non-EU

and the use of new technologies

the green transition, including by

jurisdictions could threaten the

“may create new opportunities for

promoting the bloc as an

integrity of the single market and

[EU] citizens”, such innovative

international “green finance hub”.

the EU’s financial systems and

solutions may also increase the

weaken the efficiency of the bloc’s

use of third parties for the delivery

foreign policy, as well as put

of services. The conclusions warn

pressure on legitimate trade and

that “excessive reliance” on third

investment. While commending

country critical service providers

for EU operations from
restrictive measures.

EU Council press release
EU Council conclusions

UK SFO requests GFG Alliance documents
The UK Serious Fraud Office

The case concerns allegations of

reported that French investigators

(SFO) revealed on 27 April that it

fraudulent trading and money

conducted raids at GFG’s Paris

has requested documents from

laundering in GFG’s financing deals

office and a foundry formerly

steel magnate Sanjeev Gupta’s

and conduct, which include deals

under the control of Gupta’s

GFG Alliance as part of the fraud

with the now-collapsed supply

group of companies.

and money laundering probe

chain financer Greensill Capital

launched in May 2021.

(UK) Ltd. A day before the
announcement, media outlets
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EU sends reasoned opinion to Malta over CBI
The announcement follows a 28

The EC launched its infringement

March recommendation by the EC,

procedure against Malta over the

calling on member states to

country’s golden passport scheme

“immediately” repeal existing CBI

in October 2020 and sent an

schemes and take robust

additional letter of formal notice on

measures aimed at preventing

9 June 2021. Malta has two

investor residence schemes from

months to respond to the reasoned

The European Commission (EC)

operating in a way that could lead

opinion and to address the EC’s

announced on 6 April that it has

to security, money laundering, tax

concerns before the case may be

sent a reasoned opinion to Malta

evasion or corruption risks. In

referred to the EU Court of Justice.

over its citizenship by investment

response to the reasoned opinion,

(CBI) scheme, otherwise known

the Maltese government stated

as its ‘golden passport’ scheme,

that “the granting of citizenship

noting that such programmes

falls within the national

violate EU law and “undermine

competence of a member state

the essence of EU citizenship”.

and it should remain as such”.

European Commission press re…
Malta government press release

UK issues response to economic crime report
The UK Parliament’s Treasury

discourage fraudsters from using

violations. The government

Committee published on 28 April

UK firms to conceal their identity.

highlights its work on the creation

feedback from the government,

of a second economic crime plan,

Financial Conduct Authority

HM Treasury notes that efforts to

to be published later in the year,

(FCA), and Payment Systems

fight economic crime “can only

while displaying openness to

Regulator (PSR) to its 2 February

work if there is extensive

reforms to Companies House. MP

economic crime report.

coordination at all levels”. It adds

Mel Stride, the Treasury Committee

that economic crime endangers

chair, notes that the government’s

The report called on the

consumers and companies in

rejection of the recommendation to

government to take steps to

addition to tarnishing the UK's

establish a single law enforcement

regulate fraudulent online adverts

reputation. Steps cited to address

agency tasked with combatting

and assess whether online

the issue include implementation

fraud may be a missed opportunity.

platforms should reimburse

of a Register of Overseas

victims. The report also

Beneficial Ownership of UK assets,

recommended higher fees for

reform of the Unexplained Wealth

company establishment and

Order regime, and consolidated

Companies House reforms to

capacity to combat sanctions
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SPEECHES

UK Treasury Committee holds hearing on the
effectiveness of Russia sanctions
The UK Parliament’s Treasury

well as a significant deprivation of

the aviation war insurance market

Committee held an oral evidence

essential goods and services. He

is in the UK. While Russia could

session on 25 April on the

also states that, despite the

turn to India or Japan instead for

effectiveness of the sanctions

rebounding of the Russian ruble,

aviation war insurance, Roberts

against Russia, featuring

the Russian currency’s return to

indicates that he has seen no

insurance and financial industry

pre-war levels is “an artificial

evidence of this occurring. He also

experts and coming one month

variable at this point that does not

faults what he identifies as

after publication of the

reflect the true, real underlying

extreme complexities with the base

committee’s report on the impact

direction” of its economy given that

document for aviation insurance

of economic sanctions on Russia.

the ruble is not convertible.

sanctions, further noting that the
EU has reversed its position and

The hearing featured Lloyd’s

Gould-Davies references the 23

Market Association Head of Marine

March committee report in the

and Aviation Neil Roberts, Institute

context of separating the sanctions

At present, Roberts states that the

of International Finance Deputy

regime from efforts to protect the

biggest impact on insurance

Chief Economist Elina Ribakova,

UK’s system from money

claims in relation to the war is on

and International Institute for

laundering, corruption, Russian

marine sector vessels, which

Strategic Studies Senior Fellow

elite use as a financial safe haven,

includes costly payments for

for Russia and Eurasia and

and Russian attempts to wield

detained crew members to be

former ambassador to Belarus

political influence in the UK.

returned through Moldova. For war

Nigel Gould-Davies.

now allows flights into Russia.

marine insurance, the London
Ribakova, meanwhile, points to the

market covers roughly 80 percent

Gould-Davies informed the

energy sector, particularly oil

of insurance and reinsurance

committee that the sanctions

products followed by gas, as the

worldwide. In the short term, he

regime, with international

next area the UK must target to

notes that Russia’s only alternative

coordination, has been very

have a major impact on restricting

option is in the middle east or far

effective, pointing to assessments

Russian financial inflows, as oil and

east, neither of which have deep

at the Central Bank of Russia

gas revenue accounts for roughly

enough markets to cover Russia,

which suggest “a forced structural

35-50 percent of Russia’s budget.

according to his assessment.

transformation of the Russian
economy”. The former

Roberts states that, regarding

ambassador adds that the current

insurance, sanctions against

sanctions regime will likely result in

Russia have resulted in profound

a drop of at least 10 percent in

impacts on the UK insurance

Russia’s GDP over the next year as

market, given that 95 percent of
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Justice Committee holds oral evidence session
on UK government's response to fraud
The UK Parliament’s Justice

through which the authorities have

that the government intends for the

Committee held an oral evidence

taken down 76,000 scams.

National Crime Agency, in tandem

session on 20 April on fraud and

with the City of London Police, to

the justice system, featuring

Following up on a question asked

centre their operations on

testimony from Minister for

in the committee’s 24 February

“investigating the largest serious

Security and Borders Damian

hearing about an increase in staff

organised crime gangs who are”

Hinds and Home Office

to respond to economic crime,

engaged in widespread fraud.

Director for Economic Crime

Tessier states that 20 additional

Hinds adds that although fraud,

Duncan Tessier.

employees have been added to the

cybercrime, money laundering, and

economic crime call centre and

other financial crimes now

Hinds responded to a question on

victim care unit. He also notes that

constitute over 50 percent of crime

the potential centralisation of

37 police forces currently work

in the UK, “it is not the sort of crime

counter fraud efforts into a single

with the victim care unit, up from

that our whole crime fighting

department and addressed

20 two years prior. Pressed by the

system was originally set up to

concerns by legislators over the

chair on why all police forces are

deal with”, thus requiring more

lack of a counter fraud strategy,

not currently on board given the

detection resources.

asserting that the wide range of

national priority, Tessier states that

fraud categories requires a whole

he predicts all police forces will be

A question posed by MP Paul

of government response.

aligned within one to two years.

Maynard addressed coordination
and discussion with the Ministry of

Ahead of the 2024 replacement of

MP Maria Eagle notes in a question

Justice over disclosure and data

Action Fraud, the minister states

to Hinds that convictions have

sharing rules regarding fraud

that improvements will continue to

fallen by 67 percent since 2011

cases. Tessier states he believes

be made involving victim support,

despite the large increase in fraud,

the view of the Attorney General’s

increased automation, and website

with Hinds responding that £103

Office, responsible for disclosure

enhancements. Hinds also

million over three years has been

policy, “is that there is not […] a

acknowledges constituency

invested in countering fraud, which

systemic issue of disclosure with

frustration with frequent reports by

includes a police uplift programme

respect to fraud” but rather

consumers of a lack of response to

to devote more law enforcement

“perhaps an issue connected more

Action Fraud requests and

resources to focus on fraud. He

with the application of the law

common occurrence of cases

adds that 30 London police have

rather than the law itself”.

lacking evidence. He adds that

been added to the fraud force.

citizens can and should report

Committee meeting details

immediate concerns of suspicious

Tessier notes in Eagle’s follow-up

emails to report@phishing.gov.uk,

to the question of police resources
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US Helsinki Commission holds hearing on
oligarch illicit activity and Western enablers
The US Commission on Security

safeguard their democracies from

Russians over the years, according

and Cooperation in Europe, also

foreign oligarchs, intelligence

to Browder, include investigation

known as the US Helsinki

services, state-owned companies,

agency Grayson Pender

Commission, held on 6 April a

and other foot soldiers of Russian

Wordsworth chaired by Andrew

hearing on ways to counter tactics

strategic corruption”.

Fulton, a former UK diplomat; and

used by oligarchs to launder their

law firm Debevoise & Plimpton,

money and reputations.

Green further warns that autocrats

which employed former attorney

Witnesses discussed their

and oligarchs file defamation

general Lord Peter Goldsmith.

experiences investigating

lawsuits “that are not meant to be

oligarchs and enablers,

won in court” to avoid

Browder urges the US Congress

corruption, and how oligarchs

accountability. Said lawsuits,

to: (1) create and maintain a list

escape accountability through

according to Green, are “an attempt

of law firms, PR firms and private

abusive lawsuits.

to bully journalists and watchdogs

investigation firms involved in

into silence” and are sometimes

enabling dictatorships and

The US Agency for International

filed in jurisdictions favourable to

oligarchs to persecute journalists,

Development (USAID) Anti-

claimants. Accordingly, USAID has

activists and political opposition

Corruption Task Force’s Executive

launched a global Defamation

figures; (2) prohibit the US

Director Shannon Green states that

Defense Fund to help journalists

government from doing any

USAID is developing programming

combat such lawsuits.

business with said firms going

to tackle kleptocracy abroad.

forward; (3) cancel the visas of

Particularly, USAID’s anti-corruption

Head of the Global Magnitsky

foreign enablers; and (4) suspend

grand challenge aims to build

Justice campaign Bill Browder

the Mutual Legal Assistance

partnerships especially with the

provided examples of lawfare and

Treaty with Russia.

private sector and source novel

Western enablers that were used to

tools to curb corruption. Moreover,

target him in several countries

Ukraine-based Anti-Corruption

a “Global Accountability Program

including Cyprus, Switzerland,

Action Centre Executive Director

will work in key countries to build

Spain and the UK. He states that he

Daria Kaleniuk described an

resilience against kleptocracy and

was sued in the UK for libel by

“invisible” Russian army

illicit finance”. Green also notes

Major Pavel Karpov of the Russian

comprising of lawyers, lobbyists,

that USAID is drawing lessons

Interior Ministry for exposing his

accountants, financial managers,

learned by governments in

alleged involvement in the $230

real estate agents and PR

“strategically contested countries”.

million scandal exposed by Sergei

consultants who have “operated all

She finds that nations across the

Magnitsky. Karpov’s lawyers,

across Western liberal

former socialist bloc including

Browder explained, were Geraldine

democracies for decades”.

Georgia, Romania, Ukraine,

Proudler of law firm Olswang and

Armenia, Moldova and Bulgaria

Andrew Caldecott QC. Other

have implemented “transparency

lawyers and firms in the UK who

and accountability measures that

have purportedly assisted
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UK Foreign Affairs Committee hears evidence on
Wagner Group and proxy private military firms
The UK House of Commons Foreign Affairs

in this regard are Central African Republic (CAR)

Committee held on 19 April the first session of its

based Lobaye Invest SARLU and Sewa Security

inquiry into the Wagner Group and proxy private

Services. Grozev stated that evidence shows that

military companies. The committee heard oral

there are “dozens and maybe hundreds of companies

evidence from Sorcha MacLeod, Chair of the UN

that are almost like project special purpose vehicles

Working Group on the use of mercenaries, Christo

for each particular operation”.

Grozev, Executive Director and former Russia
investigator at Bellingcat, and Sean McFate, senior

Furthermore, Grozev disclosed that beginning with

fellow at US international think tank Atlantic Council.

2016, “a hybrid funding model” has allegedly emerged,
“where Prigozhin and his entities are allowed to keep a

During the meeting, MacLeod highlighted that the

lot of the spoils of war”, such as concessions for

Working Group has documented that mercenary

diamond mining in the CAR, or access to oil wells or

groups are increasingly used in armed conflicts

quotas from oil well production in the case of Syria.

around the world, raising concerns about international
humanitarian law violations and “widespread grave

MacLeod emphasised that states should adopt and

human rights abuses”, such as forced

implement domestic legislation that allows for

disappearances, extrajudicial killings, torture, sexual

effective investigations, prosecutions and sanctioning

and gender-based violence, kidnappings and looting.

of mercenary groups and their activities. However,

MacLeod added that such actors contribute to the

McFate expressed scepticism about the power of

destabilisation of peace processes in countries

domestic or international law or sanctions, noting that

affected by conflict and highlighted in this regard the

“Prigozhin and the Wagner Group have been under US,

situation in Libya, where a ceasefire agreement could

EU and UK sanctions for several years”, however this

not be reached due to mercenaries continuing to

“does not seem to retard any of their behaviour or

operate in the country.

aggressiveness”. He further stated that governments
“have not done enough job in tracking” mercenary

When talking about the funding structure of Wagner

groups, adding that the Five Eyes alliance has failed to

Group, Grozev underlined that leaked data on the

take this issue seriously and to “shine a light of

group’s salary records reportedly show that thousands

transparency” on these groups’ operations.

of members have been paid by an investment
company associated with Russian oligarch Yevgeniy

Committee meeting information

Prigozhin. However, the group allegedly has local
subsidiaries which “are paying the salaries for the
assignment of the mercenaries”. Particular examples
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UK FCA speech on critical issues in regulation
UK Financial Conduct Authority

removing those that are non-

regulator will host its first

(FCA) Chief Executive Nikhil Rathi

compliant with basic standards.

CryptoSprint in May, with the aim

delivered a speech on 26 April

In light of the challenges posed by

of exploring how crypto-assets

during City Week 2022 on the

the imposition of globally

could be regulated within the UK.

challenges and opportunities in

coordinated sanctions targeting

financial regulation.

Russia and Belarus in response to

Rathi notes that the FCA’s scope is

the war in Ukraine, Rathi states that

currently limited to ensuring anti-

During his speech, Rathi underlined

the FCA would soon publish

money laundering (AML) rules are

that the FCA is committed to

proposals for allowing the use of

applicable to crypto firms, adding

maintaining “tougher standards”

side pockets in investment funds.

that firms are expected to meet

aimed at reducing and preventing

Separately, on environmental,

“minimum standards” to ensure

serious harm, while adopting a

social and governance (ESG)

that they are not used “to funnel

“more rigorous” approach to firms

reforms, Rathi highlighted that the

money to fuel crime, terrorism and

seeking approval to operate in the

FCA remains committed to

war”. Furthermore, Rathi stresses

UK. In this regard, he emphasised

assisting the transition to a greener

that more clarity is needed with

that one in seven applicants are

and more sustainable economy.

respect to ruling out future

currently not obtaining

Financial Services Compensation

authorisation due to “inadequate

Rathi stated that the FCA

Scheme (FSCS) coverage for

controls”, adding that the FCA is

continues to support innovation for

crypto-related investment losses.

adding 80 new staff members to

promoting long-term economic

focus on “the most problematic

growth and international

firms” already in the market, while

competitiveness. Accordingly, the

FCA speech transcript

UK FCA striving to be digital innovation leader
UK Financial Conduct Authority

foster innovation in a manner that

emphasis on social media-based

(FCA) Chief Data, Information, and

meets future challenges and can

scam advertising.

Intelligence Officer Jessica Rusu

address the massive increase in

delivered a speech on 4 April to

data resulting from technological

On environmental, social and

the Innovation Finance Global

and financial innovation.

governance (ESG), Rusu states

Summit 2022 in which she
asserts that the regulator is
quickly becoming a leader in
digital innovation, highlighting
several upcoming initiatives.
Rusu states that it is essential for
the FCA to be “intelligence led” and
87

Essential to countering the rising
threat of fraud accompanying the
increase and reliance on online
services is the authorised push
payment (APP) Fraud TechSprint in
September, which will examine
counter fraud solutions with an

that the FCA is committed to
sustainable finance, pointing to
the regulator’s business plan,
which includes emphasis on
sustainable innovation support.
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European Chief Prosecutor notes ambiguity and
shortcomings in fraud detection in Malta
European Chief Prosecutor Laura

EPPO only with words, not with

lot of cases and member states

Codruța Kövesi stated during a 20

facts”, the Chief Prosecutor noted.

with zero cases or with a lower

April European Parliament

number of cases. And the main

Committee on Budgetary Control

According to Malta Today, the

problem is the level of detection; in

and Committee on Civil Liberties,

authorities to which Kövesi

some member states it’s very low.

Justice and Home Affairs’

referred, which are involved in the

In some member states we don’t

meeting that after visiting Malta

fight against fraud, reportedly

have a specialised institution to

“it was very difficult […] to identify

include the Financial Crimes

deal with this type of criminality. In

the institution that is responsible

Investigations Department, the

some member states it was not a

to detect the [fraud] crimes”.

Internal Audit and Investigations

priority to investigate this type of

Department within the Office of the

frauds”. Kövesi highlighted that the

Kövesi underlined that Maltese

Prime Minister, and the Financial

level of detection should be

institutions denied having such

Intelligence Analysis Unit.

increased at the EU level as well.

[who is responsible to detect fraud],

The EPPO’s 2021 report shows

The Chief Prosecutor further

it’s them” and by being “unable to

zero active investigations in Malta.

explained that “if you are an

respond to simple questions”.

Kövesi informed MEPs that

organised group and if you know

discrepancies in terms of cases

that in a member state the level of

She underlined on the same

between member states are due to

detection is very low you will love

occasion that “if member states do

different levels of detection.

to operate in that member state”.

authority, by saying “it’s not me

not do their job, we are not allowed
to do their job”. “Unfortunately,

She emphasised that “there are

some member states support the

member states in which we have a

EU Committee meeting video

Commission to launch rule of law conditionality
mechanism against Hungary over corruption
European Commission (EC)

conditionality mechanism” mainly

carefully assessed the result of

President Ursula von der Leyen

due to corruption concerns.

these questions and our

announced on 5 April before the

conclusion is we have to move on

European Parliament that EU

“With Hungary we’ve been very

Budget Commissioner Johannes

clear the issue is corruption”,

Hahn has informed the Hungarian

stated von der Leyen. “We’ve sent a

authorities about the EC’s plan to

letter to Hungary with questions.

formally “launch the rule of law

They have answered and we’ve

88

the next step”, she added.
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CONSULTATIONS

UK FCA launches consultation on side pockets
in the context of Ukraine invasion
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

the value attributable to the affected investments,

launched on 28 April a consultation on new rules to

proportionate to the exposure before the

allow authorised fund managers to use “side

creation of the side pocket.

pockets” to separate assets affected by Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, in light of existing sanctions

The FCA underlines that existing investors will

which have made some securities “illiquid or

continue to have units associated with the value

untradeable”. Stakeholders are expected to

attributable to the liquid assets, adding that their

submit comments by 16 May.

exposure to affected investments and liquid assets, as
well as their ownership rights will remain unchanged

The FCA notes that the consultation aims “to address

following the creation of the side pocket class.

the potential harm caused by the exposure that UK
authorised retail funds have to affected investments”,

The document underlines that the fund “would operate

thus proposing the use of side pockets for investors’

with minimum disruption” and would continue to be a

Russian, Belarusian and Ukrainian exposures.

single entity for accounting purposes and that no
further changes would occur in relation to the fund’s

According to the paper, “affected assets” include: (1)

identity. With respect to funds registered for sale

equities and fixed-income securities issued by Russia,

outside the UK, no update should be made to their

Belarus and Ukraine governments, public authorities

local registration and the authorised fund manager

and corporates, as well as securities listed, offered or

would not be required to publish new pre-sale

placed in these countries; (2) assets listed and traded

disclosure documents.

on other stock exchanges and backed by such
securities; (3) securities issued by “severely

According to the consultation paper, the FCA’s

affected companies”, or which are owned or

proposed rules “are a limited emergency measure” in

controlled by individuals subject to Russia-related

the context created by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,

sanctions; and (4) units in other collective investment

clarifying that the regulator is not considering the

schemes which have suspended dealings due to

wider use of side pockets in other authorised funds.

exposure to such assets.
FCA consultation page

The regulator notes that managers of UK authorised
retail funds exposed to affected investments should
decide whether it is in unit holders’ interests to
separate the assets. Once the new unit is created,
existing investors will receive units which are linked to
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EU Commission launches consultation on digital
euro, addresses AML/CFT implications
cash as a safeguarded legal tender, its impact on
financial stability and the financial sector, privacy and
data protection, international payments, and the
application of AML and counter financing of
terrorism (CFT) regulations.
According to the consultation document, the EC notes
that “specific AML/CFT rules may need to be devised
based on the exact design features of a digital euro”,
The European Commission (EC) launched a

while welcoming general views on the AML/CFT

consultation on 5 April on a digital euro and related

implications. The consultation seeks feedback on

considerations to complement the January 2021

how AML/CFT compliance costs may be impacted

European Central Bank (ECB) consultation.

based on types of digital euro design models, such
as an online account-based digital euro, an
online bearer-based digital euro, or an offline

According to the consultation
document, the EC notes that
“specific AML/CFT rules may
need to be devised based on the
exact design features of a
digital euro”, while welcoming
general views on the AML/CFT
implications

bearer-based digital euro.
The EC also seeks feedback from relevant parties on
what specific challenges could arise from a digital
euro in the context of the controls and checks required
by AML/CFT regulations, as well as challenges arising
from a digital euro that would allow for low-value
transactions to be conducted offline. It also asks for
views on how ML/TF risks of low-value offline
transactions would compare to online digital euro
payments, cash payments, and online payments in
commercial bank money.

The consultation, targeted at anti-money laundering
(AML) supervisors, financial intelligence units,
payment service specialists, and other relevant
experts and authorities, seeks additional evidence on
how a digital euro can best meet user needs and what

Feedback is being accepted until 14 June.
EU Commission consultation page
EU Commission consultation document

role it would play in the bloc’s digital economy and in
retail payments. Other areas under review include how
the digital euro can be used in retail while maintaining
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PRESS AND MEDIA

ASA reportedly warns HSBC over greenwashing
financing of companies with

and maintain its current

substantial greenhouse gas

investments in businesses and

emissions. The ads were published

industries that emitted notable

in October 2021 at bus stops in

levels of carbon dioxide”, the ASA

Bristol and London, according to

purportedly noted.

the Financial Times. The adverts
allegedly generated 45 complaints.

The Financial Times states that
HSBC will respond to the draft

A draft decision of the UK
Advertising Standards Authority

The ASA supposedly cites in the

recommendation, which will be

(ASA) warns HSBC Bank plc about

draft decision information from

subsequently examined by the ASA

using adverts to greenwash its

HSBC’s annual report which reveals

Council. The ASA reportedly

reputation, the Financial Times

that, in 2019, emissions for the oil

emphasised that the outcome is

reported on 29 April. The draft

and gas sector only, amounted to

not finalised and did not provide

decision purportedly orders HSBC

35.8 million tonnes of carbon

further comment. HSBC stated

to be more transparent about its

dioxide. HSBC’s annual report also

that it has “an ambitious plan to

contribution to climate change.

shows that it will continue

support a global transition to net

financing thermal coal mining in EU

zero” and that it is already acting to

The draft decision reportedly notes

and OECD markets until 2030, and

reduce its financed emissions, as

that HSBC misled customers in

globally until 2040. “We considered

reported by the news outlet.

two adverts by selectively

that meant, despite the initiatives

promoting its green initiatives and

highlighted in the ads, HSBC was

omitting information about its

continuing to significantly finance

FT article

US BIS reportedly receives report of possible
Huawei export control violation by Chinese firm
The Financial Times reported on

may have violated US export

company YMTC allegedly provided

27 April that a US Commerce

controls by providing Huawei with

chips produced in February 2021

Department Bureau of Industry

semiconductor chips after its

for the Huawei 20e phone, after the

and Security (BIS) official has

designation by the US.

foreign direct product rule entered

confirmed the receipt of a report

into force in 2020.

it deems credible by TechInsights

According to the media outlet,

which alleges that Yangtze

which has reportedly seen a copy

Memory Technologies Co (YMTC)

of the report, Chinese state-owned
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Swedish prosecutors reportedly open probe into
Ericsson for alleged bribery in Iraq
Swedish news agency TT

company’s business in Iraq. On 15

prosecution agreement (DPA). The

reported on 20 April that National

February, the company stated that

breach, Ericsson noted at that time,

Anti-Corruption Unit Prosecutor

the investigation “could not identify

concerned insufficient disclosure

Leif Görts has confirmed the

that any Ericsson employee was

prior to the DPA and failing to

opening of a preliminary probe

directly involved in financing”

follow-up with a secondary

into Telefonaktiebolaget LM

terrorist organisations. However, it

clarifying disclosure. The supposed

Ericsson’s alleged bribery in Iraq.

noted that “we cannot exclude the

insufficient disclosure involved

Görts reportedly noted that the

possibility that we may not have

Ericsson’s internal investigation

conduct being investigated goes

found all the underlying facts”.

into bribery allegations involving

back to 2014. However, he

its operations in Iraq between

purportedly did not provide any

The telecommunications giant

2011 and 2019. Ericsson stated

other details “because the

revealed in a March filing with the

in the SEC filing that its 2019

investigation has just begun”.

US Securities and Exchange

internal investigation did reveal

Commission (SEC) and a press

serious breaches of compliance

Ericsson announced in February

release that the US Department of

rules and business ethics.

that it was reviewing a 2019

Justice informed the company on

internal investigation prompted by

1 March that it had found Ericsson

compliance concerns about the

in breach of a 2019 deferred

TT article (in Swedish)

Le Pen and allies allegedly embezzled EU funds
Investigative media outlet

allegedly unjustly claiming public

Reuters reports that National Rally

Mediapart reported on 17 April

money for furthering their national

(RN) acting President Jordan

that the European Anti-Fraud

party’s interests. Le Pen served as

Bardella condemned the report,

Office (OLAF) claims in an

an MEP from 2004 to 2017.

stating that voters will not be

unpublished report that French

“fooled” by alleged “attempts […to]

far-right presidential candidate

The revelations about the report,

interfere in the presidential

Marine Le Pen misappropriated

which were apparently forwarded

campaign”. Le Pen resigned from

nearly €137,000 in EU funds

to French prosecutors in mid-

the position of leader of the RN,

during her tenure as a member of

March, came one week before the

which she has held since 2011, in

the European Parliament.

second round of the presidential

September 2021 to launch her

elections, in which Le Pen faced

presidential bid.

According to the media outlet, Le

incumbent Emmanuel Macron. The

Pen and the other individuals

Guardian reports that French

mentioned in the report owe

prosecutors are currently

money to the EU budget for

examining the document.
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Reuters report on export control enforcement
Reuters published on 29 April a

ascertain the final use of sensitive

the Dimitrovs were added to the

special report on the difficulties

goods anymore, people familiar

BIS Entity List when the indictment

of enforcing export controls on

with the matter reportedly

was unsealed in December 2020.

Russia which analyses US

informed Reuters. Adding to the

Department of Commerce Bureau

difficulties is the long process for

The DOJ alleges that Sabirov, who

of Industry and Security (BIS) and

prosecution, the report continues.

ostensibly controls Cosmos

Department of Justice (DOJ)
enforcement cases.

Complect and OOO Sovtest Comp,
One of the cases highlighted in the

engaged in a scheme to

report revolves around the Texas-

illegitimately procure hardware

The media report focuses

based Silicon Space Technology

with military applications.

specifically on radiation-hardened

Corp (SST), Russian citizen Ilias

Prosecutors charged the three

(rad-hard) memory chips, which

Sabirov, and Bulgarian father and

defendants with conspiracy to

play a critical role in military

son Dimitar and Milan Dimitrov.

violate the International

communications and missiles,

SST, which at one point changed its

Emergency Economic Powers

since they can withstand extreme

name to Vorago, obtained research

Act (IEEPA) and IEEPA violations,

conditions. While the US took steps

grants from the US military but

false statements in relation to the

to ensure the close oversight of

was struggling to find its

2018 Export Control Reform Act,

rad-hard chip exports and, at one

commercial debut.

and money laundering.

evasion still reportedly happens

Sabirov sought to buy chips from

The case is still ongoing. Sabirov

through obscure shipping routes.

Vorago and allegedly used the

and Milan Dimitrov reportedly

Bulgaria-registered Multi

deny any wrongdoing.

point, did not authorise transfers,

Enforcement efforts are

Technology Integration Group

complicated by the fact that,

EEOD to evade export control laws,

starting in 2018, Russia does not

according to a December 2020

authorise US on-site inspections to

DOJ indictment. Ilias Sabirov and

Reuters special report

Former Raiffeisen Switzerland CEO found guilty
of embezzlement and fraud
Zürich District Court found former

prison, Swissinfo reported on 13

Vincenz reportedly used his

Raiffeisen Switzerland CEO Pierin

April. Vincenz was acquitted on

company credit card to pay for

Vincenz guilty of multiple charges

several counts, fined CHF 840,000

personal expenses such as

including embezzlement and

and ordered to pay CHF 1.3

holidays and dinners.

fraud and has been sentenced to

million to cover damages to a

three years and nine months in

corporate transaction.
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GFG Alliance office reportedly raided by French
police in money laundering probe
The Financial Times reported on

The FT cites individuals familiar

Fight against Corruption, Financial

26 April that French law

with the matter as stating that the

and Fiscal Offenses (OCLCIFF).

enforcement agents raided the

probe concerns transactions

According to the French media

Paris offices of GFG Alliance, the

carried out while the smelter was

outlet, the probe reportedly

loose collection of businesses

controlled by GFG, including the

concerns the use of a state-backed

pertaining to UK metals tycoon

use of $25 million in Dunkirk funds

loan at its onset. The credit in

Sanjeev Gupta and his family, as

in a settlement with Anglo-

question was ostensibly granted by

part of a reported investigation

Australian metals giant Rio Tinto

a Greensill Capital Pty Ltd

into misuse of corporate assets

Group. A statement released to the

company. Greensill was one of the

and money laundering.

media outlet claims that GFG

main creditors of GFG Alliance. It

“determined that there was no

collapsed in March 2021.

According to the media outlet, the

wrongdoing in its French

raid at the smelter, which took

businesses relating to this or any

In the UK, GFG Alliance is subject

place a week prior, involved police

other transaction”, adding that it is

to a criminal probe concerning

officers questioning executives and

cooperating with the authorities.

fraud and money laundering. The

copying email servers. Aluminium

investigation is being conducted by

Dunkerque Industries France SAS

Ouest France additionally reports

– formerly known as Liberty

that the raids form part of a

Industries France SAS – was taken

preliminary probe started in July

over by American Industrial

2021 by prosecutors in Paris, led

Partners LLC in October 2021.

now by the Central Office for the

the UK's Serious Fraud Office.
FT article
Ouest France article

Media investigation reportedly reveals Russian
businessman Kerimov’s efforts to hide assets
The International Consortium of

The media outlets analysed troves

this, according to the publications,

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)

of leaked documents, including the

over $700 million in suspicious

and partner media outlets,

Pandora Papers and the FinCEN

transfers can be linked to Kerimov

including the BBC in the UK and

Files, and claim that Kerimov, the

or his close associates.

NBC News in the US, detailed on

owner of investment company JSC

11 April the financial movements

Nafta Moskva, transferred assets

through which Russian

to his family members in a

businessman Suleyman Kerimov

reported attempt to insulate

apparently hides his assets.

himself from sanctions. Apart from
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Q&A

Q&A with sanctions expert Dr Richard Connolly
on their access to technology, and their banking
system had been placed under some duress. It has
meant that over the past eight or nine years, the
Russian government has already been doing a job not necessarily successfully - of adapting to being
under sanctions, and expecting more. Since this
expanded military campaign in Ukraine in February, at
the top was the freezing of about half of Russia's
foreign exchange reserves, that were held in
currencies of the Western alliance - principally US
Dr Richard Connolly is Director of the Consultancy,
Eastern Advisory Group, an Associate Fellow at
RUSI, and a Senior Honorary Fellow at the Centre for
Russian, European and Eurasian Studies (CREES) at
the University of Birmingham. His research focuses
on economic policy, defence and energy industries,
the impact of Western sanctions and Russia’s role in
the global economy. Financial Crime Digest spoke to
Richard about the latest sanctions, what they mean
for the Russian economy and what could be next.
Could you give us an overview of the sanctions?
The first point to note is that there was already a
sophisticated layer of pre-existing sanctions. It's worth
thinking about this because if you've already had an
industrial sector that has been sanctioned to death for
eight or nine years, then more pressure is not
necessarily going to yield the results you are looking
for. We had a lot of individuals subject to travel bans
and asset freezes in 2014 and subsequently. This was
in response to the Russian annexation of Crimea, and
alleged interference in the US election, the Skripal
poisonings, and other malign activities. We already

dollar and euro, but followed by sterling, Swiss franc,
yen. That was one I must admit I hadn't expected,
because there are some obvious potential pitfalls for
the countries imposing it.
Second was the partial block-out from financial
messaging service SWIFT. That was not as impressive
as some people presented it as being. There are some
very large and important exemptions. Anything to do
with the energy trade is exempt - they can still use
SWIFT to make a transfer under the legislation. And if
you look at what constitutes "energy", it's rather a
broad list. When you consider that Russia is a
commodity exporter, it really includes most of Russia's
export profile. Some banks have been frozen - initially
it was VTB which was not allowed to trade in dollars through SDN blocking sanctions. That's not the same
as being blocked from SWIFT, but they tend to
accompany each other. VEB (now VEB.RF) was
subject to blocking sanctions, and was blocked from
SWIFT. Some banks were not initially, but that has
tightened over time. Nevertheless, there are a large
number of Russian banks that have access to SWIFT.

had a large number of individuals and entities cut off

Third - which is important in the short run, and

from the West. The energy industry had been placed

increasing over time, is the expansion of export

under some significant financial sanctions and limits

controls on certain technologies and licenced
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technologies. The defence industry has been

there could be a future cost to the target's actions.

under some sanctions from 2014 onwards. That

You are establishing some credibility by imposing

includes access to dual-use components - electronics

some quite draconian sanctions, and saying that you

or machinery that might be used in the manufacture

could go through the gears. I think it's difficult to say

of weapons. That already put quite a lot of

that this has been successful. There have been

technologies out of bounds for Russian importers.

sanctions in place since 2014, there has always been

Even if you weren't in the defence industry, you would

the threat of them being dialled up, and listing what

have to file an application to buy certain goods. Very

they might be to perform a deterrent effect, and it

often the US would say no. In the EU it was left to

clearly hasn't worked because Russia launched a

member states - so it was easier to get some of these

massive military attack on Ukraine. Ultimately when

things from, say, Italy or Bulgaria or Hungary. That was

we are talking about sanctions, it is useful to consider

a loophole. The Italians, for instance, after 2014

how important the source of policy disagreement is to

continued to sell some military trucks to Russia.

the target, and how important it is to you? I think the

These export controls mean that Russia's access to

Russians have always felt that when it comes to

goods embodying certain technological capabilities

Ukraine, it is a more important policy issue to them

will be severely compromised.

than it is to the Western countries that they are

Another sanction that will have a big practical
implication over time will be the ban on aviation
components and aircraft parts. That will have a big
impact on a geographically large country relying on
civilian passenger aircraft for transport. Again - how
do you replace that? The big makers of passenger
aircraft in the world are Canadian, European or
American. Do you develop your own? Late Soviet-era
designs would not be good for comfort, safety, or fuel
efficiency. Those are the major ones - it has also been
supplemented by what we might call "spontaneous"
sanctions - individual firms have decided to reduce

dealing with. As a result, they are prepared to bear
greater pain. Sanctions also send signals to domestic
audiences. People watch the BBC, see the news that is
awful, and want something to be done. But of course,
we know that we can't do too much because the
Russians have the largest nuclear weapons arsenal in
the world. But sanctions offer a way of signalling to
your population "look, we are doing something, and it
is severe". I think that there is gap between what
politicians say the sanctions are doing, and what they
are really doing, in practice... It is in the politicians'
interest to say sanctions are causing immense pain.

their presence or walk out completely from Russia.

And sanctions send signals to third parties, the

We've seen some really high-profile examples. BP's

obvious one being China. It says "if you were to

investment in Rosneft was a massive component of

get involved in some egregious violation of

their corporate strategy. They felt compelled to walk

international law, this is what will happen to you". The

away due to the reputational cost of doing business

Chinese must look at this, holding several trillion

there. The headline statement is that the big sanctions

dollars of US treasury bonds and think that if the US or

were imposed at the beginning. The only ones left on

Europeans can basically take your money and freeze

the table are those to do with not buying energy, food,

it, it calls into question why they have been building up

or raw materials. In a global inflationary environment,

all these savings over time. I think it has been shown

touching any of those is likely to cause prices to spike.

that there is a cost to carrying out actions like those
Russia has carried out in Ukraine. Punishment

What is the specific purpose of the sanctions?

overlaps with regime change. No politician will admit

There are multiple reasons. One is intended to be

to it, as it could be seen as constituting an act of war.

deterrence. By imposing a cost, you are saying that

But if we look at the track record of sanctions over the
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years - Iraq, South Africa in the 70s and 80s - when

accepted it and acted accordingly. That has largely

you are placed under these types of sanctions, then

taken away the need for those foreign reserves. It is

regime change is an implicit goal. You're hoping to dial

worth remembering that Russia spent about $300

up the pain so much that you change the political

billion at the end of 2014 defending the ruble. They

dynamic within that country - so that enough powerful

were spending a lot of their foreign exchange reserves

people in the target country say to their leader, "we're

to give the ruble enough value so people had trust in it,

experiencing a high cost here, we want you out".

so that they could carry out transactions and they

That's why Western sanctions target the elite who

could maintain capital convertibility. Well they lost

aren't necessarily part of the policy team. A lot of the

$300 billion this time when it was frozen - but they no

people who have been targeted by sanctions are not

longer need capital convertibility - the whole reason

movers and shakers. But by freezing their assets you

[the reserves] were there was to support the ruble

are incentivising them to boot out the guy in charge.

through times of crisis. The Russians are now
supporting it through administrative means. I think

In mid-April, US President Joe Biden said we were

that shows how they have adapted. They will have to

"beginning to see that the sanctions are devastating

develop their own technologies, with a much bigger

Russia's economy and their ability to move forward."

import substitution programme than the one that was

Meanwhile Russian President Putin has said the

implemented from 2014 onwards. That will be

sanctions have backfired. What do you make of this?

expensive, but there will also be winners from it.

I think there was a great deal of shock and awe at the

People who set up factories that produce goods not

beginning. Sergei Lavrov admitted that the Russians

previously produced in Russia will make a lot of

were taken by surprise. But as with a lot of things that

money. It may boost employment. This is what

are shocking, you adjust to a new reality. Take the

happened in South Africa after the sanctions imposed

impact on the ruble at the beginning. There was

in the late 70s. You encourage local production.

freezing of the reserves, the fact that there was a war,
and a lot of companies were being targeted, the ruble
sunk to a record low within 24-48 hours. But then the
Russian government just imposed capital controls that's an adaptive measure. It was easy for the ruble
to tank for as long as it was a freely convertible
currency. Capital convertibility was a big achievement
of economic policy in Putin’s first two terms as
president. That integrated Russia with the world's
financial system, they wanted to be a part of the
G8. Following the sanctions of February, what's the
point? Russia is no longer a member of the Western
part of the global economy, outside of the sale of raw
materials. So why do they need capital convertibility?
They don't. So they abandoned it, put capital controls
in place, and artificially restored value to the ruble now it's at pre-war levels. They adapted by altering the
institutional basis of the Russian economy.
After the initial shock that they were basically shunned
from the Western part of the global economy, they
97

Russia is still a large manufacturing country - they
have the potential to do this. Now, I don't for a
minute think they will do it as well as a large American
or Japanese firm. But there is a question of
reasonable sufficiency - how well do they need to do
it? If they produce a car with a sat-nav that isn't as
good as a German one, but it helps them be less
affected by sanctions and keeps some people in work,
then actually that works reasonably well. The big thing
that is helping Russia at the moment is the ruble
income from export revenues has ballooned as a
result of the last few months. They export
geopolitically sensitive goods. The prices of these
things go up when there is a war - oil, gas, food, rare
earths. The price of all of these things is extremely
high at the moment. In ruble terms, Russia is making
between 3-4 times what it would have made per barrel
of oil sold or thousand cubic metres of gas exported,
compared to a couple of years ago. So once that is
sold for dollars and exchanged for rubles at home
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the Russian government is sitting on a big cash

people who are going to lose are rich Russians,

pile. Looking at the most recent Russian central bank

Western-leaning Russians, multi-lingual Russians who

economic data, for Q1 they had a budget surplus.

travel and work for foreign firms, or owners of small

Imagine that - you have this enormously expensive

businesses. They are the ones who will have faced the

war, punishing sanctions, and your revenues have

biggest shock over the past couple of months, and

gone up. If you look at the current account surplus, the

their incomes will have gone down the most.

first quarter was a record quarter. If these tendencies
remain in place for the rest of the year, it will be a
record current account surplus year. Now, the
government has a lot of things to do with that cash there are parts of the economy that need support, and
inflation is eroding the living standards of ordinary
people. There's also the war that is being fought. But I
looked through the Russian budget for the first
quarter, and defence spending has roughly doubled in
March. It was about 250-300 billion rubles more than
they would have expected before the war. That's
eminently affordable, with their budget surplus
measured in trillions of rubles not billions. So I think
they can afford the war, at least in financial terms, and
afford to funnel financial resources to parts of the
population that are suffering or are important to the
regime, that they want to keep happy - people working
in big industrial plants in the Ural mountains, people
working in Chelyabinsk.
The losers are the well-heeled city dwellers, the
speakers of multiple languages who reside in Moscow
and St Petersburg, who travel, and work for
multinationals, who have strong links with the West.
People who might see the world like your average
Western citizen. They would not vote for Putin in an
election, they might vote for Navalny. You might say
they have a liberal or cosmopolitan outlook. They are
left with no other alternative - much like the so-called
oligarchs. By freezing their assets over here, you are
forcing them to go back to Russia, to keep their capital
in Russia where they will be even more at the mercy of
the state. They will do what they are told, otherwise it
will be expropriated. It was ever thus for anyone who
is rich in Russia. In terms of winners and losers, I think
the Russian state has enough money to be able to
satisfy those other parts of society that it needs to
continue this system of political economy. Those
98

How do you see the future of the Russian import
substitution programme that emerged after 2014?
It takes a while for the policy process to catch up with
these rapidly moving events. But we have already seen
it in the last couple of months. A lot of commentators,
particularly on the more nationalist end of the scale,
say "we have a rupture with the West now, let's use
this to do the things we should have done before.
Instead of allowing rich Russians to park their money
abroad, they should repatriate it now and invest it in
domestic productive capabilities". What we have done
inadvertently with the sanctions is facilitate the
Russian nationalist agenda. While there were people
calling for stronger import substitution programmes
over the past eight years, the country still had access
to a variety of Western goods which were better than
what Russia could produce, that they went with inertia
and carried on buying what they had always bought
from the West in terms of electronic components and
machinery. There was a big resistance in Russian
industry to buy Russian - you would rather buy highquality Western or South Korean goods. That isn't an
option now for a lot of oil and gas, or technology
firms. They have to go Chinese or domestic. There are
a lot of people saying now that Russia should not
simply swap Western goods for Chinese - let's
produce it ourselves, this is an opportunity. You could
say that this is blind optimism in the face of a crisis,
but there has been a large constituency calling for an
import substitution programme with real teeth.
I don't think for a minute that they will be able to
produce goods that are comparable in quality or
cost to what they have been buying. The average
Russian consumer is going to experience a lower
quality product as a result. But, welcome to the Soviet
Union. There were lots of consumer goods produced
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there, and they weren't particularly good, people didn't

or unfreeze some under certain conditions. I think the

like them. But again it is a question of reasonable

central bank part could be quite complex.

sufficiency. If it does the job, if the Russian produced
iPhone is comparable to one that came in three years
ago and you don't need to renege on your foreign
policy ambitions, I think that the Russian leadership
will see that as a price worth paying. If your car satnav is not as good as the Western equivalent because
it is using GLONASS, well, so be it. State-owned
enterprises will get bigger orders, or people who are
close to the state, the Kovalchuks and Rotenbergs. It
happened in 2014, one of the big people close to
Putin, bought an apple concern that produced apples
that were previously bought from Poland. You end up
creating a massive industry for well-connected
insiders because they have a captive market who have
no other choice than to buy your goods. The people
who work for you get higher wages. The people who
pay the price are the consumers.

With SWIFT messaging, perhaps some banks could
be allowed access again, or for certain transactions. I
think an easy one could be allowing the sale of aircraft
components. I think people could see the rationale for
that on humanitarian grounds and say that there could
be an increase in accidents if we don't allow this, and
we are not trying to target the Russian people. I think
politicians could easily row back on that one. I don't
think you will see a situation where big state-owned
banks will be back in the financial system such that
they will be able to tap global markets. I don't see that
changing. I’m not even sure that the Russian banks
would want to, even if they were so permitted. The
2014 sanctions will be in place in perpetuity, with
tightened export controls. So we will likely end up with
something that is similar to the Soviet Union
sanctions that were in place - CoCom. Export controls

What are the terms likely to be for de-escalation?

were in place for a long time, and the Russian banking

The more sensible people realise that you have to

system wasn't part of the international system. I think

offer an incentive for Russia to behave well. If you say

even with sanctions relief, you are looking at a

we want peace in Ukraine and for Russia to pull out

landscape that will resemble the Soviet-era sanctions

its forces, and regardless of whether they do that or

regime in many ways. Every policy that we have seen

not the sanctions will remain in place... If sanctions

since the invasion has served to strengthen the role of

are designed to alter their calculus, you aren't

the state in the Russian economy. It was strong to

incentivising them. Antony Blinken said the other day

begin with, already about 65-70 percent of financial

that sanctions relief must be part of any peace

sector assets were in the hands of state-owned

process. If there is a ceasefire or peace talks,

banks. That is going to be even more now. Alfa-Bank is

sanctions relief will have to be offered. I would be very

not going to be able to function as a private bank in

surprised if there wasn't some sort of sanctions relief

practical terms, even if it is owned by a private sector

attached to peace negotiations when they begin. I

owner. Now that those people can't keep their capital

don't know when that will be, but whenever the battle

elsewhere, they are at home and do as they are told.

for the Donbass ends, if it ends on favourable terms

This is now a quasi-Soviet financial system where the

for the Russians, and the Ukrainians feel the need to

state owns it, there are capital controls and you have

talk, the Russians will ask for sanctions relief and the

to get permission to put your money abroad. This

West will be able to offer it. I think export controls will

amounts to a very Soviet-era type of financial system.

be in place for quite a long time. There may be some
loosening around the edges. The reason for that is you
are undermining their industrial capabilities and ability
to wage war. It is very close to the military machine.
Central bank reserves? I have to say I don't know. They
are frozen, not expropriated - so they could unfreeze,
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